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GDC turns 20 
Two decades on from a meeting in Chris Crawford's living room, 
the Game Developers Conference takes over San Francisco 

t last year's GDC, the essential accessory 
was a DS - everyone who was anyone was 
mak1ng the most of their freebie copy of 

Bram Trammg and PictoChatting their comments 
to colleagues m the front row. lt did as clear a job 
as anyth1ng of representing the spirit that was to 
dom1nate gam1ng for the next year. But this year 
the essent1al accessory was, astonishingly, a wife 

it was Shigeru Miyamoto who set the tone, 
us1ng h1s keynote to present an extended and 
tntensery persona el\planat on of h s comm tment 

After coming home late from work this 
Valentine's Day to f ind his wife enjoying 
the Everybody Votes channel, Miyamoto 
was certain of his new vision for gaming 

to the th1nk1ng that W1 and OS represent. HIS 
"Wlfeometer· - descnbed to the hilarity of the 
adonng aud1ence as h1s way of judging how much 
non-garners care about h1s games - had for years 
rema1ned unmoved by the games he made. The 
GameCube, w1th 1ts enlarged A button, was a 
"half-step", but 1t was only w1th the new 
generat1on of machmes des1gned expressly for an 
·expanded aud1ence· that the w1feometer started 
to budge And after commg home late from work 
th•s Valentine's Day to d1scover h1s Wife enjoying a 
m1dntght sess1on on the Wn's Everybody Voces 
channel. he descnbed bemg fmally certain of 
the success of h1s new VISion for gammg. 

\Nhat emerged was that, desp1te Mtyammo's 
status as tne game developer's game developer, 
he Vtews h mself resolutely as an enterta1ner, say•ng 
that wh e some games may be good for your soul, 
and others good for your brain, he simply tnes to 
make a I h s games fun. a goal he maintained by 
ptctunng :he face of the player at all pomts of the 
development process 

Not that Ml}'amoto pa1nted a purely fluffy 
p1cture H1s ta e of the M ·s troubled genes1s -
'rom a Famtcom d1sk system app, to a component 
of the N64DD's su1te o' user-created content tools. 
to the cancelled Stage Debut for the GameCube, 
to 1ts fmal form on the Wi1 - pamted the picture of 
a man wilhng to persevere for nearly two decades 
to fmd the nght express1on of a dearly held idea. 

And, for all the contrasts between the two 
companies, that emphasis on entertainment was 
equally apparent in Sony's keynote, delivered by 
Phi! Harrison. Expounding his theory of "Game 

3.0" -where Game 1.0 was statiC hardware, and 
static software; Game 2.0 was onhne-connected 
hardware but still static, d1sc -based software; and 
the PS3 was the standard bearer (alongside Wii 
and 360) of a new generat1on, with connected 
hardware and adapt1ve software -he debuted 
three Sony proJects: PS3's SingS tar, the new Home 
service and last month's cover game Ltttfe8IgP/anet. 
There was a time when perhaps none of these 
products, w1th their emphasis on performance. 
user-created content and commumcation, might 
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have been cons1dered a game, but rt was clear 
from this year's conference that that time has long 
since passed. 

SingS tar was the least interestrng presentatron, 
srmply demonstratmg much of the Infrastructure 
(song downloads, Eye Toy vrdeo uploads, etc) 
that had been promised rn last year's E3 press 
conference. More surprisrng was Home -although 
tt>e rumours had long been mcling of some sort 
of sooal hub for PS3, the reality of Home is both 
more extensive and more lim1ting than some may 
have expected. 

A 3D vrsualisatron of many of the services 
offered by the 360's menu-driven front-end, 
Home forms a lobby to the PS3's main functiOns 
Users create an avatar, meet and talk in rather 
bland cityscapes. take advantage of the pool tables 
and arcade machines, make note of the hoard1ngs 
streaming dynamic advertrsing (the first fea ture 
Harrison pointed out), and then retrre to their 
homes, which can be decorated w1th furniture 
and fittings downloaded, erther free or charged, 
from the Sony shop. 

Music and video can be streamed from the PS3's 
hard-dnve, to share with visrting fnends, and one 

Split across the M os cone (enter's three giant halls. this 
year's GDC called for considerably more legwork. Despite 
attempts by the organisers to foster a cosy atmosphere as In 
San Jose, attendees tended to scatter at the end of each day 



PS3's new Home service. available for download In the autumn, 
set the tone for Sony's entertainmont-focused ktynott Reactions 
were mixed, with some attendees seeing it as the PS3's missing 
killer app, and others expressing resorvallons about 11 be~ng goared 
more to advertisers than gamers or as little mort than a novelty 

sect10n in your house IS ded1Ca!ed tO a g1gant1C 
trophy room where you can choose wh1ch of your 
gaming ach1evements to d1splay :o your fnends 

The presentat,on- perhaps not ent rely the f1nal 
word on the subject, because Home doesn't debut 
~ntil the autumn -was a I tt e underwhelm1ng, 
.vrth the enwonments reed ng the stenl ty of Test 
Drive Unlimited's houses and the st lted avatar 
an1mation generatmg comments from a number of 
Natching developers Hov.ever, :he value of th1s 
• rtual space, partiCularly when Harnson outlined 
llow game publishers (mdeed perhaps even game 
magazines) as well as other compan es. may des1gn 
and maintain thelf own homes. n wh1ch players 
can explore and exam1ne the r products. IS much 
harder to pred1ct Wh1le 1ts capaCity to extend the 

liveliest community will reveal a lot about the 
tastes of the PS3 ·s 101tial demograph1c 

But if the Sony keynote was a w1fe-free zone, 
others were quick to step nto the breach 
EiJi Aonuma, in his seanng y hooest il(Coun: 
o' Zelda's nme m :he \'Ill demess a·· er t e 
commerc al d1saopo ntmer.~ a· -~e Wind Waker, 
was reliant on h s >N"'es o~e o' · neW vefSIOn o· 
Twrllghr Pnncess to s ence a':ly nger ng doub<s 
about the games CO" e "SIOO to ~emc:e con··ol 
H1s ta e o• h s de;:>ress10n as tl ~ se es becar.1e 
1ncreas ngly overcomp Ka:ed. c max:.'lg n hiS 
hum ha: ng aeMC· .on by a ·rustrated Ml}'amo:o, 
pa1nted a g m o c:ure of the stra n of carrytng the 
world's bes:· o eo game 'orward 

But 1f Aonuma s sess1on was sobermg, Tsutomu 
Kouno·s (the creator of 

Eiji Aonuma was reliant on his wife's love 
of the Wii version of Twilight Princess to 

silence any lingering doubts about 
the game's conversion to Remote control 

tocoRoco) was insp1nng. An 
account of the trials he had 
to er1dure to get h1s game 
made, mcludmg three stra1ght 
re,ec: ons. was 1mpress1vely at 

personal express1on and soc1al network1ng of the 
Kes of MySpace 1s obvious, those w1th exper ence 

of v1rtual lobbies know only too well how 
cumbersome and time-consum1ng they can be 

lt was clear the developer aud1ence was not 
oowled over by it, perhaps already foresee1ng bemg 
oestered by marketing departments keen to take 
advantage of the fully phys,cs-modelled, 1nteract1ve 
3D d1splay space Home offers 

What did provoke cheers of applause was 
_,ttfeBigPianet, wh1ch demonstrated all of the 
potent1al outl,ned 1n last month's feature. What 
.11as remarkable was how many of Home's 
'eatures it mim1cked (avatar and enwonment 
custom1sation, soc1alismg, image and movie 
sharing), in a radically different, t)ame-focused 
settmg. Which of the two products generates the 

ooos w.th the tone of effortless 
silliness the game exuoes t.nd who had made 
the LocoRoco p ust>es t'lat orovoked coos of 
adoration from the aua ence7 Why, h1s w1fe 
of course 

ins more human, more emot1onal face of 
gam ng was eVlde'lt throughout the show, w1th 
even s:alwar.s such as Pe·e• Molyneux nskmg 
nd Cue ay snowmg Fab e 2s secret heart- a dog 
who lrn.es you uncona t ana ly and earns from your 
behaVIOur. lt was hard to oe e~e t was JUSt four 
years ago that t seemed dar ng and nconoclast1c 
for Enc Z1mmerman·s Game Des1gn Chal enge to try 
to create a playab e 10ve story. Indeed that sess,on, 
once a cornerstone of many attendees' schedules, 
has been rather boxed in by the explosion of 
creativ1ty in the industry at large and the student 
and Independent game creation scene 1n particular. 
W1th so many once-taboo game ideas now bemg 



One of the most 
inttresting talks in 
the Serious Games 

strand was a <all to 
arms to start game 

development for the 
One laptop ~r Child 

proje<t (below), 
whidl represents 

a potentially huge 
audience if successful 

explored, Zlmmerman was forced to turn h1s 
attentton to mput dev1ces. eavmg competitors 
Harvey Smith (Deus Ex, Area 51 : Blackstte), Alexey 
Paj1tnov ( Tetns. Hexic) and Dav1d Jaffe (God Of 
War) w1th the headache of des1gn1ng a game to 
be played with a needle and thread. 

Despite Jaffe's enterprising sew-your-own 
paper plane simulator, and Smith's elusive fabnc
based RPG, only Pajitnov proved equal to the 
challenge, creating a ruthlessly simple real time 
evolution of Battleships to take this year's crown. 

lt was a testimony to GDC's consistently good 
atmosphere that these kind of open, experimental 
and personable sessions continue to flounsh -
even though the conference's new San FranCisco 
home has ended the cosy 'eel that pers1sted in 
San Jose, and despite organisers CMP's ruthlessly 
effiCient monetising of every aspect of the events 
(most sessions are now ava1lable for download 
as MP3s at www.gdconf.com for around $81£4). 

The continuing success in attractmg 
Japanese speakers - th1s year also saw a 
pragmatic and revealing talk by Koj1 Kondo 
about his work on Nintendo's mus1Cal 1dent•ty. 
and a rare chance to hear staff from Fmal 
Fantasy XII discuss the processes they used to 
manage the game's troubled development -
means that GDC is in l1ttle danger of losmg 
1ts pre-eminence on a growmg conference 
c•rcuit that offers ever-more opportunities to 
hear the industry's big names take a stand. 

And, if nothing else, at least San 
Francisco is a big enough city to stand it if. 
next year, everyone decides to bnng ..., 
their wives. ~ 



IGFAwards 

Now in its ninth year, the 
Independent Game Festival 
attracted its widest range of 
applicants yet. Covering 
games made by both small· 
scale and commercial indies. 
as well as mods and student 
projects, and offering a 
prize purse of over S62,500 
(01,800), its role has 
changed dramatically in 
recent years. Whereas, over 
the last few years, the run 
of booths showcasing the 
finalists were stalked by 
representatives from Valve 
and Live Arcade looking for 
likely projects to adopt, 
this year that process had 
already become part of the 
establishment, with a number 
of games already making 
strong commercial use 
of direct and episodic 
distribution - Telltale's Bone 
and Castle Crashers among 
them. And the confidence of 
the experimental, quirky 
or shamelessly esoteric was 
stronger than ever. The 
strength of the field meant 
that the spoils were more 
evenly divided than last 
year's clean sweep by 
Darwinia. The main honour, 
the Seumas McNally Grand 
Prize. went to Aquaria, 
an accomplished and 
imaginative undersea 
adventure. The derivative 
w it of Everyday Shooter 
won it the Design lnnovatoon 
award, and Samorost 2 took 
the prize for best browser· 
based game. The student 
showcase was won by Toblo, 
a chaotic, destructable take 
on capture the flag made 
by a team at DigiPen, and 
the best mod was produced 
by a team from Southern 
Methodist University, 
who took Half-Life 2 and 
turned it into an adventure 
game starring a disaffected 
office worker. 

Opera Slinger 

Ludocraft 
Finland 

And Vet 1t Moves 

TUWitn 
Austria 

Ball Of Bastards 

Koln lnternatoonal School Of Design 
Germany 

Telltale Games 
USA 

Fizz Ball 

Grubby Games 
Canada 

The Blob 

Hogeschool van de Kunsten, Utrecht 
The Netherlands 

Aquaria 

Bit Blot 
USA 

Bang! Howdy 

Three Rings Design 
USA 

Bubble Islands 

dot·invasion 
Switzerland 

Gamma Bros 

Pixeljam, Inc. 
USA 

Toblo 

DigiPen Institute Of Technology 
USA 

Slitherone Software 
UK 

Base Invaders 

DigiPen Institute of Technology 
USA 

Castle Crashers 

n.ew-.oth 
USA 

O.gol'tn Institute Of Technology 
USA 

RobobliU 

Toribash 

NABI Software 
Singapore 

Armada Online 

EvStream 
USA 

Osslan Studios 
Canada 

Euclldean Crisis 

Stanford Uniwrsity 
USA 

Luke Hetherington Company 
USA 

Rooms 

Cut Corner Company Productions 
USA 

Armadillo Run 

~ter Stock 
Canada 

Blast Miner 

Crypt ic Sea 
USA 

Queasy Games 
Canada 

Southern Methodist Universi ty 
USA 

Samorost2 

Band Of Bugs 

NinjaBee 
USA 
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. HARDWARE I 

The end of the 
beginning for PS3 
Empty streets. full shelves, satisfied shoppers: Sony puts 
its money where its mouth is in an unconventional launch 

xc1tement. disappomtment, rehef, 
confusion, embarrassment, astonishment, 
frustration, elation. For Sony. 1ts fans, and 

interested observers alike. there were few emotions 
that weren't evoked by the aurn:h of PlayStation 3 
in the UK, Europe and Austral a on March 23. 
Ironies and contrad•ctiOilS were to be found 
everywhere and, days ater, the 1mpact of the 
console's delayed arnva1 on its long-term prospects 
in PAL markets was st1ll no clearer than heads had 
been on the mght 

The expected crowds may have stayed at home, 
but 1n London at least. the release of the first 
consumer PS3s was greeted not with a wh1mper 
but a scream. A b1zarre midnight launch event at 
the Virg1n Megastore on Oxford Street was almost 
deserted, short on showmanship, and drastiCally 
curtailed by security fears. But Sony's 
dumbfoundingly generous gih of a 461n HDTV 
worth around £2,000 to every customer 1n the 
queue electnfied the t10y crowd as well as grabbing 
headlines, and eventua'ly the f•rs1 mach1ne to 
change hands d•d so to huge cheers 1n the centre 
of a memorably •ntense med•a scrum. 

The low att~ndance and laddustte entenain....,nt- a few rather aimless and ombarrassed 
broakdancors. mostly- made the atmosphtre attht Virgin Mogastoro launch rathtr 
cheorloss at first. The news of fret HDTVs for all corners changed that in shon order 
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The long queues that have been a staP e ot 
every console launch in recen: memory Simply d1d 
not matenalise: 1t was the sarne story e sewhere in 
the UK and on the cont1nent Combmed w1th the 
machine's failure to sell out on preorder- 1n 
marked contrast to the many-limes-oversold Xbox 
360 and W1i - th•s pa nted a worrytng picture of 
consumer apathy towards Sony's amblt1ous and 
pncy new deVIce. Howl"oer aga n 10 contrast, a 
healthy allocat1on of 220,000 un•ts to UK retail 

have to go through that gruell•ng experience of 
going down to the store ask1ng for 1t - and 
nothing, for weeks on end, whiCh is the sign of a 
really bad supply cha1n," said seE UK managing 
director Ray Maguire, speaking on the night. 
"We've secured more stock from Japan and I'm jus1 
hop1ng that will be enough to keep it in reasonably 
free supply.· If the mach•ne's disappointing sales 
performance in the US IS anyth1ng to go by, 
though, 1ts iMial success may prove short-lived (SeE 

'Parlous States'). 

Sony's dumbfoundingly generous gift of a 
46in HDTV worth around £2,000 to every 
customer in the queue electrified the tiny 

crowd as well as grabbing headlines 

The low turnout of the 
faithful at PS3 launch events 
spoke volumes about the 
damage the last few months 
have done to the PlayStatlon 

meant that !'53s v.ere read•ly available in shops for 
days aftervvards, allowing Chart-Track to claim 
launch weekend sales of 165,000, against 105,000 
Wiis and 70,000 360s. Though falling short of PSP's 
185,000, th1s still made it the fastest-selling home 
console 10 UK history by some marg1n. Wrth Sony 
cla m ng 1t was making a million machines available 
across Europe - far in excess of the 1mt1al 
allocations 1n Japan and the US a repeat of this 
•n•tJal success was expected across the continent. 

The benefits to Sony of waiting to launch in 
Europe until all the kinks in manufacturing and 
supply had been smoothed out were clear: speedy 
sell-through and a lack of consumer frustration on 
shop floors. PubliCity lost is sales ga1ned when 
demand doesn't outstnp supply "We've got a 
s•tuat•on where, when these guys get home and 
play 1t and the1r mates come round, they don't 

brand m the territory. After the 
near-s1multaneous global launches of 360 and W1i, 
PAL garners are no longer used to a wait for new 
hardware. The Sony hype machme had run out of 
steam in the long, painful months since November, 
drowned out by griping over the delay, the PS3's 
high price (at £425 and €599, comparatively h1ghe 
than 1n other markets) and - in a late. low blow
the announcement mere weeks before release that 
hardware backward compat•b•llty had been 
withdrawn and replaced with a software solut1on, 
limit1ng the numbers of PlayStatiOn and PS2 
favourites that would play on European units (see 
'Backwards thinking'). 

''I'd encourage everybody to have some 
perspective," Sony Worldwide Studios president 
Phi I Harrison told the m1dn1ght launch event. 
"While the backwards compatibility is somewhat 
reduced from what's in Japan and the US, we have 



over 1, 700 trtles that are play able today on 
PlayStat1on 3 Everybody needs to calm down. 
and also realise that the games they really want to 
play are on PS3. And God Of War 2, • he added 
wrth a smile. 

Still, just 125 customers had turned up at the 
Oxford Street Virgrn by m1dnrght. A VISibly 
exhausted and frustrated Magurre was naturally 
quick' to lay the blame for the paltry headcount 
elsewhere. He srngled out police fears that the ugly 
scenes of mugging and d1sorder that marred PS3's 
US debut would be repeated rn the UK 

"We had a major issue tonrght, we basically had 
the police saying they d1dn't want any m1dn1ght 
openings. The only reason we were allowed to do 
this is because our great mates here at Vrrg1n 
allowed t"bse people rnsrde to sleep over, so we 
had to lim1t the numbers to our most ardent fans," 
Maguire argued, although doubtless even he would 
have expected Vrrg1n to have to accommodate 
more than five campers the n1ght before Actrve 
discouragement from the police certarnly drd keep 
some cusmmers away, just as 1t forced nearby 
Game and HMV to SWitCh therr (s1mrlarty quret) 
launch events to a cold and drrzzly earty morn1ng; 
the free cabs home offered to every Vrrg1n 
customer were perhaps the most welcome Side
effect of the warnings D1d Magurre feel the police 
had got caught up in Sony's own launch hype, and 
over-reacted? "Ali i know IS that they're the 
experts," he said diplomatically. 

There were plenty of other excuses available
the unseasonal cold, the lack of a loom1ng 
Christmas, the high price point - but even together 

Ritatsu Thomas. the UK's first PAl PSl owner, enjoys his 15 
minutes of fame. it took almost that long for him to nervously 
confirm his PIN and receive his machine amid the flickering 
flashbulbs. The sale was a huge release. and reliet for all present 

they couldn't quite explarn why the queue at HMV's 
Wii launch in December had been ten trmes the 
size. An even starker companson was wrth the 
2,500-strong mob that had descended on the same 
store to buy the World Of WarCraft expans1on, The 
Burning Crusade, back in January launch events 
may not be reliable indicators of sales, but they are 
farr barometers of public sentrment, and the srgns 
are that exotement surroundrng PlayStatron 3 IS at 
a dangerously low ebb. 

The corollary was that, compared to the 
razzmatazz of the Wii launch, the Virgrn event felt 
exclusive and clubby; a prrvate affarr between an 
embattled platform-holder and its most loyal fans. 
In place of hrred TV celebs making loud 
declamations and appeanng in grinning photo 
opportunities, Maguire made the big 
announcements himself, and Harrison's 

Newswire 

PS3's European launch coincided 
with the release of version 1.6 of 
the console's firmware, boasting 
background down loading as its 
key feature, but also including the 
emulation software needed for 
backward compatibility with 
1. 782 PS and PS2 games. Many 
notable PS2 games run with 
'noticeable issues', and many 
more don't run at all. 

For a full list see http://faq . 
eu .playstation.com/bc/ 

Not compatible: 
Amplitude 
Black 
Guitar Hero 1 & 2 
Gradius V 
Gran Turismo 4 
Metal Gear Solid 2 
Manhunt 
Ratchet & Clank series 
Rez 
Soul Calibur 2 

Noticeable issues: 
Beyond Good & Evil 
canis canem Edit 
Disgaea 2 
Final Fantasy X & X-2 
God Hand 
Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas 
Okami 
Pro Evolution Soccer 6 
Resident Evil 4 
Singstar 

TAKE TWO 
INTERACTIVE 

~~~~-. 

Take-Two faces boardroom battle 
Just as GTA N ......-s for its debut. I.-ton 
reprwsentlng 46 per cent of shares In lllke-lWo 
Interactive - threatening to repl«e its boMd of 
directors or put the company up for sale. 

The revolt follows falling revenues and 1 net 
loss of 5184.9 million (£95 million) in 2006, as well 
as controversy over the content of the company's 
games. Take-Two shares had recovered from their 
S 10 low at the time of the Hot Coffee scandal to 
around the S20 level at the end of March. "A new 
era may be upon us. but clearly Take-Two has 
deep-rooted structural issues," Piper Jaffray analyst 
Anthony Gikas told Reuters. 
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Although debate continues as to 
their reliabil ity, February's NPD US 
sales f igures were a stark warning 
that, once launch fever subsides, 
PS3 takeup w ill be even slower 
than anticipated . At 127,000 units 
it was outsold by every other 
console bar the GameCube, and 
more than twice over by PS2. 
Meanwhile, Nintendo managed 
to ship and sell 335,000 Wiis, 
which with the 485,000 DSes 
accounted for over half the 
American hardware market 
(although only two games w ere 
sold for every Wii, ind icating a 
poor at tach-rate for the software· 
starved machine). Things haven't 
necessari ly been looking all t hat 
rosy for M icrosoft. either. Ch ief 
financial o fficer Chris Lid ell cut 
projected sales of Xbox 360 from 
15 t o 12 million before the end of 
June, a worryingly sharp 
slowdown considering the 
company just made its milestone 
of t en million by t he end of 2006. 
lt was left to Nintendo to gloat, 
Reggie Fils-A ime taking pot-shots 
at the 360's performance i n ~ 
Europe, which he said was 
underwhelming outside the UK. 
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t."- stal:.eable dome was to be seen bobbing high 
atlO e the crowd, mingling and observing. Harrison 
ga e 1terviews with only slight reluctance, 
p:-o'essing he was really there just to see Sony's 
baby t nally sold in his home territory, where so 
muc>-t vital development for it has taken place. 

''m happy because we've had hundreds of 
oeople in the UK working on games that have 
come out in Japan and the US before they've come 
OLit here, which is the first time that we've had that 
Situation," sa id Harrison. "Now those games are 

"I'm happy because we've had hundreds 
of people in the UK working on games 

t hat have come out in Japan and the US. 
Now those games are available here" 

While Gamestation customers awaited their consoles at midnight, some Italian garners 
had already been enjoying them since Wednesday, after several retailers broke ranks 

Gamestation shrugged off police concerns to stage small-scale 
midnight openings at 200 branches around the country. Reports 
of one or two muggings did reach the press the following week, 
but nothing on the scale of the disorder witnessed in the US 

available here they can show their friends, their 
wives, their brothers. their sisters, their mums, their 
dads what they do for a living, what they've been 
staying up late to do. That makes it worthwhile." 

Sony was no sooner about to forget the loyalty 
of its hardcore fans than the efforts of its 
developers. The atmosphere at the event had been 
so subdued that Maguire had to announce the 
company's incredible act of largesse -the free TV 
three times before the news sunk in, and the 
stunned attendees began to cheer, hug and high· 
five. Of course, it was a valuable PR stunt, but 
given the circumstances there was no reason not to 
take it as a symbolic thank you and apology to 
those few who'd kept the faith. "We wanted to 
thank them for their support because they've been 
waiting some time for the console. We would be 
nowhere without them," confirmed Maguire. 

lt was certainly an easier message to · 
understand than Sony's posturing and pretentious 
ad campaign, featuring a disparate crowd of 
outsiders inhabiting a derelict hotel. it was also 
more meaningful, as well as a more spectacular, 
gesture than the pointed spoilers directed at Sony 
by Microsoft PR. A four-page advertisement in that 
day's edition of The Sun demonstrated its financial 
will. but the chairs at the Virgin launch emblazoned 
with the legend "Shouldn't have kept you waiting" 
were a distinctly cheap dig. In Paris, Microsoft 
sailed a barge down the Seine. past waiting PS3 
fans, hung with banners that read "Xbox 360 loves 



Fans wait at Virgin, still unaware of how 
lucky they are. Word was, Sony had been 
ready to give TVs away to many more 
than the 125 who turned up on the night 

you". Neither succeeded in drawing much 
attention beyond amused blog posts. 

The free TVs were of course the greatest 
privilege granted to those who'd taken the trouble 
to witness PlayStation 3's eventual arrival in the UK. 
But they were not the only privilege; nor could they 
be the only reason the atmosphere was so charged 
when the countdown ended and 17-year-old 
R1tatsu Thomas stepped up to be the UK"s first PAL 
P53 owner. This f inal f irst, in this f inal territory, was 
both ending and beginning: a merciful end to a 
protracted, turbulent and controversial build-up 
that has been divisive and damaging for Sony, the 

1ndustry and the gaming community at large; and 
the beg1nn1ng for a machine that, after Harrison's 
unve111ngs of Home and LittleBigPianet weeks 
earlier at GDC, 1s only just starting to show its true 
character. P53, however 1t evolves, is f inally, whol ly 
real. it was qu1te a moment to witness. 

"The best thing was gettmg my own machine 
last night from staff sales, plugging it in and 
switching it on in my own home," said Maguire. 
" I know what that frustration is like, to have had 
to wait for it. But now that's all behind us," he 
finished f irmly. We share his hope, if not 
quite his confidence. 

Sega entertained cold shoppers at Game's 7am Oxford Street launch 
with a soggy Sonic and some posing booth babes, but those opting 
for nearby HMV got the better deal: free copies of Virtua Tennis 3 

Proof that you don't have to be a legitimate 
developer to see your titles slip, the creators 

of the unofficial Zak McKracken 2 have 
announced that fans will have to 

wait until autumn 2007 for the 
first episode of Zak McKracken 

And The Alien Rockstars. 
Commenting on the delay from 
the official unofficial Zak 
Mckracken 2 website, project 
lead Torsten Schops 
explained that: "There have 
happened many bad things to 
this project, • but things were 
starting to look up. Formed 

over five years ago to create a 
sequel to the 1988 LucasArts 

original, the group has so far only 
managed to release the occasional 

screenshot. The team is expanding at 
the moment, however, and Schops would 

like to hear from anyone •capable of writing 
funny hilarious stuff in German•. 
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Newswire 

Google in your games 
As predicted in E167, Google has taken its first 
steps into in~ame advertising after a spate of 
recent acquisitions. The purchase of San Francisco's 
Adscape Media, a company providing in~arne 
advertising aimed at full integration into the 
storyline of a game, was made for an undisclosed 
sum, and announced on Friday March 16. The same 
day, the search giant made public its purchase of 
Trendalyzer, Swedish-developed software that 
generates graphical ways of displaying facts, 
figures and statistics. These companies are in 
addition to automated radio advertising systems 
provider dMarc Broadcasting, which Google 
bought last year. 

Speaking to the Wall Street Journal about the 
purchase, a Google spokesman said: "We are 
always considering new ways to extend Google's 
advertising program to benefit our users, 
advertisers and publishers. In-game advertising 
offers one such possible extension. • 
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Commodore comes home 
Commodore Gaming plans to enter the gaming 
PC market - but is it another impossible mission? 

hose looking for gaming's most fully 
realised take on Greek tragedy may choose 
to turn to Commodore Computers rather 

than God Of War. Once a true giant. the 
electronics legend's 1ast days were marred by 
infighting, mismanagement and dwindling funds. 

Now, Commodore IS back -or at least the 
brand is. Announced ai March's CeBIT trade fair in 
Germany, that familiar ogo 1s gracing a new family 
of four gaming-speo'1c h1gh-end PCs. From the 
entry-level Cg to the quad-core-powered Cxx. all 
machines come w1th Vista and therefore DX1 0. 

small team of less than ten people, and their 
willingness to gamble on aging brand loyalty may 
seem unWise. but they're also focusing on what lies 
beyond the1r famous name. ''The common factor 
with these mach1nes is they're all made with 
gaming in mind, so they're all tuned and tweaked 
to run games in the best way possible, which is 
something that can't always be said," explains 
Charles. ·we want people to have the most 
sublime gaming experience and rest assured that 
what they're bringing home is going to be the 
busmess. We want to bring in an audience that 

has been afraid to venture into 

"The common factor with these machines 
is they're all made with gaming in mind, 
so they're all tuned and tweaked to run 

games in the best way possible ... " 

the confusing world of the 
gaming PC, or would have left 
with something a lot more basic 
and not as tuned for gaming.• 

Aside from an attempt to 

"There's a lot of sceot10Sm in what we're 
doing," admits Sean Charles, Commodore 
Gaming's sales and marketmg manager (pictured 
left). "You always have that when you're dealing 
with a brand to wh eh people have huge emotional 
t ies. But when you see what we've done, and the 
amount of input tha!Ihe fans have had, and also 
what's inside, you ca'l tell that this is driven by 
fans, for fans." 

Amsterdam-based Commodore Gaming is a 

clarify the baffling world of 
high-spec components. the second part of 
Commodore's new strategy lies with the look of 
the machines themselves. Using a patented heat
pa1nt1ng process. the Commodore PCs come with 
interchangeable skins, featuring videogame 
artwork and - more controversially - graffiti 
designs. The company is also aiming to allow 
people to submit their own designs. "We started to 
speaking to a lot of fans who said: 'I'd like to make 
something for this,"' says Charles. "Trademark 

If the graffi ti art seems a little cynical, Charles is eager to stress that it's entirely 
fan-driven. ' Stickering is a bit naff. and airbrushing is so bespoke and expensive 
this is a much more open forum, where people can really play around with it' 



In terms of benchmark power, will the new Commodore machines be 
able to run a bleeding-edge PC title, such as Cryslsl • rm confident it 
will run on a machine,'" says Charles, before adding, "Which machine, 
whether it's the entry-level Cg. or whether ot's only perfect on the 
Cxx I don't know, because I don' t have the code The minute we 
get that. we'll make it very dtar whoch ones will run great with it" 

nfnngerrent issues mean we can't JUSt let anybody 
upload the1r own 1mages. but we decided to let 
anybody make artwork, send ot to us. and 1f 1t's 
cool we'll put 1t on • 

Commodore •s also ta<mg onto account the 
nsk that the fhghty PC aud ence may be unwolhng 
to buy such standardrsed mach nes ·of course, 
there will be the opportun :; to upgrade pans, 
and we're loolcrng rnto the possrb lrty of people 
buying new components and send ng back old 
components to rece1ve drscounts, • explains 
Charles. "it's not 1n place at tne moment, but we 
understand 1t's a worry for peop e that they're 
buying this and they want 1t to be future-proof. I 
sat down yesterday wrth Nv•d•a. and we talked 
about all the cards that are planned We're aware 
of that before the market IS " 

Such issues aside, the gamer focus suggests 
that Commodore Gaming may have more success 
with the brand than other compan•es have w1th 
products such as the E-V1c MP3 player. and forays 
rnto web portals. The farlure of the latter, the 
brainchild of Tu lip Computers, who sold the 
brand onjo 2005 for an estrmated €22 mllhon 
£15 m1llion), is a warning to those who thrnk 

that the vogue for retro •tems woll make any 
product successful 

The new mach•nes will come wrth two-year 
warranties. and Commodore rs focus.ng on makrng 
sure consumers feel safe buyrng expensrve (and 
potent.ally temperamental) produds from such a 
small outfit. "We're a small company with a lot of 
strong contacts that work closely woth us. We're 
choosmg servrce partners who we feel can g1ve 
our user community the greatest support that 
they deserve. it's the same way we chose the 
components: we'll look around and say: 'Is th•s 
what I would use?'" 

And as for competltron, Commodore feels 
there's space for 1t 1n the market "I don't really 
see people m terms of berng competitors. Voodoo 

have done a lot of great stuff. even though t can 
be very pricey. Alienware are doong cool t ngs, 
though they've moved towards broaden ng the r 
market s•nce they signed With Dell Of course, 
anybody who makes a hrgh-end gamrng PC s 
gong to be competition with us, but I th nk there's 
enough room •n the market that we can stand 
there and mao<e some norse. • 

Pnces and retailers have yet to be announced, 
but the on me shop opens m•d-Apnl and the 
mach1nes should become available •n May There·s 
no doubting that thrs rncarnation of Commodore 
is takrng a dangerous gamble, but 1t's one that's 
strangely in keeping w1th the orig1nal company, 
which always sailed close to the wmd -often to 
great success. lt may have run aground m the 
end, but not before 1t had racked up some ....., 
real achievements. ~ 

Wlule. ...... aside. 
there's no direct link 
to lad< TrAfi\Oel's 
origtMI company, 
those who 'vt road On 
Tht Edge. Bnan 
bgNII's history of 
Commodort 
Computers. may not 
feel that's such a loss 

' 
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Cabel Mar<field Sasser, the man responsible for 
last year's Buggy Saint's Row: The Musical, is 

continuing his role as the gaming 
community's online fairy godmother with 

the release of a second series of 
eminently desirable KatMNri Oamacy 

T-shirts. Produced in co-operation 
with the games' creator. Keita 
Takahashi, the shirts are available 
alongside the original run of 
designs. In a move that would 
make the King Himself proud, they 
also boast a variety of textures. 
ranging from a fuzzy Prince (left) 
to a shiny fairytale castle. 

This time round, Sasser has 
bullied Takahashi into agreeing to 

some rather more straight-forward 
images of the Prince and, better still, 

they're now available for shipping to the UK. 
The shirts can be purchased through the Pank 

website and each come with an explanatory 
message from their creator. 
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What happens when an RPG 
becomes an MMO overnight? 

_j t's get1t1ng rarer and rarer for the games 
Industry to produce truly jaw-dropping 
announcements. but when the maker of 

RPG Two Worlds blithely announced that it was 
converting the game 1nto an MMO, and that a 
month or two's delay might ensue. it was greeted 
with deafeningly s1lent astonishment from game 
fans. lt seemed to represent the s1ngle most over
ambitious instance of feature-creep ever recorded 
in the industry. and raised a raft of obvious 
questions. But ready to answer those questions 
was Alexandra Constandache (left) the CEO 
of Zuxxez Entertainment AG. which bank rolled 
development and oversaw design of the game. 
still in production at Reality Pump. 

How early on did you start to consider making 
Two Worlds an MMO? 
We planned the multrplayer part from the frrst 
design scratch of our artrsts. But perhaps 1t's 
necessary to define the term MMO a lrttle brt 
better. or we'll soon get rnto problems. What IS a 
massively multrplayer onhne game? Is rt like World 
Of WarCrah. IS rt like Gurld Wars? R1ght now qurte 
a lot of other games are sord that call themselves 
MMOs. but rt is very drfficult to g1ve a proper 
description for thrs genre because of the d1fferent 
usage of the term. Therefore. we simply spoke of a 
multrplayer part for Two Worlds for most of the 
game's development. But now that we're coming 
nearer to the release date. 1t's rmportant that the 
people know we're not just presenting a smal l 
multiplayer funct1on but a whole rndependent 
game, with hundreds of possible garners taking 

part. namely a MMO. And as long as you do not 
def1ne that an MMO requires monthly subscnptron 
fees. th1s applies from nght at the begrnr'ling of the 
game's development. 

What are the main changes needed to the 
game's mechanics to accommodate this large 
number of players? Have you had to change 
the scale of locations, or re-balance the 
availability of items or the economy? 
As I said before, we planned for an extensive MMO 
section from the beginning of development, and 
therefore we needn't make any changes to the 
mechanics. The game was originally desrgned for 
a huge number of players - Reality Pump was 
drawing on its experience with the mult1player 
modes of the Earth (2 140, 2150 and 2160] senes. 
They created a lot of unique tools for Two Worlds 
which make it easy to adapt the MMO features. 
The item and economy system is the same as 1n the 
singleplayer mode. Thrs game is Implemented 
through a special quest system, whrch will take 
care of the number and development of the 
partJcipants, and we have added some more 
regions of Antaloor for the mult1player. 

How big is the technical challenge? Was the 
game built from the ground-up with mass
server support in mind, or do you have to 
adapt now? 
Once again, we planned the support for hundreds 
of players from the beginning. So we have nothrng 
to adapt this close to the release. Of course it is a 
big technical challenge to host such a large number 
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of players at one t1me, but th s s more a problem 
of the server software than of the game Itself But 
we had enough t1me to th nk about the problems 
and solved them m a conven ent way 

Does the change to an MMO change the 
financial prospects of the game? Are you 
considering subscription fees or virtual 
asset purchase? 

Two Worlas 'or a \'¥ e Two Worlds s a :ull
fledged modern ro ~o a)'lllg garre : means 1t 1s 
still a RPG, w th a the ha marks of the genre, but 
all the features are : esreo out n a modern style, 
with respect to the nev.est de\e opments 1n game 
mechanics, interface. ooenness. storytelling and 
creating 1mmers1on. The b ggest focus of the team 
has been to augmem the access1b1l1ty of what IS a 
rather complex genre for the pla~ers who may not 

want to Nade through 

"If there is an ultimate achievement in RPG 
genre, it is the thrilling characters, non-trivial 

plot and ability to resolve the game in a 
way you would never dare to do in real life" 

unfnendly Interface and 
mundane tasks before they f1nd 
where the fun IS 

If there 1s an ult1mate 
achievement 1n RPG genre, 

We don't want to take extra money for the MMO 
part, but we do want to present the pla~ers wnh 
the best poss1ble gam1ng expenence Therefore we 
won't charge monthly fees Of course the onlme 
part offers qu1te a lOt interesting bus1ness modes. 
like vlrtJal assets, and we definitely wdl use these 
features; some will be free and some will cost 
something But they are not the most 1mporta'lt 
part of our dec1s1on. The real mot1vat1on was the 
attractive comb1nat1on of an offhne and onlme 
mode for a huge RPG un1verse. 

Two Worlds has been criticised for being very 
similar in some respects to Oblivion. What's 
your response to that? 
These critics are JUSt basmg thelf comments on 
some screenshots and feature lists. I doubt that 
these people will tell you the same after playing 

it is the nch comb1nat10n of 
thnlling characters, non-triv1al plot and ab1hty to 
resolve the game in a way that you feel 
comfortable w.th - or, alternat1vely, the way you 
would never dare to do in real hfe, but you 
would love to try once 1n a lifet1me. We, and 
Rea oty Pump, hope to push the genre at least 
a sma I step towards th1s ach1evement, 
comb nmg plot, freedom and interesting 
characters together 1n one p1ece of software. 

The MMO market is becoming increasingly 
crowded. What can Two Worlds offer that 
other MMOs can't? 
A singleplayer mode! For other genres it is quite 
common to experience the game m singleplayer 
campaigns and afterwards share th1s expenence 
with friends online. But for ep1c RPGs, what ~ 
Two Worlds offers is umque. ~ 

-·- ....• _ ,.# 
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• NG. Next Generation, t aking over from 
the V-Ex. Out early next year. Kicks kitty· 
litter sand in the face of the PS2 and the 
X·box (sic) 360. Better faster processor 
than top·of·the-line PCs. Processors 
plural, I should say · it's got three, plus 
the best dedicated graphics card on the 
market. Eighty g ig hard drive minimum, 
HO ready. Built-in broadband." 
la•n Banks' fictiOnal console from The Steep Approach 
To Garbadole ha~ already lost out to PS3 and 360 

" M y d og could take his dog any day" 
Molyneux on Ml'famoto at GOC 

• Anyone who's a parent and who has 
half a brain f eels a degree of residual 
guilt at having games consoles in the 
house: we all moan about how 
unhealthy they are, how they make 
the children pale, pasty and 
monosyllabic (weirdly bad· 
tempered, too), how the games are 
usually inappropriate since most 
of them involve more sex and 
ultra-violence than many of us 
are comfortable with." 
nd•a Kntght 'le$~ up at T•mes Onhfll' 

"We were joking to o urselves 
about tomorrow mo rning, 
when they wake up wit h a 
hangover, t hey' re going to 
w onder where that camera is," 
he said . "This is one of those 
Darwin-style kind of awards, 
where people leave the self· 
incriminating evidence 
behind at t he scene." 
RtCI•ard Ga"IOltte s KVUE corn atx>ut 
a dog !il tat"'€' a E': at h s house a'ter 
a b<e••·ttl by o mw=.eo ourg~" 

Channel crossing 
Licensing TV shows to games is nothing new, but 
The History Channel is licensing its whole identity 

S cablt> lV stalwart The History Channel 
recently announced it was working w1th 
L:JK developer Sl1therine, a historical 

stra~egy spec1allst. and mche distributor Black Bean 
on The H1story Channel: Great Battles Of Rome. 
The PC, PSP and PS2 strategy game will be the first 
HIStory Channel game released internationally, and 

"" first to use v1dt>0 clips from its programmes. 
;ut the network has already licensed six PC t•tles 
ana one console game •n the US - The Alamo, C1vil 
War A Nar•on DIVIded. Crusades. Battle Of Bntam 
and others - over the last four years, selling 
upo.vards of a quarter of a mill1on copies of each. 
Kens ng d1rector Carrie Trimmer explains why the 

channel regards a move mto gaming as essential 
for the surv1val of TV brands. 

"'The older generation needs to start to accept 
that children are going to watch videogames. If 

there's a possibility to use their own media to 
reach them that has really positive results" 

Why did the History Channel choose to make 
the move into games? 

•n nk tt's a natural f1t for us based on the types of 
programmes that we have on the network; a lot of 
m 1tary programmes, for example. And it seems to 
be a good fit for the types of games people are 
1nterested 10 playing. A nice offshoot is that it 
bnngs in younger viewers to the channel, so it 
broadens our viewer-base. 

We've also done a multiplayer on line game 
recently, and the stats from that are pretty 
dramatiC, over a half a million unique players and 
m 10ns of ad tmpressions. We feel like we're 
creattng a lot of cross-promotion opportunrt•es 
oetween the game and the programme it's based 

on, called 5hootout. lt features recreation along 
w1th actual footage of famous battles - we call 
them shootouts in the States, it comes from the 
Old West. We chose three different episodes to 
adapt - the Tet Offensive, two Jima and the Battle 
of the Bulge. 

Do you see genuine convergence between 
TV and videogames, or is this purely an 
exercise in branding? 
I th1nk we're moving 10to the convergence phase. 
We see the ability of games to create an 
expenenuat aspect of the programme: somebody 
can watch. learn a lot about the event, potentially 
learn something that can help them play better, 
and then by playing the game can learn something 
they wouldn't have otherwise about that time. And 
on the programming side, we're us1ng a lot more 
high-tech input - shooting 10 HO, using CGI
wh1ch are all very helpful 1n games. There's a lot of 
crossover of technology. 

What was the thinking behind Great Battles 
Of Rome? 
Really it was about Slithenne and Black Bean 



proposing the concept to us, and once we saw 

what they were mterested an do1ng, we were rea ly 

excited to see thas meldang of the game content 
with footage d1ps from our programmes We 1elt 

this was the next evolutiOn of our gam.ng actMty 

How involved was the channel in production? 

We are pretty heav1ly 1nvolved, apprO'v ng th "1CJS 
along the way much as you would a 1V product•on. 

certainly how our brands are used, comment1ng on 

how the action looks and so on. it's a very s1m~ar 
level of involvement. 

Will you use the game in any programming? 

Not sure, since we're not done with the game yet 

But that's certainly something we would consider 

We d id use some footage from a non-branded 

game, Rome: Total War, in a show called Decisive 

Battles. [As did BBC show Tame Commanders.] 

Can you see yourselves exploring areas 

beyond military strategy in the future? 

Most of the games are strategy, but the Shootout 
game is the farst time we've done a f1rstperson 

shooter. Strategy does have the closest hnk to 

programmmg. I th no; there's more of a place for 

the history to be ne udeO, a thOUgh even 1n 

Shootout there were a lot o; Sldebars that really 

created the htstory for you ;:sa so a M about us 

being an adult network mars what fasc1nates 
people about our programmes - what are the 

events that really impacted world h1story?- and 

strategy is a big part of that 

Can there be educational benefits to these 

historical videogames? 

it's mterest ing, there was a lot of d scusSIOn Wlth 

the panel [held in Rome with the mayor of the c1ty 
and the Italian education minister, at an event to 

promote Great Battles Of Rome] about the fact 

that the older generation needs to start to accept 

that chaldren are going to watch videogames If 

there's a possibility to use their own media to reach 

them then that has really positive results, and that's 

something that w e would look forward to. We've 

seen an acceptance of video in the classroom for 

many years now, and w e've launched a number of 

video products for the US education curnculum, so 
I th1nk 1t's a natural next step. If there are games 

that can expla•n history in a fun way that reaches 

chaldren. then I th•nk that's posative. 

With young people spending less time 

watching TV and more time playing games, 

will other TV channels follow your lead? 
We've really tried to co-ord1nate the two w1th 

Shootout, where we're cross-promot1ng them to 

ensure people aren 't !eav1ng the show to play the 

game. But the overall poant 1s that media are 

converging, and we have to mean somethmg to 

people, whatever their medaum of choiCe as. The 

brands that manage that are the brands and the 

networks that are going to make it through ~ 
this very substant ial shift. ~ 

Rf~ 

Great Battle$ Of Rome oHers over 100 kty 
moments of conflict. including the Punic and 
Samnite wars. and Caeur's invasion of Britain 

While PlayStation Network and Xbox Live Arcade 
begin to show interest in the indie game scene, 
Nintendo's Virtual Console remains focused solely on 
offering its back catalogue of classic titles. For this 
very reason, a group of intrepid Flash developers 
have taken matters into their own hands with the 
charming Wiicade.com. An idea so overwhelmingly 
simple it's impossible not to love or imagine under 
the Nintendo umbrella - over 100 free Flash-based 
games specifically designed for use within the Wii's 
web browser, coupled with the fadlity for users to 
contribute to the collection themselves, making Flash 
the cheapest and easiest form of developing for the 
Wii. An all-new form of distribution (and audience) 
for Flash developers everywhere, Wiicade is a breath 
of fresh air, and an essential click for Wii owners. 

Wii<Me 

www.wiic.de.com 
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Seeing two avowed rivals on the same game 
artwork is quite disconcerting - comparable 
perhaps to an advert for both Pepsi and Coke 
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Nintendo and 
Sega play nice 
Mario and Sonic to meet for 
the first time at the Olympics 

hich side were you on? 1991 was a 
memorable year for a number of reasons, 
not least of wn eh be ng the fall of the 

Soviet Union and the appa•ent triumph of 
democracy. But just as one conflict ended another 
would begin, only th s ~me the enemies were 
scrapping it out for prec ous space in your 
bedroom. Sixteen years ago, Sega's unveiling of 
Sonic drew a very ong I ne n the corporate sand, 
effectively forcing ga'T!ers to make a choice 
between the fast newness of the blue mammal and 
the safe nostalg1a o' 11. ntendo's Italian plumber. 
Even the lucky'&~. own1ng both Mega Drive and 
SNES were deep 1 el'ltrenched - everyone had their 
favourite, and ·'Xlse c a1ming to have no preference 
at all were surely e <ner diplomats or liars. 

An evern oo ~arch 28 effectively ended th1s 
competitrve :e:.~o wnen Sega and Nintendo jointly 
announceo ~hoo And Sonic At The Olympic 
Games, to oe re eased in the autumn for both the 
DS and W ~press release proclaimed a 'historical 
announcement n which 'two of the biggest icons 
in the e"'t<:rta nrnent industry, Mario and Sonic, are 
jommg 'orces . However hyperbolic, this was 
enoug~ <o set the mainstream press alight, 
insp nog •eams of column inches 10 many news 
pub ICD~ns usually scathingly sceptical about the 
wom: d, deogame culture. 

Hedgehogs and plumbers are not usually 
seen in the often bland Olympics t itles, so 
a dash of character must be a good thing 

Miyamoto (right, with Oguchi, left) anthropomorphises Mario and 
Sonic, saying: "For a long time they have been discussing the 
possibility of one day competing against each other". When 
and where these conversations took place is anyone's guess 

The game will be developed in partnership with 
International Sports Media, which has an exclusive 
licence with the International Olympic Committee. 
Despite being due for release in late 2007, it is 
officially endorsed by the 2008 Beij ing Olympics. 
Only three events have been revealed so far: 1 OOm 
sprint, swimming and table tennis. 

Both companies promoted the game by 
bringing out their big guns in the shape of 
Nintendo's Shigeru Miyamoto and Sega's Hisao 
Oguchi. "For the first t ime," said Oguchi, "two 
of the world's greatest games characters come 
together to compete in the world's greatest 
sporting event and we couldn't be more excited." 
For Nintendo's part, a spokesman said Miyamoto's 
" involvement is way more than for a lot of normal 
Nintendo games" . 

it's been rumoured for some time now that 
Super Smash Bros Brawl producer Masahiro Sakurai 
has been sourcing Sonic for his Wii game, fuelling 
speculation that the current deal may have been an 
lP trade off. If so, Sega will benefit from publishing 
Mario in At The Olympic Games outside of Japan, 
whilst Nintendo will have landed Sonic for Sak\.Jrai's 
singular Smash Bros vision. 

In this climate of mutual euphoria it may seem 
as though the agreement is entirely equitable. In 
truth, it 's difficult to see it as anything other than a 
complete coup for Nintendo, whose hardware now 
facilitates Sonic's best chance of a credible revival. 
In view of the lacklustre reception of recent Sonic 
offerings, Sega might do well to recognise that it's 
been a long time since the gaming world waited 
with bated breath for any new standalone game he 
might be starring in. Until that's fixed, Mario, ~ 
it seems, will always come in first. ~ 



. HARDWARE! 

The Xbox 360 Elite inherits the 360 
premium pack's silver drive tray, but the 
widely rumoured move to 65nm, cooler· 
running chips has not been confirmed. 
A touchscreen PSP2 mock-up (below) 

New look for 
old consoles 
But Sony and Microsoft offer more 
than just cosmetic improvements 

umours of new hardware- some more plausible than others
have been run nmg wild lately, but Microsoft <1dded a litt le 
solidity to them at the end of March by <~nnouncing the black 

Xbox 360 Ehte. 
Sporting a 120gb hard dnve and an HO MI port, the console will 

go on sale in the US at the end of April for $480 (£244) w1th no UK 
avadability announced The usual 360 accessones and controllers will 
also be available m black. The extra storage capaCity will come as 
good news to fans of Xbox L1ve Arcade, after last month's tr pling of 
the s1ze lim1t for downloadable titles from 50 to 150mb. A 512mb 
memory un1t has also been released for those without hard dnves. 

Things seem less concrete in the Sony camp, 
however, with Sony confirm1ng a PSP refresh but 
little more. SCE UK's managing director Ray 
Maguire, speaking at the launch of Sony's PSP in 
Education imtiatlve, said that the current model 
was s1mply the 'first iteration· of the device but 
that, whatever happened, the PSP's screen shape 
and size was fixed. 

UMO drive and bUJit-in camera. A brighter screen 
and faster load times are also being spoken of. 
as is, from the further corners of leftfield, a 
touchscreen. As often happens, bored graphic 
designers have produced mock-ups of what the 
new PSP might look like (above), freely available on 
the mternet, with unergonom1c shapes and dual 
analogue sticks preva11ing. 
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Still the friendliest. most 
optimist ic event each year 

Spinach is delicious, dogs 
are better than cats 

A giant steak is how you 
know humans are winning 

lt'~ fine. We didn't want 
any 46in Bravias anyway 

Ever wished your parents 
would get their own Wil7 

Now that DSes and PSI's 
have been banned 

Most sources agree that a new un.t would be 
slimmer and lighter, w1th anyth1ng from 4gb to 
160gb of storage and poss1bly even a slot-loading 

Sony has, however, 1ssued a statement say1ng 
that there are no immed,ate changes planned ...., 
for the PSP other than firmware updates. ~ 

ROADSIDE PICNIC 
The original source material for THQ's 
Stalker gets a welcome re-release 

lt seems unlikely, but maybe book publishers do keep track of games. At 
least. that's one possible reason for the current publication of Arkday and 
Boris Strugatsky's 1977 classic novel Roadside Picnic in Gollancz's ongomg 
Sci·fi Masterworks series the ~me month THQ finally gets around to 
releasing its anticipated shooter Stalker [see page 84). The missing link 
between the two of course is Andrei Tarkovsky's 1979 cult film Stalker, on 
which Ukrainian developer GSC Game World based the game, which is 
itself based upon the Strugatskys' book. Technically though, the term 
'stalker' is pretty much all that unites the three. A group of those 
outsiders who risk their lives for cash to find alien objects within a Zone 
visited by a mysterious alien lifeforce, they are the ultimate freelancers; 
their life expectancy low and their trade illegal and controlled through 
the vagaries of black market economics. Even those who survive suffer 
the long term stigma of birth abnormalities. But of all three of these 
examples of eastern European art forms, there's little question that 
Roadside Picnic is the purest. Following set points in the life of stalker 
Red Schuhart, it paints a brutal picture of how life can be traded and the 
compromises that come to haunt those who risk everything on market 
forces. The glory, however, is its transcendental ending; something also 
picked up in the stark beauty of Tarkovsky's fi lm. The question is if Stalker 
(reviewed on p84) disrupts that flow. 

AFFLUENZA 

....... .. --.,. ........ --....,.. ...... 

The road to becoming successful and sane starts with 
being authentic and playful, reckons a psychologist 

Starting any book with a ten-question test including queries such as 
'Recently have you felt pathetic. incompetent or useless?' and 'Have you 
cursed yourself for being stupid, fat or lazy?' hardly seems the best way to 
go about overcoming what Oliver James calls ' the contagious middle class 
virus causing depression, anxiety, addiction and ennui'. Codenamed 
Affluenza, James blames this confusion of what we really need with the 
wants consumer society tells us we need for statistics such as the quarter 
of Americans who ~Y they have suffered from emotional distress during 
the past year. Combined with anecdotal evidence from interviews James 
has carried out in locations from Russia to China, Singapone, Australia and 
New Zealand, his conclusion is that westem civilisation is in a bad way. The 
biggest trigger, he suggests, is the confusion between having somewhere 
to live and treating property as an investment. Could mortgages be the 
root of all evil? Yes, if they require both parents to work, which In turn 
means their children have a disrupted relationship, he reckons. And as a 
child psychologist, James unsurprisingly argues that the first 36 months of 
life are the most important in terms of future mental wellbeing. Of course, 
some will find this solution simplistic, others impracticable, and what 
we're supposed to make of the vitriolic last chapter's attack on New 
labour and Tony Blair is anyone's guess, but the book certainly points out 
weighty issues, as well as some interesting solutions. 
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New games, and updates on games already on the radar 

HEI$T Devil May Cry 4 
FORMAT: 360, PC. !'S3 l'U8USHl!! CCOEMASTERS FOI!MAT J60. PC. PS3 I'UIIJSH[It CAPCOM 

Tomb Raider: Anniversary 
FORMAT: PC, PS2. PSP PUBUSHERc EIOOS 

The Interplay vets .n ~..,...- plot to rob Driver of its 
limelight citing dossi< car -_..oH- of all the things- as 
their inspiration. TileS..~ oA summer 1969 is the venue 

12 K-- os Clot putor swprrse in Capcom's multiformat 
---~-~~~ • <;Nii1) K versoon being the stuff of dreams 
lolaooiog roco=: botdla ot Ra«knt Evil 4 and Devil May Cry 3 

And another unexpected PC game; will the lack of a 360 version 
deprive it of Legends 'next generation' textures? Peru, Greece 
and Egypt stages are among those plundered from the vaults 

Grand Theft Auto (V 

Warhawk 
FORMAT: PSl PUBUSHEll. 5CEE 

Lego Batman 

l:'s aboa • ter ~to surface after series director 
- W:ll -..1 £3 2006 "'Ill a box of Batman logo and 
a~ 9"' 111111 irs olhAys seemed a safe and tempting bet 

Beaterator 

FlatOut Ultimate Carnage 
FORMA'r. 360 PUBLISHER: EMPIRE 

Bugbear updates the reliable FfatOut 2 for the 360 dub, claiming 
a newer experience than you might think. The visual horsepower 
is evident. while online races now have space for 12 players 

Ace Combat 6: Fires Of Liberation 
FORMAT: 360 PUBUSHER: BANDAI "'AMCO 

lllool<s like rumours of onli........., dim bosbon won't be settled 
wrt.ol !M game is either in yow haMs or on your hard drive. The 
dedi<.lt•on to online co-op and ~lion. however, is dear 

lodlsUr's ~-~ncer of 2005 flees the net 
wt!B a~ help f.--~ utRordinaire Timl>aland, who'll 
~ proriollog IMidl of !M -AI ....,..). Rod<Star Leeds develops 

No announcement yet of a P53 version and, unlike Ridge Racer 6, 
no simple excuse. Dynamic objective paths during missions and 
advanced squadron command join (at last) onlino functionality 

A fresh take on the poput.r 'bullet hell' genre, Fonna1iDn's 
twist is that you haw to control not one, but a series of 
independently moving objects, wtt.ring random changes in 
direction, without losing MY of them to the endless rain of 
falling dots. Flashing dots can be clicked on to reset the level 
and offer a temporary respite, but t!My will also then i~ 
your formation by one, malng survival even more difficult. A 
click of the mouse button shrinks your formation to make it 
easier to steer, but also sends your score into reverse. 

lt may sound complex, but after a couple of random 
deaths everything snaps into place, and controlling your 
formation becomes hectic. intuitive fun. The work of Chicago
based Brian Uble, best known for his 2004 strategy game 
Prox/mlry, and who intriguingly bills himself as both game 
designer and novelist. Formation lacks graphical polish but has 
a darity of purpose that other, prettier, games could learn a 
lot from. While it may not keep you busy for hours, it's an 
excellent way to needlessly stress yourself out. 



Who's home? 
Famitsu's Koji Aizow o on PS3's online hub 

lt won't arrive before 
autumn, but can it succeed in 
Japan? Since it has not been 
announced officially here yet, 
only a very small number of 
core users know about it. 
But it is obvious that Home 
has the potential to greatly 
expand the PS3's on line 
community, and it has to be 
said that these 30 avatars 

w i ll benef it from the power of the PS3 in terms of graphics. 
But at the same time, Home seems to be a very western thing 
that, with its very realistic 30 avatars and their design, may 
not have much of an appeal for Japanese users. To make it a 
success in Japan, changes may be required with, for example, 
more ani me-oriented avatars. So here is my take on Home from 
a Japanese perspective. 

Recently, some of the Japanese medra has been talkrng about 
Second Life's apparent success rn the west. This hasn't just been 
from the specialist videogame or technology media but rn the mass 
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media too. I can see two reasons for thrs: f rrst. 
Second Life is an overseas phenomenon which 
is berng reported in Japan as news Secondly, it 
has not been localised yet Home for the PS3 has 
often been shown as berng post-Second Life. Thrs 
is a comparrson I frnd rn general around me {and 
one not necessarily limited to Japan) While Second 
Life's potential is still untested and uncertain in 

content and controls. Games consoles starting 
with the Famicom have had to be accessrble to 
many and provrde a very user-frrendly experience 
We could probably trace the roots of console 
gamrng rn Japan back to thrs hrgh level of 
expectatron in services people have here. When rt 
comes to MMORPGs, users here are very uneasy 
about player killing and havrng to trade in real 

"Home is like a 30 translation of Xbox Live. I think we con soy that it will 
mark the true start of a new competition between gaming platforms to 
see which console can build up the b1ggest and strongest onlme community" 

this country. Home's chance of success rn Japan. 
or even rf it will be the much-needed krller app, 
is an even greater unknown. Vrsually, Home has 
impact- that can't be contested- but I don't 
feel that it is a decisive reason for people to buy 
a PS3. 

The Japanese are used to receivrng a complete 
and hrgh quality service from everythrng. You frnd 
this rn thrngs like restaurants or hotels. but in a 
certain sense you could say the same for gaming 's 

money But they partrcularly drslrke the real money 
concept, especially when rt becomes a full-time 
occupatron (or a job rn that sense). 

Maybe it is because o f some heritage f rom the 
so-called bushido code. but people are not very 
fond of drshonesty and unfarrness in games. In that 
sense. rt may look as rf Second Ltfe could not sit 
well wrth a Japanese pornt of vrew. Its controls are 
not console based, its concept rs qurte uncommon 
(meaning rt's diffrcult to understand) it allows 



almost anything and uses real money to a degree. 
In fact. if they had to choose, many Japanese 
people may actually prefer Home 

Maybe, in the west, users could feel 
dtsappointed at the lack of a certatn adult touch or 
the ability 4> spend real money tn Home, espec•ally 
compared to Second Life. In Japan, the problem 
may be different as I potnted out earlier. The 
character destgn 1s essential and, in that regard. 
Home may not look so appealing 

lt 1s true that 't feels like Second Ufe but, 1n 
a very extreme sense, I would say that Home IS 

rnore like a 30 translatton of Xbox Ltve. I think 
we can say that 1t will mark the true start of a 
new competition between gamtng platforms to 
see which console can build up the btggest and 
strongest on line commumty. 

Home has 1ts tssues, but I personally really feel 
exerted about it. I like the idea of an online 
commumty gathermg in an envtronment powered 
by the P53's htgh performance graphics and 
processmg. The potential of Hol'ne looks 
almost limttless to me. 

SOM IT 11 NG AB 

A wealth of dlara<ttr 
customisation options is 
~ing shown, although 
whether these will be 
free or micropaY~Mnted 
is yet to be revealeq 
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e 
The future of electronic entertainment 

Don't fence MMOs in 
Edge's most wanted Think you don't like them? Think again 

LittleBigPianet 

The GDC presentation may have 
been familiar content. but the A lexandre Constandache, versus instanced content? If it's all 
enthusiastic response g1ve a hont 

answering (on p20) about ranking your own character's to just how creative and happy 
a community it could foster concerns about the sudden progression against those of 

3 SCEE MMO·ification of Reality Pump's thousands of others, then why 
PC/360 RPG Two Worlds, po'nts out don't Halo Zs ranking boards 

Halo3 with understandable frustration: count? If it's a 11 about shared 
"lt's necessary to define the term expenences, communication and 
MMO a little bit better, or we'll the chance to make new friends, 
soon get into problems ... Is it like why doesn't •Sketch qualify? 
World Of WarCraft? Is it like Guild lt doesn't matter, of course-
Wars? ... lt is very difficult to give a labels always become more useless 
proper description for this genre the more they're used. Players 
because of the different usage of aren't thinking in genres any more, 
the term." and the sooner developers escape 

lt's a fair point. Had she been them, the better they'll be able to 
Thanks to assumptions of Bungie's reading this month's Hype section, court this rapidly diversifying 
brilliance, it's easy to be blas6 

she might have said: 'Is it like market. The people who flocked to about this. But. tickling at the edge 
of your brain, is the idea it might Phantasy Star Universe? Is it like Azeroth didn't do so because they 
just be really, really, really great Wakfu' Is it like Pirates Of The wanted to play an MMO, they 

"'CROSOFT ...AME S UDIOS 
Burmng Sea? Is it like Monster came because they wanted to join 

L.ocoRoco 2 Hunter Frontier?' The more you in the fun. Eventually, the idea of 
look, the more the MMO an offline game will drop away, as 
fragments. Just what is the DLC, leaderboards, chat facilities 
defining characteristic? lt only and media streaming are •ncluded 
takes one player watching you in even the most resolutely 
grind in WOW to make you keenly singleplayer games, turning them 
aware of its massively multi player into online experiences. And soon, 
framework, but a game with a with the growth of user-created 
two-player server cap would content, more prevalent co-op, 
struggle to earn an MMO badge. better communication and shared 
lt can't be the payment systems- replays, all games will be Hinted at as a PS3 title at its 

creator's GDC session, there's no free, subscription-driven and communal to a degree. Eventually, 
doubt that a sequel to the PSP micropayment-based models no one will call anything an MMO 
original (above) could be a flourish, as do mixtures of all three. any more, because everything ~ beautiful validation of Sixaxis 
TBA. SCEI Is it all in the balance of communal will be one. 
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Manhunt 2 

Skate 
360, PS3 

Pirates Of The Burning Sea 
PC 

Wakfu 
PC 

Monster Hunter Frontier/ 
Freedom 2 
PC. PSP 

Stuntman: Ignition 
360. PS2 PS3 

World In Conflict 
PC 

Super Paper Mario 
Wii 

Space Station Tycoon 
PSP.Wii 

Wing Commander Arena 
360 

Treasure Island Z 
Wii 

Opoona 
Wi 

Soul Cradle 
PS2 

PSU: llluminas No Yabo 
360, PC. PS2 

Guitar Hero 2 
360 

Heroes Of Mana 
os 
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FORMAT: PS2, PSP, Wll 
PUBLISHER: TAKE-TWO 

DEVELOPER: ROCK STAR 
ORIGIN: UK 

RELEASE JULY 

EMmi~s <an now spot players hiding in the 
shadows, triggering a spot of frantic bu"on 
mashing In order to remain undetected 
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Manhunt 2 
Rockstar prepares another gift to the tabloid 
press as Manhunt stalks back onto the scene 

How much of the pl~.wr~ an oxKUtions ~ 11M vAgUO!y 
comic murder d ips ra!Mr than !M simple joy of~ tile 
best possibl~ IHUlt IS a muddy osp«< left opetalo quo1~ 

S 
eq,_,els are supposed to be the easy 
opt•on Manhunt z. hov.e-.er, IS ~ely 

to be anythmg but Lost n amoogs; 
the m•x of tablo1d scanda , murder enqu nes 
and retail bans that accompan ed ;he release 
of Rockstar's ong nal t1tle was the 'aa tnat 
Manhunt was a supremely well-realised 
game, with solid play mechan•cs, genu•nely 
edgy subject matter and a take on stealth 
that understood the need for adequate visual 
payback after all that creeping around. A 
demanding expenence. it dared to explore 

a , oe; tt'l enterta nmem and OO<"lCe 
that most other, less contro~ers•al, t ;les are 
happy to s•mply cap ;a se upon Though~
provo~ og and o:ten d~>.uro ng, Manhums 
d st' tlUtiOO pa!d - e pnce 'o• ;s UU10Va;100s 
The o g a es-..oo for a sequel. - ~ere-ore, rs 
no; r.ow Wl ; pia~ but how eo -ne 
de~elopers e~pect to get ; re+easeo n ~e 
f1rst place? 

Rockstar IS understandaoly unWll ng to 
enter into any kmd of d•scuss•on on the 
subject, but judgmg by the garre tse f some 

escaped mental patients, and a sinister 
conspiracy that needs to be unravelled. the 
game has opted for a more traditional 
narrat,ve, but one wh1ch may not serve the 
senes' psycholog•cal elements as well. 

Watching one of Rockstar's developers 
play through the opemng tutorial sect1on, 
however, echoes of the anginal show 
through quickly. Opemng with an asylum 
escape during a lightmng storm, the mam 
character Danny's heavy, apelike gait calls 
to mmd James Earl Cash from the first 

Some of the more troubling elements of the storyline have 
been simplified, and the result is a title which, while no les~ 
bloody, has less to say about coercion and killing for fun 

of the more troubling -although also more 
Interesting- elements of the storyhne have 
been simphf•ed. and the result is a t1tle 
whiCh, wh e no ess bloody. has less to say 
about coeroon and k•ll1ng for fun. 

The PS2 vers•on •s al that's been revealed 
so far, and w111 be the farst game released 
from the freshly-m1nted Rockstar London 
Studio. Bringing in paranoia and mental 
illness as the justification for this round of 
extreme splatter, the studio IS eager to 
elaborate on the atmosphere and gameplay 
of the ong•nal, whrle d1stancmg Itself from 
the f rst game's characters and snuff f1lm 
premise. With a sh1ft 1n the storyline to 

Manhunt, and most of the on-screen 
furniture still looks familiar and functions 
n the same way. 

Skipp•ng forward to a later level set in a 
brothel, Rockstar's prom•sed elaboratlons 
become clear There are four weapon sets 
this time around, ranging from one-shot 1<:111 
hke syringes and pens through to distance 
weapons like shotguns. As ever, there's 
horrible creat1vity at work with the tools at 
your disposal. and the game flawlessly cater 
to your lowest •nst nets it's no surpnse to 
d1scover that objects like pliers, needed to 
reveal secret passages, can also be used in 
executions, wi th cartoon1shly squeam1sh 



consequences - what should surpnse s 
rnat you thought to try them out n the 
" rst place. 

Stealth also gets a slight overhaul wah 
me lim1ted ab1hty to smash lights and make 
our own shadows to h de m. Th1s plays a 

cruoal role in Manhunt 2's b1g evolut,on 
uring enem1es towards the new 
enwonmental execut1ons. Set-pieces 1n 
which goons are dispatched via open fuse 
boxes and toilet bowls, these moments are 
scnpted but profoundly visceral. 

What's rema1ned unchanged. however, IS 

Ihe execut1on mechaniC itself: a perfectly 
calibrated play on nsk in wh1ch the intensity 
0~ the execution depends on how long the 
enemy has been targeted. In many ways, 
Manhunrs take on grat.Jity has always been 
aeeply perverse - reward1ng those With the 
oat.ence to wM the longest before act,ng 

- he narratiVe also seems to be as hnear 
as the ong1nal t1t e's, but w1th room for 
each set-p ece to play out d 'ferentty given 
the player's act1ons and AI that remains 
unpredictable in the good sense of the 
word. What's yet to be seen, though, IS 

:low the game wd cope w1th 1os1ng the 
01rector, whose d1sembod,ed ravmgs were 
such a large part of the ambience of the 
ong1nal Manhunt. it's poss1ble that Without 
h1m, the sequel will lose much oj that un1que 
pressure cooker atmosphere and sense of 
c.austrophobia. Although am1able psycho 

Rockstar's achievements in sound design- distant rumbl1ngs and low amb1ent chords- continue in a game that creates 
atmosphere through suggestion. The asylum seems a cross between Slack Mesa and the •nst1Mions of Second Sight 

Leo Klasper performs a similar fu nct1on, 
he prOVIdes .ess moral complication for 
the player to chew on, and the lack of a 
charged subJeG matter like snuff films 
seems to ma<e tne game's content less 
thematJCa •Y mean ngful Manhunt 2 w1ll 
certa1nly make you tense - but it may not 
make you as uncomfortab e 

The b1g quest,on of how a game l1ke th1s 
will play out on the Wi1 rema ns unanswered 
at thiS pomt. A though Roe <Star s say ng that 
the game w•l be essent1a ty tne same across 
all platforms, there's no rea nd,cator yet of 
how the Remote and Nunchulc: wdl feature 
in the vers1on being developed by Rockstar 
Toronto. Environmental execut1ons, such as 
strangling enemies wath a phone cord, look 
hke the obv1ous choices, yet, as w1th much 
of the Wii's current portfolio, Manhunt 2 
runs the nsk that, not being bUilt for the 
console from the ground upwards, this most 

1ntngU1ng of propos•tiOns may fad to hve up 
to 1ts potential 

Some thmgs rema1n certa1n, however. 
Just as Jack Thompson 1s already engaged 1n 
all-out warfare w•th publisher Take-Two 
lnteract1ve to stop the game from destroyang 
the entire fabnc of modern CIVIlisation by 
appeanng •n the retail channels, 1t's clear that 
Rockstar IS creatmg an exoerience that's 
sohd, rewaro1ng and often mesmensmg. Its 
understanding of the way that games should 
use CinematiC elements like sound des1gn 
and hghtlng •s a d1rect contrast to most titles' 
clumsy cutscenes and broken scnpts, and the 
developer's contJnued refusal to focus-test 
material is adm,rable If the results of such 
techn1ques cont1nue to be as engagmg as 
th1s, 1t m1ght be t1me to start s1gn1ng a few 
pet1t1ons of your own to stop some of the 
more challeng1ng v1deogames from 
disappeanng underground forever. 

HYPE ~ 

Gaining control of the shotgun provides a 
wekome change of pace. as Danny's 
l~ring walk switches to a mad dash 
and the bodycount goes through the roof 

Environmental eKecutlons 
play out a little like the 
puzzles in l~d Of Zelda 
games, with the player 
presented with various 
pieces - a toilet bowl, a 
flickering light and a distant 
-my. for eKample -
before trying to work out 
how they should come 
together. Once again, 
Rockstar's real achievement 
is in varying the pace -
miKing up the stalk-and-lurk 
with contained chemistry· 
set moments. The rewards 
for such careful planning, as 
might be eKpected, are 
often elaborately graphic. 
and more than make up for 
all that time spent hiding in 
the shadows. 
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Either the latest demo build is particularly old (which 
is quite possible) or there's much to be done before 
Skate can visit the above environment in realtime. 
Downhill races are set to feature in the finished 
version, Balm er quick to reassure anyone concerned 
with how you get back up the hill once you' ve 
rumbled your way down. "There's a t ransit system, • 
he says. " I've never had too much fun skating uphill• 
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Skate 
The governor of videogame sports 
f inally takes on the chairman of the board 

T 
hat EA's last skateboarding game 
was a Simpsons title says it all, the 
Tony Hawk stranglehold enough to 

reduce even the world's biggest publisher to 
competing via indirect, benign parody. As 
Jay Balmer, associate producer of Skate 
points out. that reign has allowed Neversoft 
experiments into biking, driving and off
board exploration, creating an intimidating 
resource of code and experience. So how do 
you compete? Simple - don't. 

"We have a new experience that we 
want to share," he begins. "and it's not 
about climbing ladders. it's about allying, 
doing a kickflip and grinding a rail. and 
making that feel powerful. Really, we've 
ignored the fact that Tony Hawk even exists. 
But now that we're in this place, of course, 
showing the game and sharing it with 
people, Tony's come back to haunt us. That's 
fine: it was inevitable." 

And after eight of Tony Hawk's projects, 
have run their rollercoaster of hype. praise. 
promises and disappointments over seven 
years, let's not mince words about what 
Skate has in store. As garners themselves will 
discover when its demos arrive online, it's the 

for each foot, and grab with the triggers, 
one for each hand. Forward on the left 
analogue stick leans you on to the board, 
sustaining your momentum, while back on 
the right 'pumps' you for a jump before an 
upwards throw launches you into a trick. at 
which point Skate really starts scoring points 

Physics, says Balmer, are its "master". 

A sim rather than a combo-crazy abstraction, it deals in the 
essential act of taking wheels and a deck into a concrete 
playground and discovering just what can be done 

skateboarding game that modern consoles 
arguably deserve. A si m rather than a 
combo-crazy abstraction, it deals in the 
essential act of taking wheels and a deck 
1nto a concrete playground and discovering 
just what can be done. 

You push off wrth the face buttons, one 

governing not just the flight and grace of 
skater and board but every interaction 
between them and the surrounding world. If 
you land askew on a squared rail, for 
example, its edge cutting into the joint of 
just one wheel and its truck. then that's your 
grind, awkward as it might be. By adjusting 



our poise with one stick and your feet 
th the other you can then brealc: out mo 

aT-bone, nose-gnnd or another obscure 
mprov1sation. Or you can bail of course. the 

phys•cs master then calculating the force 
th which your face meets the '1004' 

Preconceptions of fitting ragdolls and 
r11pping limbs needn't be applied, as hours 
wem w1thin a confmed test enwonmem -
a sparse skate park - suffered ne1ther 

"We d1dn't really focus on hooks," 
Balmer points out. "We focused on mak1ng a 
great game - that's the hook. The camera 
Mgle's a fisheye because 1t h1ghhghts what 

e skater's doing, which is what the game's 
3bout lt's not about where they're go1ng. 

"That mechanism of everything linked 
together directly, where you have to manual, 
~nnd. manual and revert - it's not actually 
Kcurate. Skateboarding IS a hne, and that's 

hat you watch; that's what's mterestmg. 

When you watch a skatmg contest people 
Wh do nes back to back, but not connected 
by a manua . t s about domg something 
huge, at whiCh po1nt 1t's exciting to see 
wna~s next When they start repeating, 
·na;'s when ;ne e s 011er. The 1nsp1rauon 
was 'Woo o someone be Interested in 
wa<ch ng ·:1 s • t was a ~~deo '"' 

Very m:~c~ a game n wh1ch the act•on 
s ;3 own re .... arc Ska:e currently feels 
qu te desolare n •erms of geography and 
s;gnoosted cna engt- ye~ nch With mcent1ve 
:o SIITlP as aarner pt.;ts ; ·un-tra n· 
yourse • •rom the belef ~a; :J'Iere's only 
one ska:eboa•cf:ng solt.oon The ·ee ng of 
hberatoo • at comes \W. SEel\9 a 9<lP and 
wantmg s mply to earn now to work me 
board across 1t, perhaos wtth a • o io crO\vn 
the ach1evemen· can ; oe unclers;a:ed But 
does Balmer prediCt a ba::l;lash fro~ ga ers 
averse to such unstructureo play' 

Skate sees itself as a game in which showmanship isn't 
limited to the numbers that appear on your HUD. Holding 
the right stick in position once your stunt is underway 
zooms the camera for a dose-up of your board and feet 

"What we're seemg now is rust the toy, · 
he assures, 'as n 'here's a skateboard, please 
start skatmg.' What you're not seeing is the 
progression and the tutonals. We know there 
have to be both optiOnS Someone has to say 
'what next'' and see what's next. where 1t IS, 
and how to complete lt Then there's the 
payer who wants that orgamc exper•ence, 
who doesn ; care about the challenge or is 
happy ;o JUSt stumble upon it. So there'll be 
a dea· s·ructure - no one will be lost" 

Ska;es uncomp 1ca1ed name, we're told, 
1St\ t tne resu t of some celebnty licensing 
agreement gone wrong or a statement of 
E.l.'s m.,,, to monopolise 1ts genre, but a 
dec araoon of openness In its online world, 
1n whoch a replay is said to be as easily sent 
as an ema I (see 'Bulletin boards'), everyone 
has me potent1al to become the star There· 
be no upgrades to art1ftC1ally enhance 
performance, and little in the way of 
customosat•on -so all that's between the best 
and the begtnner is expenence. 

"I know there's stuff that's m1ssing," 
Balmer adm1ts "If we were bulld•ng the 
u t1mate game it would come out 1n f1ve 
years, but we don't thtnk tt's nght to wait 
that long. The lack of certain features ._, 
giVeS us room to grow " ~ 

Skate's physics system has the same eye for 
realistic landings as it does for midair tricks. 
A downward slope, for oxample, can turn a 
bone-breaking landing into a smooth one 

Slrolfft community features 
have been designed to 
address what hlmer ails 
the •rw done something 
cool but my wife doesn't 
car.• dilemma. A tap of Y 
brings up replay options, 
stationing a cameraman 
neJCt to nearby scenery to 
capture whatever tricks you 
can pull off. The in-game 
replay editor an then 
import the clip fOf' shari119 
via console online servicfl 
and a planned community 
website. EA wants it to be 
better promoted and 
supported than Burnout 
R.wnge's 360 equivalent. 
and all eyes will be on EA's 
servers in the hope of them 
honouring these ambitions. 
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With dozens of crew assaulting at once 
it's hard to imagine how Flying Lab will 
ensure the ensuing chaos is dramatic, 
and not just cramped and annoying 
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Pirates Of The Burning Sea 
The latest MMO contender is bubbling to the surface, and 
after five years in development it 's looking fittingly shipshape 

n a genre saturated with alien 
I settings, Pirates Of The Burning Sea 

feels a great deal closer to home and 
perhaps at first glance mundane. The truth is 
the 17th century Caribbean setting is one of 
the biggest reasons why this upcoming 
MMO is worth watching. Instead of anxiously 
attempting to avoid cliche and breathe life 
into its own interpretatiOn of fantasy or 
sCience fiction, Flying Lab needs to recreate 
the stereotypes of the era. And as for there 

feature in the initial release they won't take 
long to follow. The instanced, on-foot 
adventures you can expect to have on 
mysterious shores and uncharted islands 
appear similarly heroic, with your bold 
captam facing off against livid Mayans. 

Thirdperson melee combat is something 
of a focus now, a curious development when 
two years ago Flying lab stated it wouldn't 
be in the game at launch but it might be 
added later. lt seems likely that it was 

Glowing green ghost ships can be found in the Bermuda 
Triangle, and we'd wager that if sea monsters don't 
feature in the initial release they won't take long to follow 

being less varied opttons during character 
creation, who can imagme a more diverse 
range of peoples than the British, French, 
Spanish and the p1rates themselves/ it's 
an instantly interest•ng dec1sion, although 
worries about there bemg an overpopulation 
of pirates might have to be set aside. 

Not that POTBS 1s stnvtng for anything 
approaching realistiC. Thts IS very much the 
swashbuckling, legendary mterpretation of 
the seafarers of the era. Glowmg green ghost 
shtps can be found in the Bermuda Triangle, 
and we'd wager that 1f sea monsters don't 

brought in to make the game more 
accessible and give it a more rounded appeal 
than an apparent online naval combat 
simulator. The swordfights use the same 
familiar (and comforting) system of timed 
skills we've seen so many times before. 
Abilities are gained as your character 
progresses along one of the three possible 
paths of Fencing (traditional one handed 
swordsmanship), Florentine (a more 
aggressive dual-wielding style), and Dirty 
Fighting (a collection of sneaky tricks of the 
sort you might associate with Jack Sparrow.) 

While surveying your surroundings from the 
deck of your ship feels a suitably majestic 
thing to do, you're a prisoner there, as going 
below the deck of the game's 50 ships is a 
feature that's not being included at launch 

The first way this might deviate from 
what you're used to is visually. POTBS wants 
to break the trend of having a laughably 
small number of animations in MMOs, 
though this is perhaps more necessary than i 
is idealistic - the increasingly pretty firework! 
most MMOs drape over your attacks would 
look completely out of place here. More 
excitingly, bring your ship alongside another 
with a bit of skilful navigation and you get 
the option to swing across and attempt to 



d1sable it by slaughtenng rts captarn Th1s rs 
no solo endeavour - while a shrp IS lrm1ted to 
one player character any fr endfy shrps rn the 
battle can board w1th you, a'ld you can all 
bnng aboard crewmen 1n 20-strong waves 
io engage enemy crewmen wh e you hunt 
for the unfortunate man 1n charge 

Wh1le thiS new emphas•s on a famrhar 
combat style should prove a successful way 
of coaxing people into the game. sarhng rs 
st1ff at 1ts heart Ownrng your own vessel rsn't 
some endgame treat or reward for putt•ng •n 
JUSt enough hours to get hooked The 
tutonal tells the story o' your r se to the 
positron of captain, and wh e your f rst boat 
m1ght not be the galleon most players wdl 
have in their mind's eye, you're st11l very 
much capable of sailing between towns. 
s1nking other sh1ps and engagrng 10 a touch 
of marauding from the off. 

Nautrcal warfare IS touted as be•ng f"\\re 
n-depth than the arcade blastrng of S•d 
\1eter's Ptrales! but a long way from the 
complexity of a full-f ledged s1m. it's a vague 
companson. but a better one proves elusrve 
wrthout any simrlar games. foremost in 
players· mrnds w1ll be the wind. wh1ch 
determrnes whether you're a movrng target 
or almost completely 1mmobile. Cannon 
ranges and frnng arcs are indicated by 
shad•ng on the water between you and your 
target. and eventually you'll have 12 types of 
shot to suit the situation and your own noble 
or raptorial personal objectives. To keep 
prayer Shipwrights rn business. but prevent 
rntating harshness. ships have a hmrted 
number of durability points: the more 
expens1ve the vessel, the fewer po1nt 1t starts 

th. Lose a f1ght and you lose a durability 
po1nt, lose all your points and the ship rs 

destroyed- w.tll you a sad f1gure on a hastily 
assembled raft 

A 'na reature 'S the perpetual tug of war 
between s des over ports. Large-scale PVP 
ban es are prom sed over 80 towns, g1ving 
an advantage such as reduced taxes to the 
nation that holds them, and commendations 
to any s•de that manages a sweeprng vrctory. 
Prrates can get •nvolved, but can only bnng 
about a three-day cla m, rehant 1nstead on 
therr un•que abd•ty to steal enemy sh•ps. 

POTBS •s perhaps the closest thrng to a 
safe bet MM Os have got on the horrzon. it's 
not exceptronally ambitious. 1t's had a beta 
running for over a year. and the self-funded 
position of Flyrng Lab means nobody has to 
worry about the kind of hurned release that 
struck down Vanguard. Then agarn, thrs rs 
becom1ng an overpopulated genre. A lack of 
the reckless enterprising so evident rn ~ 
its world m1ght be POTBS's downfall ~ 

Despite being governed by timings and mouse click$. 
Pirates Of Tho Burning Soils combat feels mort brutal 
than that of its onlino poe<$. with the MMO staples of 
partido effects and shimmering magical auras swapped 
for cold steel, hot lead and bursts of startlingly red blood 

POTBS's addition to the 
tried and wsted fonnula 
of combat centring on 
recycling skills Is your 
Balance meter. As long as 
it's full you're capable of 
parrying blows and staying 
Ate, but incoming attacb 
will grMually reduce it. 
TradltloNIIy In online 
~you're untouchable 
to foes a f- levels beneath 
you, but here m.ssed weak 
attacks can reduce your 
Balance and render you 
vulnerable at the same rate 
as 1 single more skilled 
opponent. The meter was 
born out of 1 dellre for 
acawate swashbudcllng. 
wheN fending off multiple 
opponents is often key. 
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As if launching W.tkfu •nd 
overseeing v.trious ports 
wasn't enough, early April 
also sees the reiNse of a 
new version of Oofus 
dedicated to UK gamers. 
With a new storyline and 
episodic delivery, there will 
also be specific events 
available only on the UK 
server. Although tht game 
content will remain largely 
faithful to Dofus, det.til$ art 
few on what kind of special 
elements to expect. though 
the addition of a UK 
community manager 
suggests Ankama is taking 
the new version seriou51y. 
Those int-* in finding 
out more should check out 
www.dofus.co.uk 

Wakfu 
Can Ankama's dreamy cartoon world prove a haven 
for t hose put off by the clamorous crowds of WOW? 

akfu·s premise, an ocean world 
W flooded by an ogre's tears, manages 

to be both d1sarm1ngly whimsical 
and fa1ntly d1sgust1ng at the same time, and 
h.nts at creators w1th a keen eye for a mash
up Those familiar with Ankama's previous 
t1tle, Dofus, wd be able to bear this out. 
FolloWing 1n the footsteps of the earlier 
game, Wakfu keeps the quirky olend of 
MMO and turn-based strategy, but broadens 
its honzons 1n almost every direction. 

Set 1,000 years after the events of Dofus, 
Ankama IS keen to stress that this is a 
separate game rather than JUst an expans1on 
The turn-based combat of the ong nal '-;.e 
retatns the same bas1s, but there are 
refmements throughout lhe moSI oOVlous 
dtfference IS levehng-up. Tak1ng a s1m lar 
approach to games hke Crackdown, 
characters will now evolve depend1ng on 
the~r specific act1ons - for example, the more 
a spell is cast, the more powerful it becomes. 

it's a change that hopes to enable greater 
spec•ahsatlan, yet also encouraging w1der 
expenmentat•on for those who want t 

And while Ankama eo-founder Anthony 
Roux's v1suals retatn the same shamelessly 
charm.ng character as the preVIous game, 
this is a sign1ftcantly w•der world New mu'
directlona scroll.ng has been mp ementea, 
forcing the team to I'TlO\'e away ··om • ash, 
and the amount or p a~ per se..., er IS a so 
drasttCa ly 1ncreas~ng ·rom roughly 5,000, to 
25,000 at any one ; me What effects th1s 
masSNe popu a""n JO 'Wll have on the 
games secret garden amb1ence rema1ns to 
be seen. but Ankama has been learn1ng a lot 
from ts expenence of nurtunng the nght 
k nd of communtt1es on Dofus, and seem 
conf1dent they can handle the challenge. 

SubscnptiOn-based, like Dofus, a tnal 
zone will be free with the game's release 
later th1s year, w1th a beta test beg1nn1ng tn 
July. Anl<ama is hoping to raise the player 

Chara<ter classes remain the same as Oofus. but the spell 
system gets an overhaul. AI is also being revised. and a 
poLti<.al and electoral system is planned as a downl~ 

base ' rOfT' me 200,000 pay1ng users of Dofus 
to at east twce that, and elsewhere there 
are p a'ls to create a Wakfu cartoon as well 
as port:ng the game to the 05 and mob1le 
phones. That's not to suggest the developer 
s rorgettlng its start .ng point: 1f all goes 
accord1ng to plan, Wakfu should have new 
content released roughly every two months 
t's an ambitious strategy, and takmg 1nto 
account the professionalism of Ankama's 
previous work, it seems that beneath the 
cartoon tears and the bucolic dreaminess 
there's the hard steel of genuine 
resolve at work here. 

Alongside subscription, Wakfu may also use vi"ual asset 
purchase. so a character can be upgraded for a fee. There 
are balancing concerns with such a system, but the care 
with which Ankama is approaching the project bodes wel 



Frontie(s lands<.apes are as beautiful as other Monster 
Hunter games, and at times take good advantage of a 
modern PC's graphical abilities, although a tendency 
towards icefields may make for a starker adventure 

Monster Hunter Frontier 
Capcom's Japanese favourite heads back 
to t he PSP and crosses t he frontier to PCs 

F 
ew videogames shed I ght on the 
myth1cal east-west dMde qUite like 
Monster Hunter Ignored 1n the west 

as clunky oddit1es whose prett ness h•des 
awkward controls and tedoous m1SS1ans. for 
a Japanese audien<e Capcom s senes IS a 
guaranteed bestseller, and !Pe kind of game 
Microsoft has so far found rtself completely 
unable to reverse-eng neer for the 360 

Such is 1ts success n ~ home market that 
Monster Hunter Freedom 1 sold 750.000 
copies on day one of 'ts Japanese release - a 
pretty good trick at the best of ; mes, but a 

feat of near-Herculean proportions g1ven 1ts 
platform. the struggling PSP. 

Wh1le 1t's gone on to be the handheld's 
f~rst million-seller 10 Japan closely follov.ed 
by the ong nal Monster Hunrer Freeoom, 

pushed over the edge by the buoge; re ease • 
the game's hopes look slighuy olfferen; wnen 
''comes to western shores. Esse,<~aUy an 
expanded port of PS2's Monster Hunter 1 

Freedom 2 features the same odd "''tX o' 
histrionic dinosaur slay•ng and prosaoc r.em 
gathenng as the originals, and seems kely to 
continue to infuriate western garners 

Taking up where Monster Hunter Freedom left off. dot 
sequel seems just as able when it comes to squeenng dot 
most out of the PSP's graphics. lt continues the rKtnt 
trend for cautious embellishment in a game's seq~ 

SOIM players continue to fond Monster Hunte(s controls 
•wl<wird. os (apcom •ttompts to convey the sensation of 
the lirge. ~ w.apons needed to kill dinosaurs 

The b1g change th1s ume around is the 
add tiOil of fourplayer battling v1a wlfi, 
wtuch wtll also be used for downloadable 
content such as extra maps and m1ssions. 
However, the PSP franch1se continues to 
lack the one feature that made the or g•nal 
PS2 Monster Hunter so compelling - true 
onlme mu it player 

For that, fans of the senes wlll have to 
look beyond consoles to the forthcom•ng 
Monster Hunter Frontter, due on PC later this 
year lndocatoons so far suggest that Capcom 
1s proceed,ng 1nto the online space w1th 
extreme cauuon, prefernng to play to the 
serres' strengths as a party-based slasher 
rather than turn1ng 1t 1nto a full-blown 
MMORPG Like Sega's Phantasy Star On/me. 

pla~ers can band together 10 teams of four to 
hunt. and a though 1ts tentat1ve approach is 
r s,:;y m :sown way- potentially exclud1ng 
those who hoped for a more extreme 
departure- With over 100,000 requests to 
take part 1n the second beta test, the success 
of Fron: er (10 1ts nat1ve country at least) 
seems assured 

Wh e the serres has successfully faced 
down one great dragon, providing Japanese 
garners With a real and canV1nc1ng reason 
to own Sony's handheld, the next task is 
no less d1fftcult In conquenng, Monster 

Hunter has also d1v1ded - and with real 
success m the current generation go1ng 
to those able to uOJte an mcreas1ngly 
fragmented global aud1ence, gathering the 
combined potential of eastern and western 
markets together may prove one quest ~ 
too many for Capcom. ~ 

FORMAl: PSP (FREEDOM 2) 
PC (FRONTIER) 
PUBLISHER: CAPCOM 
DEVELOPER: IN-HOUSE 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 
RELEASE: TBC 

With sales remaining 
sluggish when compared to 
the Wii, it's Inevitable that 
Sony's latest console would 
be looking to the Monster 
Hvntw frandtise with envy. 
Despite a lack of offi<al 
confirmation, a PS3 version 
is a wrtainty, and Capcom 
has alrNdy suggesud that 
the PlaySt.tion Networlt 
would be a perfect IMtdl, 
although it's not dNr 
whether that's for onllne 
play or DLC. The best 
indicator of how the Mries 
wiU evolve seems to be 
Frw~tier, suggesting a 
gentle movement towards 
online play but leaving 
the central mechanics 
largely unchanged. 
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Stuntman: Ignition 

Just as in the original -
instructions from your 
director are pumped into 
your helmet as you drive -
telling you where to head 
next and what to do there. 
These work surprisingly 
well, given the sheer 
amount of noise created by 
the various explosions. but 
are made redundant by the 
games garish HUD. Yellow 
icons depicting the exact 
stunt and exact placement 
litter the screen. offering 
the same information as 
the director but removing 
much of the tension built 
from the environment. 
lt may make for a more 
exciting pay·off after the 
show when watching your 
efforts icon-free, but irs 
excitement that would be 
put to much better use 
during the actual game. 

A cunning stunt for Paradigm, 
or another box office crash? 

T 
he initial concept for Stuntman back 
in 2002 was a strong one. Step into 
the shoes (and helmet) of a top 

Hollywood stuntman as he journeys through 
his movie career. performing all the high
octane vehicular stunts for each of the six 
films (and genres) featured. Launching at the 
peak of Reflections' driving game success 
following series like Destruction Derby and 
Dnver. Stuntman initially seemed like an 
irresistible melding of the two franchises and 
the perfect t1tle to showcase the team's 
talents for the first t1me on 'next generat1on 
technology'. And so, 1n sp1te of ts flaws, the 
original Stuntman was reasonably well 
received, its repet1t1ve play and the hornbly 
unforgiving d1fficulty curve notwithstanding. 
Garners went easy on the tit le, enthused by 

Each stunt successfully completed is suitably impressive and certainly wouldn' t be amiss in a 
blockbuster. it's just a shame the events fail to offer the same level of excitement during play 
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its novel idea, cool pay-offs (with dramatic 
replays embedded into movie trailers) and 
the building excitement created around 
Reflections· other PS2 debut then in the 
works: Driver 3. 

So the original Stuntman seemingly had a 
purpose. Flash forvvard f ive years and one 
console generation, switch publishers and 
call in Paradigm to develop and the series is 
being revived. Stuntman: Ignition, an 
apparent new take on the same core idea 
only without the timeliness of the original. 
Unfortunately, at first glance, Ignition 
1mpress1vely falls into not one, but all of the 
pitfalls of the original t itle. 

The problem is simple. There's no down 
time. Take all of the 'best bits' of any vehicle· 
based action game and compile them 

In total, over 25 different vehicles are available including 
sports cars, trucks, bikes and hovercraft. Revisiting stunts 
in a new ride adds variety and hopefully a little more 
than just an aesthetic difference to the experience 

The six movies resemble closely the big budget 
blockbusters they're based upon. You shouldn't have a 
hard time recognising titles such as Dante's Peak or Dee~ 
Impact even though the film titles have been changed 

together and you're left with just that, a 
compilation of 'best bits', devoid of all the 
humdrum necessary for the stand-out 
moments to feel like rewards Pelting 
through each movie-themed disaster·piece is 
a messy affair as you're assaulted from all 
angles by mminent danger. The onscreen 
prompts are of little help too, allowing 
minimal room for error and often leaving yoL 
confused and frustrated rather than excited 
and adrenalin-fuelled. Admittedly, the 
unforg1vable preciseness of the original has 
been loosened, now allowing you to make 
up to five mistakes en route before being 
hoisted back to the start for another take, 
but the short, unclear, point-to-point nature 
of the game means it won't be until the 
same course has been attempted five or six 
t imes (and committed to memory), that you'l 
be making any real progress - thus killing an: 
glimmer of excitement or tension and 
putting emphasis on chaining stunts togethe 
and maxing out your score as the only 
rationale for continued play. 

At this point, Ignition captures one 
particular aspect of a real stuntman perfectly 
the lack of free thought. Being so explicitly 
directed through a dramatic escape invariabl• 
feels as tame as it sounds, as though its 
someone else - the offscreen hero - ~ 
who's having all the real fun. ~ 



World In Conflict 
Ground Control to major ruin: Massive's new 
quickfire RTS turns up the heat on the Cold War 

or people of a certa1n age - le: 5 be 
f explic1t; for those o! us who grew 

up in the '80s under ;he twin 

shadows of the mushroom cloud and 
- hatcher's perm - the m I tary and 
geopoht1cal deta1ls of the t me are always 
going to carry an unm1sta~able tang of dread 
and excitement Massrve. maker of the 
Ground Control senes, IS bn antly explo1!1ng 
the association in th1s atmospher c act on
strategy game. Like the neon nuke parabolas 
of Introversion's DefCon, 1t has a 
contemporary cinematic 1nsp1rat10n, but 1n 
this case it's Red Dawn. not War Games Set 
n 1989, it pictures a Sov1et 1nvas1on of US 
soil: rocket plumes and Red propaganda 
looming darkly over Spielberg and K1ng's 
1dealised small-town America. 

The scenario has the USSR carry ng out 
a threat to invade Europe after it's den1ed 
a1d by the UN, and then moving to the US. 
Confirmed ·campa1gn settings 1nclude rural 

Strategy will focus on capturing and 
owning command points. These can be 
taken back at any time, which, given th~ 
recharging credits. means there should 
be no such thing as a point of no return 

France and tile cruc a cc cc egrouna o• the 
streets o; Seacc e, as v.e as a o c:~·esoue 
M1dwest, bu; we a so see a ~t/.uo a1er 
map dep c: ng a snowoouno Russ1an 
town. The 1nstantly famil ar m1l eu IS 

World In Conflict's !1rst step towards 
be1ng a more accessible RTS, but not ·ts 
most important. 

Developer Massive is pursuing the 
elus1ve f1rstperson action audience 111 both 
single- and mult1player, and appealing to 
the1r sensibilities across several fronts. The 
campaign casts you not as an all-seeing 
general but a faceless captain, who 
conceptua ly could be in any one of your 
umts on the ground, to get that sense of 
be1ng part of a wider conflict evoked by 
Medal Of Honor and Call Of Duty. Controls 
centre on the PC staples of WASD and 
mouselook, but base-building and resource 
management have been completely stripped 
out, w1th a clever recharging credit system 

Cedestrom is especially proud of the extent of World In 
Conflicts envirorvnental destructibility, and the ability 
to turn ~ny beautiful IOGation into an • ashtray". But 
just as eHKtive as a mood modifier are the game's 
stunning ski~ whose 30 d ouds morph from breezy, 
puffy white to boiling blade as battle progresses 

Despote the smoke effects. the game's approach to fog of 
war actually uses lines of sight- zoom out to the mega 
map and a line defines the aru visible to your units 

tak1ng the1r place lt's hoped th1s will give 
the 1 6-player, 20-m1nute-long mult1player 
matches the drop-in 1mmed1acy and pace 
of Counter-Stnke. 

"Personally I thmk RTS games are stuck 
with the base-buildmg thmg. What we really 
wanted was respawn," says sen1or designer 
Nicklas Cedestrom. The solution is a f1xed 
amount of unit cred1ts wh1ch are replenished 
when you lose them, f1lling up faster the 
greater your def1cit is; an elegant system 
that should also encourage experimentation 
m singleplayer. Results are encouraging. 
"lt's so interesting to have the RTS fans 
against the FPS fans 111 our test lab. lt' a 
clash of the titans. lt's close. And we're 
work1ng a lot w1th ElectroniC Sports League, 
the European vers1on of CPL [Cyberathlete 
Profess,onal League) to make sure they get 
al the features they want to see m the game 
to make 11 successful among pro garners.· 

Of course 1t's just as poss1b e that World 
In Conflicrs t1ght scale and hm1ted strateg1c 
flex1b1hty will end up alienating the RTS 
hardcore. or that 1ts speed and onernat1c 
punch won't be enough to w1n round those 
put off by the genre's peculiar blend of 
detachment and stress. But we wouldn't 
count on it, especially with the dark thnll 
of the nuclear era acting as the very ~ 
oppos1te of a deterrent ~ 

HYPE~ 

With its army focus, most units will be 
ground, amphibian or light aircraft. But heavy 
air support can be bought with aid points 

FORMAT: PC 
PUBLISHER SIERRA 
DEVELOPER: MASSIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
ORIG ~: SWEDEN 
RElEASE: SPRING 

"lt's so hard to make a game 
emotional when you' re so 
detached from the actual 
units, you're zoomed out 
and they're just dots on th~ 
screen,• says Cedestr6m. As 
part of its a<cessibility drive, 
Massive is struggling to 
humanise th~ RTS. Ahhough 
the player-character remains 
faceless, the story sk~tches 
out other unit commanders 
in more detail and features 
moody, slow-mo cut·scenes 
soundtracked with Tears For 
Fears. Zoom the camera in 
on any unit and you'll hear 
radio chatter (in the relevant 
language) illustrating the 
troops' state of mind, while 
AI units give text updates of 
their situation in multiplayer. 
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Players can swap between Mario, Peach and 
Bowser. Peach can float over gaps with her 
parasol while Bowser can employ flaming 
breath - he is once again the real comic star 
of the show, his heroic teaming with Mario 
undermined by the irresistible lure of villainy 
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FORMAT Wll 
PUSLIS~ER NINTENDD 

DEVHOPER·INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS 
ORIGIN JAPAN 

RElfASE TIC 

Flipping the environment 
may not always be 
necessary, but 
experimentation is 
encouraged by cunning 
perspective tricks at every 
step. Hit-point-eating 
battles can be neatly 
drcumwntecl as screen
engulfing fiends are 
revealed to exist only on 
the 20 plane, and where 
five coins awaits the 20 
dweller, in 30 this be<DIMS 
a f~eld of coins stretching 
across the screen. The 
biggest trNt. however, is 
simply in seeing those 
familiar commonplace 
pieces of Mario level 
furniture - the '1' block 
and destructible brick 
platforms so engrained on 
netlnas after years of 
playing - finally reveal tf)elr 
hidden depths. 

Super Paper Mario 
lt's the platformer that's actually an RPG, in 
the Wii game that's actually a GameCube game 

I 
ntended as the GameCube's 
swan song, Super Paper Mario was 
se1zed from that particular slender 

throat and thrust instead into the beak of 
Nmtendo's cygnet, the Wii. What could have 
been a noble farewell to the Cube was 
mstead pilfered with little justification and 
left 1n the shadows until it re-emerged in 
March as the backbone of Nintendo's 
offerings at GDC The game revealed was 
fundamentally a carbon copy, a be1t visually 
brightened and sharpened, of the 
GameCube version- with a few Remote 
twitchmgs added for good measure. 

In a development sure to please both 
m•sty-eyed Mano fans and the new breed of 
V1rtual Console retro-•M•ates. the game plays 
for the most part like traditional Suoer Mano 
Bros. A 20 comb•nat•on of head-bouncmg 
foe d1spatch1ng and platform navigation. •t 
requlfes the Remote to be he d honzonta ly, 
employmg the 0 -pad and two button setup. 

Wh1le the 2 button sends Mario into h•s 
traditional cramal crush•ng leap, you're 
remonded that th1s •s a contmuation of h1s 
RPG franch1se when h1s foot does not destroy 
the Koopa but generates a sma I hrt pomt 
1nd1cator. A second bound acts as a frmshmg 
blow, and by shaking the Remote at the 
zenith a victonous pirouette is performed, 
replacing the rather sta•d t•med-button-press 
'stylish' attack system of past Mario RPGs. 

Add1ng literal depth to the 20 explorat1on 
IS Mario's new-found dimensional flip ability. 
Pressing A at any t1me pauses the action and 
sw1vels the world into 3D -a bit of spatial 
manipulation crying out for some Remote 
twizzling jiggery-pokery- allowing Mario to 

saunter by those 20 obstacles that prevtOUsly 
stood m his way (see 'Fhppmg great l 

The b1ggest Wi1 1nnovat10n - and t s a 
push to callrt that - 1S the app11cat100 of 
T1ppy, the 1nfo-grvrng butterfly 'P1J<I' that 
accompan1es Mano on h1s JOurney By all'llmg 
the Remote towards the screen. as w th 
L•nk's vanous projectiles m TWJ 1ght Pr.ncess. 
the act1on pauses and the pomter aas as an 
enlightening beam, offenng tact ca1 :.tbtts 

and revealing h1dden items. 
Intelligent Systems IS prov•ng somewhat 

schizophrenic with 1ts approach to the W11. 
On one hand WarioWare fla1ls enthus astiCally 
in the corner and on the other Super Paper 
Mario and Fire Emblem: Goddess Or Dawn 
exude quality but sit uneas•ly. fak1ng ton W1i 
when they should be help.ng the Cube go 
out 1n style, as opposed to leavmg 11 w th 
Shrek Smash 'n'Crash Rac.ng as a rather~ 
shameful bookend ~ 

ho doubt tn a nod to N~ Sup« MMio BrO$. giant retro Mario 
domps tlvough Ill tntmtH" plotforms 1n his way. When 
Ills~._ runs oost N returns to his normal size 

The glove symbol behind Mario is the throwing Pixl. A tap 
of 1 grabs nearby enemies and allows them to be lobbed. 
Other Pixls can blow objects up, shrink Mario down and 
flip him sideways, allowing him to squeeze through gaps 
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FORMAT: PSP, Wll 
• PUBLISHER: NAMCO BANDAI 
DE~LQPER: WAHOO STUDIOS 

ORIGIN US 
RELEASE: SUMMER 

FORMAT 360 
PUBLISHER: EA 

DEVELOPER: GALA INDUSTRIES 
ORIGIN: US 

RELEASE: SUMMER 

Space Station Tycoon 
The Wii heads for the stars, 
but is strategy the right strategy? 

I.JHie IS known at tllis stage 
about how tilt ~ will 
fun<1ion on the PSP. though 
the focus on puzzle-like 
management should make 
the tit.le suited to tilt short 
bursts of gaming 
common on handhelds 

W 
htle the Wu struggles to find 
software to meantngfully call its 
own. those who fear that the 

platform ts rapodly f.lling up with PS2 ports 
can at least draw some small rehef from the 
fact that Space Statoon Tycoon has graduated 
from Xbox Ltve Arcade. Yet. according to 
Wahoo Studios. the Utah·based developer 
behtnd the forthcoming management sim. 
this is fa r more than JUSt a port of its previous 
title. Outpost Kaloki X. Tycoon wtll feature 
new characters and storylines with its own. 
distinctly Ntntendo. ambience. 

The baste gameplay remains the same. 
however. as players are tasked with building 
and managing space stations. expanding 
and customtsing thetr servtces and raismg 
revenue tn order to progress to the next level. 
Elements such as space porate attacks and a 
cast of characters that tncludes monkeys and 
whales suggests that Space StatiOn Tycoon 
fo s 'rmly on :he softer sode of strategy 
Stmu at/Oils. w.:h the overall focus on the 
fun rather than the fogures 

The chunky. colourful vosuals seem well· 
sutted to the Wu. even tf ts hard to see the 

Wing Commander Arena 
The Kilrathi are back, this time 
without Mark Hamill to chase after 

E 
A's persistence m the upkeep of its 
dynastic stable of sequels and spin
offs ts second to none - from 

Command & Conquer to Lord Of The Rings. 
from Madden to Need For Speed. the 
publisher's reputation for formulaic 
conservatism certainly precedes it. On the 
one hand Wong Commander Arena is no 

Although graphically slightly unambitious, Wing 
Command.,'• arenas seem interesting enough to provide 
players with a variety of situations in which to battle 

exception. continuing the intergafactic war 
between humanity's Terran Confederation 
and the fehne, Kfingon-fike Kilrathi on a 
contemporary console. On the other hand. 
the fact that Wing Commander's 17-year-ofd 
lP will now stt afresh on 360 Live Arcade 
proves Arena ts far more than just a stmple 
nostalgtc redux. 

For a start. the whole gameplay dynamoc 
has shtfted to satisfy the casual demands of 
the arcade format. Ships are now controJied 
in thirdperson. scrapping the tradttoona 
cockptt wtndow devotees wtl know well. 
Control systems tn the prevoous Wong 
Commander tnstalments reloed JUSt as much 
on manoeuvnng as ftrong, a mechanosm that 
would seem out of place tn the fast, 
deathmatch focus of Arena Multo player 
offers up space for 16 players and allows for 
the ftrst t.me the chance to play as the 
Ktfratht - somethong partocularly tempttng 
for those who have spent a long time 
destroying the evtl cat-people 

What the franchtse gatns in tmmediacy, 
however, it loses in terms of cmematic scope. 
Gone are the FMV mserts that punctuated 

Space Station Tycoon's saeens currently seem cluttered 
wit!> i<ons and slats, suggesting that the game's busiMss 
aspects may be meatier tl>an tilt art style would suggest 

Remote being anything more than a glorifted 
mouse pointer, and despite the absence of 
onfine modes. the inclusion of co-op is a 
pleasant surpnse. though perhaps nsky for 
this most introverted of gammg genres. 

But it's stiff hard to shake the feeling 
that Space Station Tycoon tS a game that 
remams more SUited to the OS, honttng that 
develOpers and publishers alike rematn stuck 
attemptong to emulate the handheld's 
success a rectly rather than ftgunng out a 
way to make the tnckoer Wu work n ~ 
.ts own r ght. ~ 

Players will be able to choose from six ships (three from 
eitlltr side). Despite tilt shift to a thirdperson view, the 
radar has remained a stable part of the series since 1990 

the series from the mid '90s onwards tn 
a concessoon to MICrosoft's imposed Live 
Arcade size restrictoOI'lS Some new elements 
also seem directly tnspired by tradttoonaf 
shmups- destroying meteors and some 
ridiculously enormous bosses are JUSt two 
e)(amples. Whether Wmg Commander 
Arena can stand up to repeated play wtll 
be its greatest test, but wherever ot leads 
tt will at feast revive the prospect of a ...., 
proper return for the franchtse. ~ 



Treasure Island Z 
Break out the rum! Z marks the spot in Capcom's 
less-than-faithful adaptation of the classic novel 

B 
ased on Robert Louis Stevenson's 
Treasure Island only in as much that 
it features an island with treasure 

on it, Capcom's new riddle-based puzzler 
~ells the story of Zack, a wan nabe 
swashbuckler led to a magical island by 
the talking skull of a legendary pirate, 
Barbaros. He's promised to hand over his 
buried treasure if Zack can restore his body 
- a familiar Faustian pact. 

Ultimate Ghosts 'n' Goblins producer 
Hironobu Takeshita is attempting to craft 
a Wii t itle that just wouldn't work on any 
other console, and puzzles will focus on 
using the Remote in unusual and exciting 
ways. It'll be accessible, however - If you 
get stuck at any point you can call upon 
the God of Hints, a bizarre clown/angel 
hybrid creature suspended from the top 
of the screen. Cleverly, at the end of each 
area, you can use the Wii's interne\ 
connection to see how many h1nts other 
people used according to age demographic. 
Each level culminates in a treasure-hoarding 
boss, who can only be defeated via creative 
use of the Remote. 

Opoona 

lack has the kind of gadgets Jim Hawk ins could only dream of 
- in addition to the Serpent Magic Hand seen here, which can 
interact with the environment in une~pected ways, you also 
have a piccolo, a tree-chopping <hainsaw and an umbrella 

lt's a welcome return to the candy
coloured design tra1ts that the Osaka-based 
gammg g<ant was once known for, and a 
rel'e' toW owners increasingly concerned 
that Capcom's release schedule for the 
mach1ne was go1ng to feature little more 
than a ha f-baked Resident Evil spin-off and a 
Devil Kmgs sequel. 

If all goes well, this could be the best 
treasure hunt1ng adventure si nee G uybrush 
Threepwood first declared: "I want to .._, 
be a p1rate! • ~ 

Koei eschews feudal China for outer 
space and floating balls in its first Wii RPG 

K 
oei may not have a great deal of 
experience in the RPG f1eld, but 
the developer certainly knows 

how to buy in the talent. As a result, Opoona 
IS being created by something of an all-star 
RPG team: the music is to be produced by 
Hitoshi Sakimoto, the composer responsible 
for Final Fantasy Xlfs lush orchestral score, 
while devetopers ArtePiazza were 
tnstrumental in the Dragon Quest series' 
SNES and PlayStation days before Level 5 

ArtePiazza specialises in character desi!Jn and its efforts 
here are certainly bold. The Kubrick-style faces have 
been kept deliberately simple to emphasise emotions 

took up the mantle. Judging by the 
wonderful Fisher Price-does-Phantasy Star 
Online look the development team has come 
up with, it seems that Koei's faith has been 
well rewarded here. 

Separated from his fami ly on the planet 
Landroll, the titular Opoona is on a quest 
through the planet's various colonies to 
track them down, armed only with an 
Energy Bonbon that hovers above his 
head. Using the wonderfully named 
Active Bonbon Battle System the ball can 
be charged with the analogue stick and 
then flung with a flick of the Nunchuck - a 
little like the Dead Or Alive Xtreme series, 
the game is designed to be played entirely 
one-handed. 

Travelling between the planet's colonies 
requires licences. These licences are 
essentially jobs, and it's up to you to decide 
what kind of career you wish to pursue, be 
it detective, pop idol or rescuer. There are 
more than 20 in total, and the profession you 
choose will determine how NPCs react to 
you. lt all looks promising - let's hope .._, 
they don't balls it up. ~ 

As your skills improve, so do your enemies'. They'll catch 
your ball later on, meaning you'll have to keep upgrading 

The island is divided up into small areas, each 
featuring self·contained puzzles and riddles 
that must be solved to progress. Garners will 
be genuinely astonished to discover that 
levels take place in environments as varied 
as jungle~ ice temples and volcanic caves 

FORMAT; Wii 
PUBLISHER; KOEI 
DEVELOPER; ARTEPIAZZA 
ORIGIN; JAPAN 
RELEASE; SUMMER 
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fORMAT PS2 
PUBUSHEJ NIPPON !CHI SOFTWARE 

DEVElOP£R IN·HOUSE 
ORIGIN JAPAN 

RElEASE: OUT NOW (JAPAN), TBA (US, UK) 

Soul Cradle 
Disgaea does t eam death match, in 
Nippon le hi's latest little-big planet for PS2 

Soul Cradle's tone is more sober and epic than the goofy 
approach adopted by Makai Kingdom and Oisgaea. Even 
the soundllack stands apart from the norm. with an 
arrangement that wouldn' t be amiss in an Atelier Iris till 

T 
here's no point trying to convmce an 
outsider that Soul Cradle IS new 
temtory for Ntppon lchi. The battle-

hungry spntes, gndded maps, stat-splattered 
HUD arrays and cutscenes talked out on a 
static backdrop of artworks see to that Bu~ t 

Other wvts Qll lie ulled mto ~Uie to back up the 
boro s ~ trit!1 a - asl<ong price in terms of 
~t.""" neecbg 10 too spent End-of-stage payouts....s- ite!m foo meeting certain criteria - are 
o.'utt ~ ~ to prevent it becoming a snag 

fORMAT 360, PC, PS2 
•ua. SHER SEGA 

DfYlLO'~ IN-HOUSE (SO~IC TEAM) 
> ~ JAPAN 
=-..t~t 2007 

Among the new areas announ<ed is ll cas.no p<MUmably 
stocked with minigames for lime-wasting and <urTenCY 
grinding. but the hack ' n' slash fighting remaons the same 

15 a moderate departure from the past four 
NI SRPGs that have made it to the west - this 
t me each unit that appears on battlef1eld IS 

a room', a 3x3 gnd hosttng a configuratiOn 
of troops Their posttion governs just how 
they'll operate dunng an attack, with healers 
casting spells over all un1ts when placed at 
the very rear, instead of on just one character 
when placed closer to the front, for instance. 
Combat takes place on an Advance Wars
style split screen, the msttgators gettmg first 
blood before the squad on defence returns 
fire w1th a guaranteed counterattack. 

lt's these rooms that funct1on as the 
charactenstic Ntppon lchi wellspnng of 
depth, w1th purchasable and unlockable 
slabs featunng preset layouts for troop 
format tons, and other effects, as well as 
allowmg you to go 'mto' them m a manner 
not unfamiliar to Item Dungeon veterans 
Further troops can be purchased - at h1gher 
levels if you've got the gold - wtth defeated 
enemy types typically expanding those ranks. 

Maps are represented by parchments, 
w1th tt'etr geographical detaols- forests and 
mountains - sketched onto them. it's a move 

that •nstantly counters the nav•ga\lonal 
problems of past Nippon lchi titles and the 
sometimes vexing undulatton of thetr stages. 
but 1t's a grubby style cho1ce next to the 
energetiC characters scattered across them. 

But, there's no pomt in trying to convmce 
an tnsider that Soul Cradle isn't brand new 
terntory ~or N·ppon lcht. Those changes 
outlmed above - yet alone any deeper 
aspects that emerge once the power-levelling 
specialists get gotng - are substantial enough 
to soothe any heartburn caused by ......., 
bingeing on a rich diet of Oisgaea 2. ~ 

PSU: llluminas No Yabo 
Phantasy Star Universe's expansion arrives at 
the speed of light, but will it suck new players in? 

hantasy Star Universe seems 
P destmed to remain m•sunderstood. 

Having fatled to live up to the 
grandiose expectations of those desiring a 
console WOW. wh,le quietly ahenatmg sertes 
fans who wanted a return to the smaller, 
rarefied communtty that sprang up around 
the Dreamcast version, the announcement 
of PSU llluminas No Yabo w1ll surpnse many 
who felt that Sega was more likely to pull the 
plug on the pastel and neon universe than 
comm1t to a second round 

Wh1le a standalone game •n its own right, 
11/uminas is an expansion at heart. Keeping 
many elements from the onginal PSU, 
prom1sed Improvements ndude new sk,lls 
and weapons (four new categones of SUVs 
to add to the existing s1x) along w1th new 
monsters and locat1ons. The m1nor nature 
of these changes, coupled wtth Sega's 
wilfully strange focus on improvmg areas 
l1ke CG cu tscenes, suggest that Some Team 
may not truly care about wtnn,ng over the 
WarCraft crowds at all, and IS now more 
committed to bnngmg Phantasy Star back 
to its onginal audtence. 

The most promistng overall change 
throughout IS the gentle shift o~ focus 
towards the onltne adventure. includtng 
an overhaul of the lobbtes and increased 
opt•ons for customis,ng your own room. The 
btggest potential snag remains the inclusion 
of the P52 m the release roster, holdtng back 
the 360 and PC ve•sions, and suggesting that 
the real overhaul the senes reqwes w•ll 
probably have to wait until the PS3 
can be brought into the fold. 

The game's distinct visual style remains unchanged, and 
the inclusion of a PS2 ve11ion suggests that the 360 and 
PC games are unlikely to push the hardware too much 



Guitar Hero 11 
Box-rocking beats, as Harmonix re-releases an 
instant classic on 360. But is it worth converting? 

f it were a racing game, this would 
I be an unusually generous package: 

Guitar Hero If adds ten extra tracks 
for the 360 conversion of the PS2 original, 
taking its total to more than 70. Nor are 
they fil ler: Iron Maiden's The Trooper, Deep 
Purple's Hush and AI ice Cooper's Bill ion 
Dollar Babies adding their heavyweight 
credentials to newer tracks from My 
Chemical Romance and Rancid. But this isn't 
a racing game, so instead what you want to 
know about is how the new guitar 
modelled on the Gibson X-plorer - feels, 
whether or not the stickers are cool. if the 
button action feels different and when more 
tracks (as if 70 could ever be enough) will 
become available for down load. 

The new guitar acquits itself well, even 
if the mini 360 button looks a little cheesy, 
and manually triggering star-power proves a 
little fiddly. The elongated shape gives you 
somewhere to rest your arm, making long 
sessions less ruinous to your tendons, and 
the action is otherwise 1dent1cal to the solid 
performance of its siblings. OtherwJse, it's 
not a game that benefits much from being 

The new guitar (below, right) looks less toy·like and more 
expensive than the SG of the previous games, but the plastic 
isn't kind to its white-on-white simplicity, and the result can 
look anaemic and unfinished, until you unleash the stickers 

on 360. The (rather bland) Achievements 
have rarely been so irrelevant, since the 
game has more motivation than they could 
ever supply. And With no confirmation yet 
on co-operative or competitive u•e play. a I 
eyes w I be on the purchasable song 1st 
when the game launches, as there's stJII no 
advance word on tracks, prices or frequency 
of re ease. And the stickers? St1ckers ......, 
are a"'vays cool. ~ 

Heroes Of Mana 
lt really is an RTS, even if your resource gatherers are 
Rabites and your base is a dragon-shaped air -barge 

1i 
here's something a little tortuous 
about being a Secret Of Mana fan, 
as all the energy and creativity that 

currently surrounds the series creates game 
after game that isn't quite the sequel you've 
longed for. Heroes is another side-step, after 
the dungeon crawling of Children, this time 
adding a strategic take. 

All the basic RTS tropes are here- build 
bases (handily hidden inside your airship), 
gather resources, spawn troops and sally 

Battles are mostly clumsy scrums, but the ease and speed 
with which you can respawn replacement units takes the 
sting out of seeing an unwise sortie result in a massacre 

~or.h n;o oau:.e A quick circle of the stylus 
"' I unrre umts •nto groups, and simple, 
con;eJa -sel'lSfV\<e taps will issue basic 
commands <Je result is fast-paced. 
era eng ng and narguably distinctive: 
desp1te the nterface opportunities the DS 
offers, thiS is O"e o' the first games to 
successfu y translate the RTS' appeal from 
mouse to touchscreen. The Mana charm is 
also abundant. With cute creatures and 
awkward aristocrats bounding about around 
lush, detailed backdrops. 

But one thing threatens to undo all this: 
the pathfinding. Group together a few 
grunts, set them off towards a target, and 
a couple will stray, ruining the value of a 
combined assault and probably tnggering 
a couple of extra attackers on the way. 
Although the game tries to communicate 
their likely path, even this fix seems 
unrel iable, and it can feel like you're 
spending as much time fretting over 
footwork as about planning a successful 
strategy. it's an odd thing to let down a 
game so clearly accomplished in 
almost every other respect. 

The game has benefited from its graduation to HO, the 
chara«e~ increasing in solidity, and the on-stage special 
effects gaining some sparkle. The result is almost but 
only almost. enough to drag your gaze off the notes 

Units can only leave the airship at anchor points. Pulling 
up the chain protects your HQ from melee attatks, but 
it remains vulnerable to ranged and magical assaults 

HYPE~ 
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·., ••tent. but faintly antiSeptic. The 
relative stagnation, along with its 

~rn .. , ... ,u inability to shift units In Jap~n, 
bls meant that reirwentlon h• been • 
PfOspect for some time. Now. with~ 
DS triumphant and the Wii selllr~W ~ 
around the world, The Sims has turmill 
mameleon, rebranding itself almost 
OYemight to fit in alongside cherished 
N1ntendo products. 

And perhaps it's an ideal match. nm 
a..-......u, the executive producer of 
MySims, which debuts this autumn on 
both the OS and the Wii, certainly seems 
to th1nk so. •fhe Sims is definitely a 
franchiSe that bridges many demographic 
boundaries. lt's played by young and old, 
male and female, with each finding 
something Just for them in it. I think that 
the OS and now the Wii have crossed 
those same boundaries. This is why 
MySims has found such a perfect home. 

"We learn something new in taking 
The Sims in new directions, • he admits, 
"whether it is something bold like The 

from the ground up with the Japanese 
market firmly in mind. 

The most notable departure from the 
series norm, the appearance of the Sims 
themselves, played a key role in this 
transition. ·we wanted characters that 
would look at home on the Nintendo 
systems, and looked to one of our very 



talented character artists to reinterpret 
The Sims to achieve that goal, • explains 
LeTourneau. "Em my Toyonaga has worked 
on The Sims l PC team for several years. 
like most of the MyS1ms team, she is a 
huge Nintendo fan. When she showed us 
her character concepts, we realised they 
were the perfect compliment to a game 
about bui lding a town from building 
blocks." The expansive character creation 
tool, bristling with all manner of haircut, 
eyeball and tattoo opttons, amongst many 
others, seems perfectly in tune with the 
Wii in particular, but leTourneau plays 
down any link with Nintendo's own Mii 
creation suite. "We began development 
of MySims tn January 2006 when The Wii 
was still cal led The Revolution," he laughs. 
"and when the only people that knew 
about the Miis were inside Nintendo." 

But not all of MySims' references are as 
accidental. Like the chunky, lovable Sims, 

the world they now inhabit also calls to 
mind Nintendo's own toybox legacy rather 
than the series' traditional Americana
and the patchwork grass designs, along 
with the flattened and stylised building 
textures, make comparisons with Animal 
Crossing somewhat inevitable. "I think all 
game developers are inspired by all the 
games they've ever played," admits 
LeTourneau, broadly. "I definitely 

"I think all Soms game1 ha.e an impact on other Sims 
games.· say. LeTournuu "With each release we learn 
something more about the games and our players· 

reference moments that inspired me -
both positive and negative. Ultimately. 
think that the important thing is that 
developers have a vision for what they 
want their game to be. regardless of 
genre and those that came before, and 
that they stay true to it." 

But the Animal Crossing comparison, 
so easy to make, may only be skin deep
a closer look reveals a title with 

surface similarities but deep philosophical 
differences lurking beneath them. If 
Animal Crossing is a game that lets you 
take part in a wider- and often slightly 
uncaring -world, MySims wants you to 
take dtrect control. On both OS and Wil, 
this is playtime with firm goals in mind. 
Once again. success in the Sims universe 
means bemg popular, this time by creating 
and nurturing a community that will lure 
new characters in and keep them there. 
Playing down the eating and drinking 
imperattves that gave the origmal versions 
their gloriously self-involved sting, MySims 



places the focus on character interaction. 
That's why much of the game is spent 
interpreting NPC's reactions to your own 
choices- finding out what they want, and 
making sure they get it- and an elaborate 
relationships menu is on hand to chart 
every fluctuation of mood variation you 
cause in those around you. "MySims is 
ultimately about little people in a 
domestic world, with toys to unlock player 
creativity and personal expression, • 
summarises leTourneau "The magic of 
The Sims has always been in being able to 
see a bit of ourselves on the screen, both 
in the behaviour of The Sims and the 
environment we create for them." 

Create bemg the operative word, 
because - looks aside - the real innovation 
in MySims, and another major point of 
difference with Animal Crossing, lies with 
building rather than collecting. Everything 
in the MySims world, be it a chefs pizza 
oven or an entire cottage, s built from 
blocks. Players are free to build and 
expand on every item n the game by 
dragging and dropping pieces, f1lling out 
simple wireframes to create any object 

required of them. Initial tasks are small 
building a table or chairs for another 
character- but eventually blossom into 
laying out streets and parks, offering real 
control over the environment. 

The building blocks themselves 
are either discovered through exploration 
or rationed out as prizes for aiding NPCs. 
While the game's system, involving not 
only basic blocks but more complex 
elements called essences, which can 
be used in customisation, may be 
unnecessari ly complicated, moving the 
pieces about using either the stylus or 
Remote seems simple and intuitive. The 
item creation menu has an engaging 
wooden-toy solidity to it, and the 
wireframe guidance system seems to 
be perfectly tailored for a title that will 
need to help younger players along while 
also giving older garners room to riff 
and elaborate. And getting that 
balance right has proved difficult for 
the developers. · That's the hardest 
challenge, • acknowledges leTourneau. 
•Approachability versus freedom. You 

• • 
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i;lliliii.~~:::;~iJ want a system that everyone can use 
easily, yet you want it to have enough 
flexibility to allow creativity. Th1s is the 
challenge of every Sims game - regardless 
of platform. The Wii has definitely given 
us the opportunity to unlock your 
creativity and personal expression, and we 
have been refining and iterating on the 
creativity tools for nearly a year. • 

Those waiting for the OS version can expect a focus a:>n 
minigames. in keeping with the handheld's past successes. 
And where there's water. there's bound to be fish to catch 

Surprisingly, leTourneau rules out any 
connectivity between the os and Wii 
versions, and won't to confirm what, if 
any, online elements to expect. Even so, 
MySims is already looking comfortable in 
the Nintendo canon, and, targeted to 
specific hardware, provides a nice 
antidote to the steady tide of PS2 ports 
that wash up on the Wii's shoreline every 
month. But while the finished product 
may eventually duck the comparisons to 
Animal Crossing already being made, 
another forthcoming game may be harder 
to avoid. LittleBigPianet, Sony's stealth 
attack on both Nintendo's heartland and 
creativity-centered games in general, may 
prove too disarming and original a rival 
for even The Sims to take on, and its 
promised on line community will have 
little competition from Nintendo's 
cautious approach But such battles aside, 
it will still be hard to write MySims off as 
another cheap and thoughtless cash-in. 
Charming and ambitious, the finished 
product seems unlikely to be remembered 
as just another bead on the licence's 
necklace, with that hole, by ~ 

necessity, where its heart should be. ....,. 



















it's been 'about to hit big' for 
about three years now, and it's 
becoming clear that although 
advertising is going to grow 
gradually more central to 
gaming, it isn't going to have 
the explosive impact some 
predicted - partly because it's 
still problematic to implement 
well, and because advertisers 
are cautious about its benefits 







With PS3/ PSP. Wii/OS, 360/ 
Windows Mobile, we're in a 
new era in which home 
gaming experiences expand 
into our portable lives. But 
despite the juicy possibilities, 
it seems likely that these 
team-ups won't have all that 
substantial an impact, instead 
remaining, for the most part, 
standalone devices. 



Another perennial 'just wait 
until next year' offender, 
mobile gaming is running out 
of second chances to establish 
itself. Continual problems with 
quality control and effective 
distribution have tainted the 
enthusiasm of much of its 
market. There'll be continued 
growth, but perhaps not the 
impact once predicted. 







A controversial choice, given 
the success of Wii and recent 
arrival of Sixaxis, but the 
former is proving most use 
as a pointer. and the latter as 
a conventional joypad. Is 
motion sensing here to stay? 
Definitely. Will it shape the 
overall future of games? Not 
likely. Abstract control schemes 
will always be more flexible. 

proposed following suggestions that a 
love of Counter-Strike had been one of 
the motivations behind a school shooting 
at Emsdetten. And. for much of the last 
two years. we've been reporting on 
continually unsuccessful state-level bills in 
the US aimed at criminalising the sale of 
mature-rated games to minors. 

But. while the industry is largely 
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PLAYPEN~ 

They may love to go to 1he cinema and read a comic or two, but what 
can videogames leam by sticking their polygonal noses in a good book? 

ames have a long-runn ng love affa r Wltn 
film. The fruits of th1s passton are evldent 
m almost any game developed over ~ne 

past five years, palpable m thetr laVIsh acuon 
cutscenes, Cinematic set-pieces and mcreasmgly 
professional voice actmg. Ask almost any deve oper 
how they derive thetr msptratton, and a fa m ar 
sequence of filmic influences 1S rolled out; the word 
'Cinematic' 1s somethtng to whtch most modern 
games aspire. They are homages to everythmg from 
notr to western, Romero to Woo 

Those that look to literature for thetr mspirat1on 
are constderably rarer. it makes sense; as a primarily 
visual medtum, videogames have more innately in 
common with the often glamorous and gory world 
of cmema than with the quteter tntrospectton and 
thematically laden, slow-burntng plots of senous 
novels or the constdered prectston of verse. Look 
to our htstory, though, and numerous games ex1st 
that have prompted us to cast around for ltterary 
compatnots; games whose wnters have managed 
to walk the line between screenplay and novel 
to create eloquent games that capture our 
attention as readers, as well as garners. Games 

have an enormous set of too sat the r d1sposal 
for absorbmg us and they often do, through 
thetr vtsual detail, the depth of thetr worlds, the1r 
art or ctnemattc d1rectton or thetr beguiltng 
playabtlity; but what of those that absorb us 
w1th thetr arttculacy7 

Examples. admittedly, are few. Descript,ve text 
1s a comparauve ranty n modern games, and ill
f.nmg wntmg and clunky dialogue are common 
compla nts in even the best-produced 
contemporary tttles. In a ftlm-obsessed industry, 
developers may yet have much to learn from 
literature "Movtes and TV are fine as sources of 
insptratton." pos1ts Sheldon Pacotti. who played 
a pivotal role as a writer on Deus Ex, a game that 
remains one of vtdeogames' most revered examples 
of quality wn\lng "But I don't thmk they can teach 
you how to construct an expenence for others. 
That process IS slow ar1d deliberate, as much a 
quality of mtnd as 1t IS anything else. Reading 
novels is good trammg for the tmaginatlon, for 
anyone in the entertainment bus1ness." 

Chris Avellone. a creattve d1rector at Obs,dtan 
Entertainment who IS probably best known for his 

work on Planescape: Torment, also Cites literature 
as a chief influence in his work. "Many of the ideas 
for Torment were bred from blendtng ideas and 
characters I had read 1n books and novels and 
loved, and they were ideas that could only have 
been communicated through text. simply because 
no one would have the budget or resources to fully 
reahse many of these fantasy works through TV or 
moves,· he says. "I think novels and literature have 
much to offer in taking stones and plotlines beyond 
the conventional. • 

The early text adventure. sttll alive and 
evolving today as interactive fiction, has a closer 
relationship with literature than any other form of 
videogame. "The old text adventures, as pure 
prose, came pretty close to integrating wnttng and 
mteractiv1ty .nto a coherent arrform. one closely 
alhed w1th the novel. • suggests Pacotu. although 
modern 1nteractive f1ct1on has much more 1n 
common VVIth literature than lark could ever have 
asptred to. Robb Sherwin, whose text games 
have won numerous awards. ftnds the marriage 
of prose and interactivity enthralling as a writer. 
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. ntric as Killer 7 might 
A game as act• on;<• e to go looking !or 
seem a strange p ac but in I act its 
good writing techn~i,~~;ich plotline lends 
convoluted, m~apfve poetic dialogue 
itsell well to enec ' 

/ 

that was ab e to wnte soence f1ct1on chock-full of 
characters that I not only deeply cared about. but 
characters that drove the plot due to their strong 
wills and personal•t.es. • In text adventures. literary 
influences are naturally more ev1dent; text game 
wnters are free to attempt to emulate the same 
literary deVlces as the authors who perhaps inspired 
them, whetner 1n their dialogue styles, plot 
development or wntten mot1fs. 

Garners 1n search of an edifying read could 
hope for noth1ng more than the surreal eloquence 
of Adam Cadre's Photopia, or the superbly 

'TEXT GAME WRITERS ARE FREE TO 
EMULATE THE LITERARY DEVICES OF 
THE AUTHORS WHO INSPIRED THEM 

[An interactive fiction writer) is able to 
digress and tell anecdotes and develop 

the scenery and backdrops of h1s games," he 
says. " I don't know how that power can't be 

completely intoxicating to authors, and in a 
perfect world it would pull published writers to the 
text game medium." 

Modern interactive fiction, much more than its 
technically limited earlier counterparts, displays an 
incredible range of literary influences, tributes and 
styles. For Sherwin's part, science fiction is an 
inspiration, but the greater part of his text 
adventures' efficacy comes from the unique and 
anarchic style of his characters' dialogue. "I have 
been greatly influenced by the late George Alec 
Effinger," he says. "He was the first guy I read 

idiosyncratic dialogue of Sherwin's own Fallacy 
Of Dawn. Sherwin cites Stephen Bond's Rameses 
as "the best character study in the history of 
videogames" - outside the world of the text game, 
one would be hard pressed to find characters and 
situations as lovingly and artfully developed and 
described as they often are in interactive fiction. 

However, text games enjoy a luxury not 
afforded to videogames in any other form; they 
communicate exclusively through the written word. 
Without needing to integrate visuals, sound or 3D 
gameplay. they are free to concentrate wholly upon 
their writing, and thus are able to achieve a focus 
that is usually beyond the reach of a medium as 
multi-disciplinary as videogames. Pacotti relates this 
coherence to that of books. "The novel, typically 
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created by one person workmg exclus1vely 
n a:1guage, striVes for a coherence only 

occa5!0na seen n f m ar,d a most -1ever m 
games • he eAp/a ns "ThiS co'lerence - the 
n:egrauon c· tne sma lest details 1nt0 a smgle 

VISIOn - s • t1e basis oi good art • 

And when we 1001. a: games .na~ ha\e 
1mpressed us "" , the1r wnt ng. ~ 1s ohen thts 
deta and coherence that proves so memorable. 
Players remember Fa lours stark descr pt10ns of 
devastated urban wastelands and graph1c 
combat commentary, Planescape: Tormenrs 
amazmgly sharp, varied dialogue, sheer volume 
of developed characters and bew1ldering 
descnptiveness. Games have the unique pnv1lege 
of be1ng able to develop their worlds over the 
course of 20, 30, SO hours, layering them with 
descnption and 1nfusing them and the1r 
characters w1th h1dden depth. But they don't 
believe in characters whose d1alogue IS 

incongruous with their situation or the1r 

world, and can't enJOY game wnting that is 
so disjointed and m1xed in quality and tone that 1t 
becomes frustratmg to read. lt"s essent1al, in game 
wnt1ng, to stnve ~or coherence: to make every 
line of d1alogue and descriptiOn consistent and 
believable m the context of the game 

't's a creat1ve ethos that was key to the wnting 
process of Deus Ex. The 1nhab1tants all had 
elaborate h1stones behmd them, h1stones whiCh 
I was more than ready to accept as fact," says 
Pacott1. "Just as the destgners endeavoured to 
bUtld real-world and realist1c places. tned to 
make every line of d1alogue sound hke 1t was 
coming from a real person living m those places. 
Deus Ex offered me th1s vast canvas spann1ng all 
strata of SOCiety, from drug addicts to SCtentiStS 
to politic1ans. lt was the perfect opportunity to 
prove to myself that I had that kind of range, so 
I went deep on pract1cally every character. A 
random guy on a subway got eight or n1ne one· 
liners, scnpted to play out like a conversation, 
and we almost never shared these conversations 
between 1nstances of the same 3D modeL They're 
d1fferent people, right?" 

Deus Ex looked more to literature for context 
and inspira tion in its wntmg than perhaps any of 
1ts peers- even the standout PC RPGs of the late 
'90S, whose literary 1nfluences could be 
mcorporated perhaps far more easily mto their 
text-heavy structures. That. more than anything 
else. might go some way to explaining why Deus Ex 
ach1eves such a rich sense of context. depth and. 
most importantly, coherence. The game was littered 
with philosophical and literary references and texts, 
all of which managed to remain strikingly relevant, 
and its characters were poSitively fiwng wrth 
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Avellone (above), as lelld 
designer, poured an of his 
previous experience on games 
such as Fallout, /Jaldu1'5 Gate and 
even Dflcent To IJndennount;tin 
into the creation of Planescape; 
Torment yet another of Black Isle 
and Interplay's many crowning 
achievements. He is, however, 
keen to stress that it was not 
the product of his vision alone. 
"The writing In Tonnenthas 
gotten a lot of positive feedblc:k 
from both reviewers and players 
alike, and I did want to sln!SS 
that without the To,_t tHm. 
that game would have been 
mU<h different than it was - a 
lot of people pushed to make 
the game far better than I 
envisioned it, and I am thankful. 
They deseNe as much thanks as 
anyone else, writers or not.~ 

d1fferent d1alects, methods of speech and linguistic 
vanety The writ1ng team·s 1terary influences were 
as diverse as one would expect "A lot of the team 
took insp1ratlon from Stephenson and Gibson, for 
instance," expla1ns Pacott1 · At the t1me, I was very 
interested in voice both as theory, as in Bakhtin, 
and as a writing techn1que. was reading 
transcripts of juven1le gang members, copying 
down things I overheard on the bus. trying to learn 
tricks from d1alect-heavy novels like Underworld by 

Don Delillo or Fau knee And meanwhile I had 
th1s mterest m profess1onal and technical 
languages, bemg a Pynchon fanatic I was often 
repns1ng Foucault and Levi S trauss, especially 

when a character waxed philosophicaL" 
Oeus Ex was itself an enormous 

step forwards for the integration of 
wntlng Wlth interactivity and, to an 

extent, Cinematic technique. The 
literanly significant games that 
d1rectly preceded it -
predominantly; Interplay's 
Impressively consistent output of 
and superbly written, text-centric 
PC RPGs - had to rely perhaps 

more on the quality of their writing to 
flesh out and embellish their sett ings 
and gameplay. Scott Bennie worked 

Wlth Black Isle Studios, responsible for 
the Fallout series and Planescape.· 

Torment, as a writer on the original 
Fallout game. "Writing was a big deal at 

Interplay even before I joined the 
company," he says. "Each generation of 

Interplay games featured good writing for 
their t1mes, particularly in our RPGs and 

adventures. Working in a place where the 
writing was cons1dered an 1mportant 
factor provided the groundwork for 

Fallout Compared to companies 
that did shooters and felt that 

writing and story got in the 
way, [the emphasis on writing) 
was huge." 

Hotel Dusk: Room 175 is a game that most . 
themselves playing and hold' people f1nd 
an adventure - its ;udimenta mg, as a nove! rather than 
place to the sordl , ry puules taking second 

I y-w"tten character development --
Such a writing-centric environment, it appears, 

was massively conducive to the development of 
games that are now considered literary milestones. 
Almost every game of the era whose writing was 
in some way notable, from Fallout to lcewind Dale 
to Baldur's Gate, involved Black Isle Studios' input 
The studio made a point of hiring exper enced 
writers, especially those involved in paper-and· 
pencil RPGs. Avellone thinks that this was crucial 
to the studio's success in the area. " If you've 
done game writing for any length of time, it 
allows you to avoid common cliches," he says. 
"I also think a number of Black Isle designers 
had written long enough to find their 'voice,' 
which definitely paid off. ·• 



lt might appear, however, that the best 
examples of v1deogame wnt1ng are a n the past 
Slack Isle Stud1os 1s long defunct, though many 
of 1ts staff (Avellone Included) have made the 
transit1on to Obsidian Entertainment. Planescape 
and Deus Ex seem to have no modern counterparts. 
and though v1deogame storytelling has continued 
to progress and develop, writing, in a narrative 

w1th descr b ng a sett ng 'you are InSide a sma 
comdcx runtl!r..g north-soutr. • or what someone 
was d ng ra·~er ·han showing t, • he exp a ns 
·A great dea o• t e ·ext n P anescape, for 
examp -2, descr oes wha• the characters look 

·e or lha· ·!'!e-f·e doing- narrowtng thetr 
• a e cv..cope eye-s scratch ng tne1r head With 
tre r d ny ta ons, eer g w <r steel-capped teeth " 

PERHAPS TECHNICAL LIMITATIONS 
CREATE A GREATER EMPHASIS UPON 
WEll-IMPLEMENTED WRITING IN GAMES 
sense, has become considerably less important 
as text has become a less tntegral part of games. 
And as games rely mcreas1ngly on the1r v1suals 
to get the1r messages across, we are becom,ng 
•ncreasingly conscious of something lacking in 
their writing and dialogue; next to Fallours bleak, 
affecting narratiOn, so many prettier modern 
setttngs feel so very empty Perhaps techn,cal 
hm1tations create a greater emphasis upon well
Implemented wnting in games; perhaps good 
wnttng was, to some extent, a product of the era. 

Avellone agrees. ·Absolutely In modern-day 
role-playing games, you can communicate a lot 
w1th animations, facial expressions and camera 
work, but n the 'old days' you had to get away 

The same descnpt1veness is ev1dent in Fallout 
and Fallout 2, whose stnk1ngly deta led and 
desolate verbal dep ct1ons of settings, characters 
and act1ons do much to embell1sh the grey-and
brown 1sometric world and the largely faceless 
sprites that inhabited 1t "Chris Taylor's wntmg for 
the ong,nal Fallout, while not the most polished m 
the mdustry. did something remarkable," says 
Bennie "lt made you care, deeply, about people 
who were only a few moving pixels and sentences 
of expositOry text. And 1f that's not good wntlng, I 
don't know what 1s. • 

Th1s. lamentably, IS a d1sciphne of game writing 
that has necessar ly fallen by the ways1de as v1suals 
themselves have become abler to express mood 

,..,_,was a landllllltt title In 
many ways. but .. stands out 
partlcularty as the only post
aji(IQiyptic game With much 
senM of believability about Its 
setting or chariCters. Should the 
wortd 90 to weste, 1his is 
probebiJ wllllllt _.,be like; ....................... ~, 
..vl¥on Inhibit cto.knlt lhanty 
towns or the ..maiM of once
.-clljes, _,""*depends 
on who is able to forage for the 
--wupons. T1le whole game 
- narrated In a 1111811 text.-.ox 
to the left of the scrMn, adding 
extra verbal colour to the game's 
desolate wastelencl. 
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and atmosphere - a regrettable 
development for gamers who 
might value florid prose above 
visual detail. lt also leaves us with 
the question as to what the role 
of the writer should be in a modern 
videogame: must modern game 
creatives now necessarily become 

screenwriters too? 
"As games have evolved, writing has served 

many functions, not always comfortably," suggests 
Pacotti, who is currently working on Warren 
Spector's unannounced projects at Junction Point. 
"The years when Deus Ex was in development 
might prove to be about the midpoint of a difficult 
transition of game writing from prose to 
screenwriting. Just prior to that, game writing often 
had to compensate for the visual quality of a 
gameworld, performing a descriptive role 

reminiscent of text adventure games - but no 
longer exclusively filling that role. Gradually, the 
function of writing in games is getting clearer, 
though enormous problems remain regarding how 
best to marry writing, visuals, and interadivity." 

That marriage is proving most problematic 
for writers in current videogames. Game writers 
need a key understanding of how their writing 
contributes to the game plus the role their writing 
plays within the gameplay; and currently that role is 
not always clear. "A good game writer has two 
loves," asserts Bennie. "He or she loves good 
games, thrilling gameplay, challenging levels. And 
he loves good writing. The approach to take is not 
'how do I turn games into a vehicle for good 
writing' . The approach to take is 'how do I produce 
good writing that improves the gameplay?'" 

Understanding the role of writing in a game is, 

"GOOD GAME DESIGN KNOWS WHEN THE 
WRITING NEEDS TO BE AS LUSH AS TOLKIEN 
OR WHEN TO GET OUT OF THE DAMN WAY" 

according to Bennie, a skill in itself. "Good game 
design knows when the writing needs to be as 
lush as Tolkien or Gene Wolfe, when to be as 
concise as Ernest Hemmingway or when to get 
out of the damn way and let the visuals tell the 
story, • he asserts. ·1rs mportant to know whe'l 

you want wr t ng, and when you want the 
graph•cs to carry the story. Some games, 

espectally RPGs - notably the KOTORs and 
the Tormems- call for great v-mtmg, and 

tt"s good ro nave authors who deliver 
n In o;her games, the wntlng JUSt 
ma~ees )'OU war: to rvt the Escape 

Key ano get 'lto the real' game, 

Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney . . . 
erudite, but its informal cha sctw~b~g m•ght not b~ exact ly 

~dable; importantly, it nev~: taeke~ i::~~ ;~~~~:i~';i, 1Y 
- y --



You don't play l'floenflr Wtftlttt'w lb ........ '* 
plll'ticularly, for Its story. You IM1 tt ...._. ... ....., 

--n--a~ consistently end uniquely lllllltillnll~t> 
Wright Is one of the best conlllftlllilrl• fll 
extellently I~ 'Witllntlll• Ill 
verbosity is elweyl afiiii'CIIINte _. ..._... ~ 
enjoyable. Along with 1t1 DS ••• J4ta, .....,. 
lloom 215.1tMI begun·--=
hendheld consoles • an........,- •1•1. 

or scroll to the bottom of the quest list and get 
the objectives." 

Does that, then. mean that technolog•cal 
progress and good game wn\lng, as we understand 
t, are mutually exclus1ve 7 Were the relatiVe VJSual 
lim•tauons of Fallout and Torment necessary to the 
rich. developed wntlng that was found w1th•n7 
Benne believes that, go1ng forward, the game 
writers of th1s generation w1ll f1nd the1r vo•ce "I 
th1nk 1t's cycl•cal, • he says We tend to go m a 
development cycle where the graph•cs and 
gameplay come f1rst for a whde, and then story
development arnves after the programmers have 
worn away the shiny newness of the1r toy" 

The role that game wnters shou Id play IS 
especially relevant now, at a time where 
graphiCs and sound are beginn1ng to lose the 
sheen that once disguised the1r faults and we 
are beginning, once aga•n. to seek greater 
depth and quality m our games' wntmg 
C1nematic and interactive storyte ng have 
progressed enormously over the past ten 
years, and now IS the 1dea t me to attempt 
a convergence of these techmques w1th 
the cons•stent, sophiSt cated d1alogue and 
p011verful wntten techn1ques that 

charactensed the benchmark ach1evements 
n gamewrtlng released dunng the 1990s. 

look closely enough, and we 
are no: Without our contemporary 
examples of perfectly 
Implemented wnt1ng 1n 
v1deogames Phoentx Wnght 
may not have the contextual 
depth of Torment, but 1ts w1tty 
and Individualistic d•alogue 
are enormously entertaining 
nonetheless. and K1ller 7, 
whose visual style IS •ts most 
obvious d1stmguishmg 
feature, has a queer poetry 

and style to 1ts wr nng and d alogue that often 
has JUSt as much ·m pact. Hotel Dusk: Room 215, 
meanwhile, sketches 1ts characters 1n black and 
wh1te, seemmgly w1th the 1ntent1on of letting 1ts 
wnt1ng and character development colour them 
1nstead. Games· ove affa•r w1th f•lm IS flamboyant 
and ostentatious. but there is a qu1eter but st1ll 
s1gn•ficant love of literature under the skins of 
many of the v1deogames industry's most celebrated 
creat•ons. As games progress further in developmg 
the1r own unifymg creative voice, it is likely 
that both sources of inspiration will prove 
equally important. 
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Edge's most played 

Daigasso! Band Brothers 

1t might still be the single best DS 
game: deep and demanding when 
solo, never less than hilarious with 
friends. A western release is a 
mirade that's still worth hoping for 
'lll'fTENOO, OS 

Wii Ploy 

lt may be shallow, it may be 
throwaway, but there's still a 
certain ceremony to be obsevered 
when you meet a Wii virgin, and 
Find Mii is an essential component 
Nll'fTENOO. Wii 

Crackdown 

- . -- . .. - . 
. --..:::..::... -. ..,. 

--~ ~-

Obsession is when you're watching 
a show about Art Deco on an 
obscure channel and you think: 'I 
could use those balconies to get .on 
the roof- they're perfect for it' 
MICROSOFT GAME STUDIOS, 360 

New friends and old failings 
Or, new failings and old friends 

here's nothing like 
scrabbling for plug sockets 
under the TVs in ti>e Edge 

gam1ng room, bum m the a r and 
d1gn1ty scattered to tne WinOS to 
make you hypersensruve to the 
noise of footsteps passing the door. 
And even more hypersensitive 
when they pass, stop, retrace the1r 
steps and walk in behind you. A 
little embarrassing, perhaps, but 
not an uncommon experience in a 
room where a 72in TV, a phalanx 
of PS3s and some alluringly arcane 
devkits can attract curiosity from 
passers·by. But what you don't 
expect is for that person to say. in a 
tone of wondering adoration, 'Is 
that .. a Dreamcast?' 

And, when you emerge from 
the cable snares, the person you 
don't expect to be standing there 
is that nice bloke from accounts 
who's never sa1d anytning about 
gaming, ever. In his hands ·sa 
yellowed Japanese Dreamcast, 
brought out of retirement to play 
what might be the last game ever 
made for the system (Karous, 
reviewed on p92). In his eyes is a 
devoted gleam you just haven't 
seen since Sega dropped out of 
the hardware market. Investors 
everywhere may be glad to hear 
it, but there just hasn't been a 

machine like 1t s1nce, and there 
may well never be again. 

But that zeal remains the 
hallmark conundrum of the 
Dreamcast's demise. it's almost 
impossible these days to find 
anyone With a bad word to say 
about the console. Whenever you 
have a conversat1on about it. 1t's 
an instant game of nostalg1a 
tenms, as you bat the names of 
dozens of classiCs back and forth. 
"Isn't 1t cute?" someone coos. "I 
think it's my favourite console 
ever!" pledges someone else. 

And something in the middle 
of all that stinks. Because however 
much affection it provokes now, 
far too many of us didn't think it 
cute at the time, didn't buy those 
dozens of classics, didn't consider 
it a candidate for a favourite. it 
would make the blood of the then 
head of Sega, lsao Okawa, boil to 
hear such loyalty now, when too 
few had shown any at the time. 

it's not to say the affection isn't 
genuine. And it's not to say the 
Dreamcast could ever have 
succeeded. But some of us know 
that if we'd loved it a little more. a 
little earlier, we could have 
changed history for real, instead of 
painting over it with a 
nostalgic, misleading gloss. 

B4 Stalker: 
Shadow Of Chernobyl 
PC 

86 Command & Conquer 3: 
Tiberium Wars 
360, PC 

88 SSX Blur 
Wii 

89 

91 

92 

92 

93 

93 

94 

95 

95 

Ghost Recon 
Advanced Warfighter 2 
360, PC. PS3 

Silent Hunter 4 
PC 

Karous 
DC 

Medal Of Honor Vanguard 
PS2, Wii 

Lost In Blue 2 
os 

Heatseeker 
PS2, PSP, Wii 

After Burner: Black Falcon 
PSP 

Theme Park OS 
os 

The Red Star 
PS2 

Edgo's ~onng system expi.l10«l 
1 = one 2 = two, 3 - thret', 
4 = fovr, 5 = five, 6 : SIX, 7 m >t'll('n, 
8 : e1ght. 9: nme. 10- \('0 
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The devil's in the details of Stalkers 
inventory system, its Ul efficient but all 
too often seen. An unforgiving weight 
restriction means countless trips into 
Marked One's luggage to swap out guns, 
sacrifice medikits and gobble sausages 

84 

his was always going to be an 
anomalous experience, less a 
videogame than an object of 

fascination What happens when the 
arrogance and ambition of an east European 
developer goes into meltdown, taking wrth rt 
millions of a leading publisher's dollars J 

Wonder no more. After frve years The Zone, 
in every sense a wild country born of disaster, 
is giving up rts secrets. 

As rts name suggests rt's an exclus1ve 
place, devo1d of wit, warmth and 
1nterest1ngly enough women. Thanks to 
X-Ray, a graphics engine that despite its 
years makes everything frighteningly real, 
it's an exquisitely horrid environment in 
which the wind burns the skin, the sun boils 
the sky and freak phenomena corrupt the 
laws of nature. Yet it's populous, busier even 
than Cyrodiil or City 17, and its citizens' 
motivation for being there is diverse. Some 
wish to plunder, others to preserve; scientists 
come to study, factions seek to monopolise, 
mercenaries hunt their quarry and Stalkers, 
the nomadic loners of the game's t itle, 
survive in every way they can. The one thing 
they all have in common 1s the gun. 

For all the talk of ecosystems that react 
to the time of day or n1ght (the long
vaunted, highly evrdent 'A-Life' system), 
Stalker's big cover-up 1s its strength as a 

Not since Kingpin: Life Of Crime has a cast of characters been 
so universally bankrupt. A cloud of scepticism hangs over even 
the scientists' intents, and your quest for truth is a lonely one 

There are plenty of 'keep ' em coming' moments in Stalker, 
The Zone often happy to oblige. For the battle-ready, a hostile 
stronghold guarantees a deluge of both cannons and fodder 

firstperson shooter. Its troop AI is better than 
that of FEAR, and environmentally more 
aware than that of Far Cry. Any location at 
any time can host an unpredictable number 
of allies, enemies and neutrals, making up 
an intncate action machine that one fateful 
moment - a crossed line of sight or the crack 

virtual combat gets, with agents free to 
pursue whrchever strategy serves best. 
They'll wa1t a small eternity before breaking 
cover, co-ordinate ambushes and flanking 
manoeuvres, and best of a 11 retreat deep 
rnto often labyrinthine buildings to adopt 
advantageous, unanticipated positions. Even 

~ lt 1S an exquisitely horrrd environment in which 
"~ the wind burns the skin1 the sun boils the sky 

and freak phenomena corrupt the Laws of nature 

of a rifle - can set 1n mot1on. And what 
Stalker proves when 1t comes to AI behaviour 
rs that you don't have to model everything, 
just enough. 

As conducted via mouse and keyboard, 
health pack and headshot. this is as real as 

before a pack of skinless dogs, rabid with 
radiation, randomly crashes in to send the 
cogs of the machine flying, it's incredible. 
As you tap into each region of The Zone, 
be it industrial facility, toxic scrapheap or 
underground laboratory, new creatures are 
unleashed into its whole, the encounters 
between man and beast becoming ever 
more chaotiC, random and exhilarating. 

But if one thing was ever predictable 
about The Zone it was that the disharmony 
that makes it unique and exciting would also 
make it suffer. Stalker's a game in which 
linear and non-linear, script and emergence 
are at perpetual loggerheads. That its 
characters are defined more by uniform 
than face or personality doesn't matter 
-you could even argue that it benefits a 
sense of abject weariness, desolation and 
tribal dependence. But you realise almost 
immediately that beyond guns, quirky slat
altering artefacts and cash to spend on 
more of the sa me, there's little high-level 
reward. And beyond whether someone 
elects to shoot you or say hello to you 
there's little consequence either. 



So the road to the C hernobyl plant, 
which be warned plays only a modest role in 
the game's multiple finales and is previously 
Inaccessible, introduces you to the warring 
factions of Duty and Freedom. They're 
politically more alike than either would care 
to admit and full of mutual grievances, but 
while each offers missions that shift your 
allegiance back and forth, influenc1ng who 
attacks you and when as you wander The 
Zone, that's about as far as your emotional 
involvement goes. 

You can annihilate, for example, almost 
everyone in Duty's immense compound, 
stripping it down to a few locals in its 
weapons-free bar and its prize-fight arena, 
and your Freedom associates will blithely 
carry on preaching about its tyranny, doling 

There are several different endings to Stalker, all involving a wish-granting monolith that dwells within the Reactor 4 
Sarcophagus. Didactic 'false' ones await those who abandon the main quest, which itself wraps things up rather nicely 

out their preset tasks like a dwindling deck 
of cards. You'll later return to the scene of 
your massacre to f1nd fresh troops standing 
among the corpses. Stalker's elastiC world 
has a memory for physiCal objects, 1t seems -
bodies, items and treasures - but little mind 
for causality or significance. 

Worse, when its sandbox credentials have 
already suffered one monstrous setback -
The Zone is now sectioned rather than 
seamless, replete with chokepoints, natural 
boundaries and invisible walls - it fails to let 
you continue playing when the storyline is 
over. You have to start all over again, 
inheriting nothing but a heightened 
awareness of the game's eccentric design, 
though that does prove a surprisingly strong 
incentive. As for how good a game exists in 

spite of al l of it all, well, hasn't that always 
been the question? 

You could call Stalker idiosyncratic and 
barely do it justice. And likewise you could 
judge it by a checklist of one- and two-word 
criteria and completely miss the point. it's a 
genuine aberration - a post-catastrophic, 
organic mutant that's aware of videoga me 
law but unwilling, and perhaps even unable, 
to abide by it for prolonged periods of time. 
You can break it and embarrass it, at times 
exposmg it for being the hastily patched-up 
alpha code it is, but it always snaps clean ly 
back under GSC's ruthless vision of a mythic 
nuclear wasteland. PC gamers should 
therefore see it as their duty, like the Stalkers 
themselves, to venture in and scavenge for 
all the brilliance they can find. [8] 

Your time in The Zone is defined by what you 
carry and wear. Weapons will jam mid-clip if 
used for too long or in ill-suited conditions, 
and a bad choice of hazard suit will see you 
either shot full of holes or microwaved 

Reaction test 

Stalket's AI is so human when 
put behind a trigger that you 
could miss its multiplayer modes 
out and still feel like you hadn't. 
But only on line do you 
appreciate the exhaustive 
breadth of GSC's ambition for 
this game and the deftness with 
which the many death match 
arenas have been integrated into 
the singleplayer zone, or indeed 
extracted from it. Likewise the 
anomalies that electrify, explo'de 
and critically irradiate passers-by 
work well both strategically and 
as incidental hazards. Similar to 
Counter-Strike in its cash-for-kills 
marketplace, and like Soldier Of 
Fortune in its realistic arsenal 
and damage models, it's a strong 
death match formula applied to 
enormously complex and 
considered environments. The 
lobby is feature-rich and clean, 
while the Artifact Hunt mode is 
an enjoyable enough scramble, if 
something of a novelty. 
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NOD's fantatics are truly devastating if 
used with guile - their one-use-only 
explosiveness summing up Command 
& Conquels fast and loose ap~al 

ommand & Conquer 3: Tiberium 
Wars 1S not a great realtime strategy 
game. it's difficult to call it a strategy 

game at all next to modern genre-definers 
like Svpreme Commander or Company Of 
Heroes, as C&Cs inevitable emphasis on 
churn1ng out masses of umts and launchmg 
crude head-on assaults w1th the enemy is 
F1sher Pnce stuff. Command & Conquer has 
its own exc1tmg flavour, however, but 
disappointingly it's one that Tiberium Wars 
makes little attempt to develop. 

C&C J's Earth has been fractured by 
the relentless spread of tiberium. This 
extraterrestrial crystal, which fatally leeches 
energy from everything it touches, has 
squeezed human1ty 1nto the few untouched 
corners of the globe, known as Blue Zones, 
or left them struggling to survive in stricken 
but survivable Yellow Zones. The Global 
Defense Initiative (GOt), C&C's superpower 
conglomerate of nations, protects and 

Pre-determined obstacles during missions require the use of 
spec;ific units. This improves as campaign mode progresses. 
but Tiberium Wars' linear structure remains a stumbling block 

controls the blue zones The Bro!herhood of 
NOD's terronst forces rule the yellow zones. 
Until, that 1s, NOD's en1gmattc frontman 
Kane returns w•th explosive eff1c1ency. 
slaughtenng the upper echelons of GDI's 
govemment m a s1ngle stnke and ending 17 
years of shaky peace. 

Trbenum Wars IS 1mmed•ately fam•liar 
The revival of the glonously cheesy live-act•on 
cutscenes, wh1ch dnve the actton between 
each mission, 1nst1l a welcommg nostalg a for 
veterans, who'll also relish Kane's 
resurrection. And a sc1·f• geek's cast ng 
checklist is marked off by recogn sable faces 
Michaellronsrde, Lost's Josh Ho loway 
Battlestar Galact•ca's Grace Park and Tnsha 
Heifer along With B1fy Dee Wtlhams. aka 

units, giving them 'stances' such as Guard or 
Hold Fire. it's also possible to force a uM to 
retreat n reverse under ftre, and so present a 
more armoured defence to the aggressor But 
th1s doesn't nng true With the M ·n· run (or 
M n· keep-hitting-until-something-gives) 
stye of C&Cs combat Espec1ally smce the 
rest of the game 1s so geared towards 
fa•thfully replica!lng a decade-old formula 

The arnval of deep-space newcomers the 
Scrm I see 'Alien nat1on') bnngs another 
change to the senes, but 1t's not enough to 
drvert attention from the obsolete and under
developed a1r that tamts Trbenum Wars. The 
trad1t1onal build, amass, charge routme 
works just as successfully here as it's always 
done. Objectives vary- bust into this base, 

~ Objectives vary - as do the assets initially 
'~ given to complete them - but each sortie 

ends in much the same fashion: the tank rush 

Lando Calnss1an. The scnpt1ng 1s 
preposterous but the result •s effectwe. 
bouymg along the actron With SUitably 
attent1on-grabb1ng TV-style drama 

ln·m1ss10n. the C&C template •s largely 
unchanged, save for a number of tact1cal 
buttons on the eft of the screen - though 
even these are a nod toward the General's 
Powers established by C&C Generals 
Unlocked by advancements along a fact1on's 
tech tree, the spec1al act1ons range from 
simple re1nforcement drops to protective 
minefield emplacements or the deployment 
of game-endmg superweapons. 

What's actually new about Ttbenum Wars 
1s an ab1hty to set the aggression of individual 

destroy these powerplants, prevent thts nuke 
from launching - as do the assets 1nit•ally 
g1ven to complete them, but each sortre ends 
in much the same ~ash•on: the tank rush. 

lt is poss•ble to pursue more tactical 
offensives - guiding troops 1nto flanking 
positiOns for instance - and practised use 
of the tactical buttons can keep the 
momentum of an attack in flow, but there's 
not much incent1ve to follow this path. 
Ultimately, AI commanders are unable to 
think bigger than throwrng out wave after 
wave of resistance, and so as a consequence 
the player is forced to spend t1me reactmg, 
rather than planning elaborate assaults. 
Battles are won by the tank rush, the tech 



Garrisoning structurts is a vital action that can ensure the 
success of a mission. Annoyingly, though, extricating troops 
from their stronghold is a laborious and click-heavy process 

tree rush and the overwhelming weight 
of numbers. 

But, then. Command & Conquer hasn't 
ever been too concerned w1th deeper. 
tactical play And as w1th every other game 
n the senes. Tibenum Wars s at 1ts most 
exhilara:ing when freed from the demands 
of strategy and plann1ng So what's most 

frustrat1ng about Tiberium Wars 1s that 1t 
chooses not to accentuate the breakneck 
battlef1eld thrills of C&Cs arcade styhngs, 
opt1ng instead to preserve the old blueprint. 
As a result the clunky, old fashioned switch 
between combat and management regularly 
derails a mission's flow. Why is there no 
button to select the last structure built for 
ease of placement? Why are units taken out 
of build ngs automatically deselected? Why 
isn't there a way to beg1n upgrades without 
pamstakingly hunt1ng down the related 
structure and labonously clicking a big 
button' There are plenty of keyboard 
shortcuts, but what T!beriu,; Wars really 
needs is fewer options. not more. 

Ideally, T1benum Wars would be a romp 
of non-stop act1on from beg1nn1ng to end, 
smce speed and excitement, not tactiCS and 
stra tegy, forms the heart of C &Cs appeal. 
But too often the action is disrupted by 
mmor 1rr1tations - having to squeeze m 
another power plant or losing a unit m 
the confusmg m1sh-mash of your base 
dunng a cruc1a phase. Bemg required to 
nanny any stat1onary troops for fear of 
them IdiOtiCally wandenng Wlthm range of 
turrets or skipping off through f•elds of 
tox1c t1benum in pursuit of irrelevant targets 
IS equally exasperating. Sett1ng an ent1re 
army's stance to Guard is a way round th1s, 

Sctin structures share a suitably cold, insectoid. out-of
this-world design that befits alien invaders. and their 
use of warpgates to bring in troops is a nice touch 

but with such a high turnover of troops it 
isn' t the best fix. 

By solving such problems. and focusing 
on turning Command & Conquer into the 
consistently enjoyable arcade experience that 
it has the potentia I to become, T1benum 
Wars would have been able to really stand 
apart from rivals hke Company Of Heroes. it's 
il<ely that such a move toward unbndled. 
heaving destruct1on would have been 
welcomed by C&C's rab1d fanbase As 1t 
stands, however, Command & Conquer 3's 
aged approach 1s instantly ecl1psed n the 
realtime strategy stakes by other, more 
tactically-astute t1tles. [7] 

C&Cs traditional ivt-action cutsctnes provide 
the game with its momentum and develop 
the story, bookending your accomplishments 

Alien notion 

Hinted as being responsible for 
tiberium's presence on Ear1h, 
new alien faction the Scrin begin 
invading during the final act of 
both NOD and GDI campaigns. 
Their lnsectoid appearance is 
pleasingly strange, lending a 
sense of otherworldliness to 
any combat situation. Similarly 
troubling for weary human 
commanders is that the Scrin 
forces boast some of the game's 
most devastating units, from the 
devilish anti-Infantry Buzzers to 
the towering power of their 
tripod walkers. Clever use of 
engineers can see both GDI and 
NOD take control of downed 
tripods, however, and this can 
often turn the balance of a 
mission. Completing the game 
unlocks a four-mission Scrin 
campaign, though the al iens 
are immediately available in 
Skirmish mode. 
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Oespte the SSXJ hangover, Blur has been 
c...;derably n<lesigned, its interface and 
c:baractns drawn in bold strokes and sharp 
illlgles.lbose who object have the option of 
rnmi"9 of' the HUD in the game's pause menu 

Cliffy 3 

L.i ke SSX3 before it, Blur visits 
three mountain peaks, each 
with its signposted runs and 
tournament opportunities. The 
latter hold the key to unlocking 
the second and third peaks, while 
the more incidental contests and 
challenges award extra characters 
and equipment. Scattered 
throughout are tokens for 
unlocking new gestura I moves, 
which a snowball, f l icked using 
the Remote and aimed 
automatically, will capture. An 
instant transport system will take 
you to any challenge or run from 
any location, which is a godsend 
considering how tough the slopes 
are to navigate when you' re 
f lying through their increasingly 
hazardous terrain. Also returning 
are Radio BIG and commentator 
DJ Atomika, showing us once 
again how such features should 
actually be done. 
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aMg handed out more medals 
and promot,ons over the last few 
years <han the world's armed 

forces combmed n oaks like EA has finally 
got its head around the idea of positive 
reinforcement. In SSX Blur it's created an 
embodiment of the concept- a game that 
cheers you on w1th every fibre of its being 
without need for those phony rewards. 

Not that the icon of EA Big has ever been 
reticent towards player achievement, literally 
celebrating it with fireworks during the 
heyday of SSX Tricky. But Blur is the smarter 

A jab of the Remote's A button is all it takes to flip a trick 
or somersault into a landing while the only recovery from 
a bail is to give both controllers a violent waggle. Grinds, 
meanwhile, require the inevitable Nunchuk balancing act 

and more confident game -a jam session of 
sight and sound that ebbs and flows rather 
tha" so Kes Wii controls aside, its big new 
feature s <he Groove gauge, an actually 
quite f am 1ar device that keeps the big tricks 
loclceo away for when you've built up 
momentum. But 1t's a superfluous incentive 
In a game which has many: fluorescent trails 
for your sweeping arms, half pipes that open 
on to stunning views, an ice cream factory of 
an a pine resort and high-flying beats from 
co 1aborator Junkie XL. All that's asked is that 
you l<eep moving, keep expressing, and keep 
haVIng fun. How lwata would applaud. 

Blur uses Wii's Nunchuk and Remote 
much like EA's other 'boarder, Skate, uses 
360's pad. The Nunchuk manages ground 
actions- jumps and carves- while the 
Remote performs the majority of tricks. The 
similarity is so great in fact that if you 
imagine a joypad split in two, with analogue 
movements mapped on to accelerometers 
rather than sticks, you've got the picture. In 
the more traditional genres at least, this 
could be an excellent blueprint for future Wii 
control schemes. bringing together the new 
and familiar while avoiding completely any 
pat head, rub belly scenarios. 

Several of Blurs higher-scoring slopes rely on half-pipes 
for their biggest air opportunities, the trick being to draw 
out ever longer and more daring ubertricks while leaving 
enough time to straighten out and head for the finish line 

But Blur goes further than jumping its 
one big technical hurdle, and further 
therefore than almost all of Wii's other 
thirdparty games. While many of its 
characters and runs have been pinched from 
earlier games, it has also embraced its new 
platform with both arms, becoming a game 
themed more around movement and flow 
than ever before. The gestura I ubertricks are 
one example, asking you to almost conduct 
the game like an orchestra to bring your run 
to its crescendo. And the interface, where 
options fill the screen in big radial panes as in 
Killer 7, is super slick. There's simply no break 
in the game's own momentum, and from the 
moment it sets off it carries you like a wave 

Are the controls perfect? They're certainly 
responsive and intuitive, but they also 
demand more than the average midnight 
Pringle-eater might care to invest. To slouch 
is to lose the vital sense of the Nunchuk's 
range, which can mean catastrophe for 
precision slalom attempts. And while the 
ubertrick gestures can be shrunk down 
enough for a quick draw. there's a limit to 
what the game will pick up. Blur will take 
you on a fantastic holiday, then, but perhaps 
not the most relaxing one. [7] 



1th three franchtses steamrol enng 
the charts on a yearly oasiS, 
developed across more stud1os and 

boastrng more dtscrete modes and versions 
than you would thtnk poss1b e, Ubtsoft's Tom 
Clancy operation tS an unstoppable 
entertainment juggernaut The games' 
familianty and ubiqu1ty can be as cold and 
desensitising as thetr creep ly chntcal 
militansm - enem,es are threats', k111ing 1s 
·neutralisrng' - but g ven tre sea eo' the 
undertakrng, Ub1soft has to be congratulated 
for keeptng the quality bar ash gh as t does 

The s'ngleplayer campa gn of last ; ear's 
Advanced Warftghterwas one of :.he shaker 
entnes in the log book. and rather than 
stumble rnto another headlong cash 
between deadline and amb't'on, Ub 's Pans 
studio has sacnficed change (and length) for 
polish in this bnsk sequel. The game piCks up 
your deniable adventures 1n the Mex1can 
rebellion mere hours later, w1th tne last-ad 
v1S1t to El Paso hardly counttng as a change 
of scene. The looks and sounds are 
'nd1sttngu1shable, but that's hardly a bao 
thrng. The chokrng dust, glowenng sktes. 
ochre l1ght and the tremendous percussiVe 

The squad play may be light and the set-pieces ludicrous 
but, this side of the intimidating likes of Full Sp«trum 
Warrior, few games are as good at fordng you to make 
use of cover or portray the speed and lethal intensity of a 
fire-fight with as much conviction - not even Gears Of War 

1mpact of the actton rema n one of the most 
persuastve Hollywood vtsiOns n games And 
th1s t1me they're on a much more sold 
technical foundat1on. 

The des•gn is less rickety. too The 
additton of a medrc umt, who can heal you 
as well as your team, goes hand-tn-hand 
with softer dtfficulty and more regu ar 
checkpoints to make this game constderably 
less frustrattng. Unfortunate y, the f e)(1ble 
squad compos1t10n only works With hlndstght 
and the mobile cover/inventory that IS the 
Mule s only occastona ly avat able, but 
they're both still welcome rehef. New mthtary 
gadgetry, rendered in gorgeous. fettshtsttc 
detatl, tS showered on you far faster than the 
scenano can provide excuses to use it, and 
the Alts stt ll not up to making th1s more than 
a hollow, token game of squad tacttcs. 
Singleplayer GRAW 2 is all for show. but 
what a thumping, brutish show it is. 

Red Storm's superb mult1player game had 
much ess need of an overhaul, of course. Its 
vast and endunng popularity on Ltve 
ndtCates that fans are in for the long haul 
and won't need too many excuses to snap 
up an expansion. An all-new co-op campa1gn 

~Math all of GRAW rs 
tactical camouflaQ4! lies a 
straightforward duck (and 
cover) shoot. As if in 
recognition of the fact, the 
on-rails interludes that make 
you a helicopter gunner revert 
to the simple target practice 
and pile on the explosions 

Much is made of the lighting. shaders and particle effects. 
and rightly so, but the camero makos a huge contribution 
to its visual impact. The tight perspective and the 'hand
held' tilt, see-saw and shudder put you right in Scon 
Mitchell's boots and make up fa< his blank presence 

set tn Panama, slicker graphtcs. larger and 
more rnvolving maps and a smattering of 
new modes are more than enough, not to 
mentton the greater teamwork rncentives of 
the new aid system (allowrng teammates to 
patch each other up when shot) and the 
campaign's dynamtc objecttves For ded cated 
Ghosts GRAW 2 ts a no-bra ner For the rest 
of us tt'S just the e)(ad game Advanced 
Warfighter shou d have been and would 
have been - the clock wasn t watchtng, 
Ub soh rewni ng h story and charg,ng us 
twrce for the pnvt ege [7] 

A hugely improved cross-com allows you to 
view full-screen camera fHds from all units. 
including your squad, the Mule, the Cypher 
spy·bot and support such as APCs. tanks and 
Mexican regular>. While it can help select 
targets. the benefit is mostly cosmetic 

Unreal politik 

lt's less true of Splinter Cell than 
Ghost Recon and Rainbow Six 
these days, but the Clancy games 
have a studied lack of 
personality that contrasts with 
their love of orchestrated 
cinematic bombast In quite 
unsettling ways. GRAW 2 
especially borrows everything 
it can from the narrative arts 
that will lend excitement and 
power to its action, but nothing 
at all that will provide it with 
context: no coherent story, no 
recognisably human characters, 
little dialogue that's not a barked 
order, and heaven forbid it 
should tackle the political 
ramifications of a scenario that 
echoes so many past US 
misadventures in Central and 
South America. lt amounts to a 
conscience-free, glossy advert for 
black-ops meddling and military 
superiority for the sake of it that 
even Hollywood at its most crass 
would shy away from. 
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he very def•nibon of narrow but 
deep, like the oceans 1t traverses. 
S•lent Huncer has moved theatre 

With each •ncarnat•on. As the heodhne 
mphes, th1s t1me round the focus IS on the 
war •n the Pac1f1c. Indeed, th1s 1s a welcorr e 
•eturn to the ong•nal Silent Hunter as, kt> 
that game, you take command of a US 
submarine nght from tht> strike on Pear 
--!arbour, performing the glonous task o· 
s nk•ng hundreds of defenceless CIVIl an sh ps 

Cnngeworthy jokes about •mmers•on 
as de, the submarine s1mulat1on IS spot-on A 
game so narrow should be lim1ted. but the 
amount of control you have over your boat s 
enormous. You can personally man1pulate 
every aspect of the ship, from sonar and 

to penscopes, anti-aircraft and deck 

guns; you can even stand on the deck and 
just watch the world go by or take m the Das 
Boot-style 3D 1ntenors of ~he sh p wh e the 
creepy crew go about mer ou· es There's a 
sense o' ClWI'lefSlllp oS you rc. no-manage 
me crew, 1'1'\a ng su·e tl:~f seep are 
ass g:led ·o :.he nght dutes or wat.ch and 
upgrode the sh pat the eoo o' a mrssK>n 
MorEOVer, ur. ke m ts somewhat con:ext
-·ee predecessors Wolves coosta • upda:es 
you about events e!sew:1ere \'lhlch br ngs a 
wonaerf;~ sense of h s~ory, -r\OU9 ooe 
woulo be loathe to ea I ~ eouta nment 
M~ of your t•me WJI be spent n :he 

campa gn mode, but before you can even 
get m to the act•on you have to plot a course 
on your na111gat1on map to an area rich in 
merchant sh ps From here you'll be warned 

The I'IIOCieiLng of .. .w. and ship damage has Improved 
greatly, and watdllng • shop spill its cargo as it sinks is 
even ~ner. though most of the game is very familiar 

of radar contacts. get rad1o reports of 
convoys on the move and plot a route that 
will max1m1se your chance of mtercepting an 
enemy. Once you have. you'll have at most a 
couple of mmutes of act1on before you've 
either sunk your enemy and returned to 
another slow hunt for more prey or been 
sunk yourself. No attack feels routine, and 
the challenges of JUSt getting •n pos•t•on to 
fire can't be exaggerated, producing 
unmatchable slow-burning exCitement 

For more depth. there is also a range of 
histoncal miss•ons and war patrols, g1v1ng 
you a chance to s•nk yourself into 1nstant 
aa.on Then there's a range of mult•player 
modes, whiCh let you con:ro1 Japanese 
destroyers or JOin your pals n a wolf pack. 
For the beg1nner, the choice •sn't so easy 
Even on the least realistiC settmg, the game 
can be fearsomely complicated and the 
manual and tutonals are little help 

The game also contains bugs, rang•ng 
from •ncons1stent AI to simple crashes, so 
patch~ng 1s essent1a •• and it's a shame that 
such an accomplished game has been 
released 1n th1s state. [7] 

REVIEW~ 

You can accelerate time up to 8,000 times on 
the n.wigallon map - though buggy reporting 
of enemy contacts can force you to drop back 
down to normal speed on regular occasions 

Sent realing 

The most fascinating aspects of 
the Silent Hunter series are the 
reality settings. You can alter 
your ability to use external 
c:ameras, the rate at which 
resources (02, fuel, electricity, 
ammo) run out, and so on. To 
get close to 100 per cent reality 
you need to start using 
compasses, ship identification 
tables and setting the clockwork 
gyroscopes in your torpedoes 
yourself. If you consider yourself 
a hardcore simulation buff, this is 
the be all and end all. 
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t all feels like the end of an 
era Another m the long line 
of 'last Dreamcast game ever' 

candidates, Karous 1s a sombre sequel 
to the effus1ve energy of Radirgy. That 
status m1ght prove as •llusory as before 
-Triangle Service has JUSt announced 
that Exzeal, a sequel to Tnzeal, is in 
development for Naomi, and must be 
a conceivable cand1date for the rea l 
last DC game ever - but the sense of 
things com•ng to an end persists. 
Forget never buying a Dreamcast game 
aga n -when are you ever going to 
unwrap another 20 vertiCal shooter? 

But, aside from that sense of 
sign1flcance. what does Karous have to 
offer? A refmement of Radlfgy'S vaned, 
upgradable weapon system, : equ•ps 
you w1th lasers, a sword attack and a 
shield wh1ch auto-engages whenever 
you aren't finng. These power up 
through use - laser fire is rewarded 
with little upgrade tokens which must 
be collected, and the sword and sh1eld 
both tally the enemy bullets they 
absorb - and the selection of which to 
use when •s a matter of both tactical 
smarts and personal preference. Often, 
such systems trap you in a cui-de-sac, 
smce f you over-use one weapon 
in•tlally, the others rema1n too weak to 
nsk using at later stages. trapping you 
into relying on your m1t1al choice. 
Karous' smart solut1on IS to let you 
choose your own power-ups. These 
special tokens are dropped from 
parttcular enem1es and, when hit back 
up the screen w•th the sword, cycle 

Although the game offers the put-your-telly-on· 
its-side option of Tale mode, most players will be 
stuck with the heavily letter-boxed, normal 
display option. The visuals survive the aush well 

through a vanety of bonuses So, f 
your sh1eld •s moserably puny, you 
can Juggle your way througn na r a 
dozen tokens and buy yourse: some 
free levels. That generosr.y s seen 
throughout the game. wn eh s a much 
gentler challenge than you m ght 
expect. Your smart bomb - a red skull 
sigi l wh1ch blooms out from your shop 
and makes you inv1ncob e- IS charged, 
and recharged, by the enemy bu ets 
you absorb, meantng tha: :he worse 
the bullet hell you enwur.;er, ·ne more 
change you have of cha n g soec als 
and sailing through tt1e carnage 

lt's a game that be;rays r.s ·a rly 
humble ong1ns- there a·e CY1 a 
handful of levels and tre a'1-st)/,e, 
though stnktng, never qu ,e convtnces, 
but it's also a genutnely cons derate 
and free-thinking game. Karous may 
translate as 'Crow, but 1t sa fa•r 
swansong for the mach ne famous for 
eel-shaded beauty, n•che aopea and 
paSSIOnate. Inventive tdeas [6) 

The muted palette and flat· 
shading doesn't stop the game 
becoming a riot of colour
thanks partly to spedal attacks 

urprisingly open environments 
and a much more organic 
approach to level design 

are among the more 1mmed1ate 
pleasantnes here, with on the fly 
mission objectrves lead1ng you by the 
hand from one shooting gallery to 
the next in a manner that, at least. 
feels less contnved than Honor has 
managed of late. Th1s IS a far cry from 
Rismg Sun or European Assault that so 
sullied the senes' good name -instead 
•t's someth1ng altogether more familiar. 

Vanguard, is, to all intents and 
purposes, Call Of Duty- and who 
could blame it, given that its nval has 
long since taken over standard-beanng 
duties. A handful of mechanical and 
cosmetoc parallels are backed up by 
deeper s•milant•es. w•th mtss1ons 
flowing from star to golden star, 
ObJective to objectove, tnggenng the 
generous checkpoints along the way, 
and pausing only to bark at you 
through your commanding officer's 
scripted theatrics. 

The improved skirmishes now feel 
less like treadmills to endure and more 
hke journeys through which to enJOY 
the satisfying duck and cover combat. 
Although st1ll an essentially linear 
expenence, larger maps and arenas 
now allow for some (small) element of 
strategy, flank•ng and, at the very 
least, a better illuston of choiCe. 

lt's reassunng to see Vanguard 
maktng strides m the right directiOn, 

Regenerative health and a centrally placed 
grenade warning are the more obvious of a host 
of borrowed elements. Their inclusion has made 
such a marked dofferenct to the experience that 
it's likely to see them remain for Airborne 

but for all1ts plucky determination YOl 
can never shake the feeling that it's 
punching above its weight. 

Without the clarity and deta il, 
Wlthout the bdlowmg smoke and 
splmtenng wood and the sheer weigh 
of enemy numbers afforded by the 
current leap n technology, the horror! 
of war become lost. Vanguard simply 
fa1 s to deliver the pomp and bluster c 
the wmdow dresstng so essentoal 1n 
disgutsing the shortcomtngs inherent 
1n Call Of Duty's framework. 

The result is like playtng a hastily 
assembled prototype- something tha 
really nngs true when you dtscover, at 
only four ma'n misstons, how stunted 
the game IS , W~thOUt a doubt it show 
promtse, which tsn't quote enough to 
make 't a great game- but it does go 
some way to gMng hope that the 
forthcomong A~rborne may regaon a 
l•ttle of the senes' honour. [! 

The parachute drops opening some of the stage 
(the Market Garden openong is a ~rticular 
highlight) feel like a test bed for Airborne, 
where choosing your landing zone determines 
how the opening stages of a level pan out 



hile nobody would expect a 
Shipwreck to be the easiest 
of d1sasters to surv1ve, you 

m1ght start counting your blessings 
f you were to wash up on a sun
drenched tropical island w•th an 
abundance of seafood ittenng 1ts 
otherw•se pnstme beaches. Throw 
n an attractive member of the 
oppos1te sex and one cosy little cave 
dwelling, and you could be forg1ven 
for thinking that worse thmgs can 
happen at sea. 

lt doesn't take long for the hol day 
-nood to wear off and the back
break•ngly ted1ous da•ly gnnd to beg n, 

however. In fact 1: only takes about 
half an hour- just long enough to 
realise that the few fru1ts of the 
forest that don't cause you crippling 
stomach cramps have about as much 
nutr tional value as the canvas 
backpack you managed to save 
from the s•nkmg ship. And shortly 
a<terwards, when you're h•t with the 
somewhat d•sappointlng revelation 
that your apparently cu te partner is 
lacking enough common sense not 
to even eat or dnnk if you forget to 
te h•m or her to- and will actually 
orop aead from rh1rst 1f you find 
yo<Jrse ' a ""'''e 1nterest1ng past•me 
than ead ng tne d•mWit to the nver 
that conven ently runs near the cave 
- wel., that s when you know that 
every hour of every day IS going to 
be a strugg e 

That s the prob em w1th Lost In 
8 ue l ~ nte estmg as exp onng 
tr-e s a'ld can be. • 5 pa•nfully hard 
to ge! anywhere w ~ut be1ng forced 
to repeat chores ~hat are JUSt pla1n 
bonng. F nd ng out what •es further 
1nto the jung e 1s engag•ng, but 
playing repe· uve coo~ ng m1nigames 
m order to e~v-act calor es 'rom what 
Ray Mears would no ooum recogn1se 
as highly n<J uous bush ~;.~cker is a 
s1mply tedl04 s Marry t :s With a fiddly 
control syste,., and you have a game 
that only the most devoted fans of the 
original are likely to apprec ate. [5) 

Killing animals is the best way to get a meal that adds more than 10 per cent to your health. The first 
weapon is a spear, made from a special stick and a magically sharpened stone.lt's ideal for skewering fish 

hiS. presumably, •s what the 
marke• ng arm of the games 
ndu~try wants you to thonk of 

what s OCYW off1oa ly the last gen. No 
on I ne commun ty. teem ng worlds or 
h1gh fodehty the old days were an 
endless parade of s1mplistlc obJeCtives, 
crude explosoons and angular smoke 
clouds, W1th deta1 confoned to fMV 

1t IS, of course. an ntent•onal 
s•mplocoty· solo hero cs unsulhed by 
complex controls or depth of purpose. 
Take to the sk1es. destroy 1ncreasongly 
numerous foes in a1r, sea, and land, 
and return to the terse encouragement 

I .. ~ 

r ' ' ' 
Although there is a 'realistic' flight model. it's 
only fractionally more challenging than the 
arcade. limitless ammunition and generous 
armour keep it firmly in the Hollywood camp 

Assigning targets for wingmen is too complicated 
a task in this company, and is soon an unwelcome 
distraction from cartwheeling across the sky 

of your command•ng officer- such is 
the lot of the faceless codename, and 
1t's not a wholly unpleasant one. 

Even someth•ng as prosaic as a 
w1red controller can't sap the 
enjoyment of lung ng around the sky 
loosing fusi llades of rockets into a hail 
of tracer fire. Whole the objectives are 
uncomplicated the range and rate at 
whiCh they're 1ssued p11es on the 
pressure, as new attacks flounsh both 
at the perimeter of the sparse maps 
and upon closer tnspection of the 
existing inhabitants, while bonus 
objectives mount 10 the background. 

it's an expenence lifted by neat, 1f 
denvative, camera work - with an 
occasional Bruckhe•mer-esque flourish 
addmg to the uncomplicated charm -
although track•ng muntt•ons from 
barre to luckless target throws the 
graphics under a spotlight that would 
have been better left d1mmed 

The most unforg1ving gaze, 
however, 1s the player's: the arsenal of 
unlockable planes and weapons, while 
extensiVe, •sn't b1g or vaned enough to 
sustain prolonged tnterest. It'll be 
happier on PSP. where competitors and 
attention spans are in short supply. 
and the more energetic interaction 
offered by the W1i should play to its 
drop-in simplicity and haphazard 
dogfights, but on PS2 t's too obviously 
anachron1st•c and quickly exhausted. 
Which •s appropriate enough in the 
circumstances, but these twilight years 
should be better spent. [5) 
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Palm pilots 

Told through comic-strip 
cutscenes, dossiers for the game's 
selectable characters and barely 
associated mission briefs, Black 
Falcon's three storylines serve 
simply to provide the game's 
locations and bosses with a 
modicum of context. While there 
is indeed a squadron of rogue 
pilots which shares the game's 
title, flying a number of 
prototype jets which appear as its 
bosses, so little time (and talent. 
it seems} has been set aside for 
dialogue and backstory that it's 
absolutely impossible to care. 
Each story makes its dramatic 
thrust about two thirds of the 
way in, tackling such locker room 
issues as male chauvinism and the 
perils of ego, at which point you 
at least come to appreciate that 
they each hold some potential, 
albeit for inadvertent comedy. 

-- . 
" l'~l 

y recogn1sing After Burner as a game 
of motion rather than deta1l and 
sensat1on rather than scale, Planet 

Moon (Infected) has made a more authentic 
hand held vers1on than you may have thought 
poss1ble lt's proved that the classic coin-op's 
selling po1nt was never the synchromsed 
movements of 1ts f •ght st ck and chatr, but 
rather the Tempest· (e SWing of 1ts F-14 

around a s•ng e van sh ng pomt. mrough a 
tunnel of Sega's ftnest blue and wh te 

PSP's k1ndness towards Black Falcon. 
whiCh most certa1nly 1sn't a port of last year's 
After Burner Cltmax arcade machme, 1s the 
big surpnse here. Its wide screen commands 
both attention and focused play, the 
analogue nub standmg m admirably for 
those unwieldy fhght controls. And as the 
game rolls and pitches hke a washing 
mach1ne drum 1t never drops a frame. 
toss1ng ·ts Jagged-edged models and ugly 
explosions about w1th enough hypnotic 
verve to make compla1nts about their 
appearance seem po1ntless. 

Its stages- breakneck steeplechases to 
be survtved f11st and mastered later - are as 
suited to a gaming handheld as they are to 
the series' f1bre-thin n1che. Each has its 
swarms of oncoming reticules - ground and 
air targets framed m yellow and blue- and 
after a brief. perilous second your weapons 
lock on. The face buttons f1re rockets and 

Visual and performance upgrades can be bought for all of the gamo's fighters, the number of available planes 
increasing as the game unfolds. There's little in Black Falcon that can't be earned in just one or two missions 
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Knocking out squadrons of planes in single combos is key to 
sustaining both ammo and health between runway stops. The 
crates that zoom towards you also contain time·slowlng 
pickups that don't always appear at the most useful times 

gun, and roll the plane should someone fire 
back, while the shoulder buttons provtde a1r 
brakes for dodg1ng scenery or striking 
stat1onary targets, and thrust for bealing the 
clock when objectives demand. 

That you're asked to use these twitch 
techn1ques in sheer frenzy against the 
oppos1t10n should come as litt le surprise, and 
tt feels wrong somehow to criticise Black 
Falcon for being, of all things, arcadey. But 
to compound the fact that you're essent1ally 
flying the same mission over and over agatn, 
bonus objectives or no, the pool of enemy 
types and formations here 1S too small to 
even suggest that its campaign •s any k1nd 
of JOurney. Environments are reused 
throughout, landmarks throughout the 
stages themselves. and 1n a game that's 
already quite delirious the effect Wll ma e 
your head spin. 

Like many a hand held title, Black Falcon 1S 
a game of loops. Thanks to a fast-flOWing •n· 
game currency and a marketplace stocked 
with Jets and basic upgrades you're 
encouraged to go back and apply new 
techniques and firepov.er to old objectrves 

While some planes are worth buying for their firepower 
or agility, others such as 82 stealth bomber and Blackbird 
are there more for variety than function, their visual 
profiles a complete change from the After Burner norm 

But 1f there's one genuine gripe w1th the 
game t's that 1ts frontend does nothing to 
ao~emse or serv1ce that ab1hty M1ssions are 
hsted by t1t e only. the bonus and secret 
obJecuves becom1ng meantngless the second 
you eaye the sk1es 

To apprec1ate the game's dilemma, look 
no further than its multiplayer modes. wh1ch 
have so little room for manoeuvre that they 
needn't have existed at all. For all the vision 
that Planet Moon has tried brrng1ng to the 
After Burner format, clearly there's only 
one type of vision it ultimately caters for: 
tunnel vision. [6 

Bombers come different shapes and sizes, some using 
EMP blasts to knock out your controls (pictured) and 
others raining air·to-air missiles down on you from abovo 



Three characters are selectable, one of whom needs 
to be unlocked. Nimble female Makita and sha~n
headed hulk Kyuzo may seem like thoughtless 
archetyP"S. but uch offers then own advantages 

he Red Star 1S old school as 
much as old, a rena ssance of 
the one game that many saw 

as the phoemx most worth ra s1ng out 
of Accla1m's ashes Three years on and 
unmoved in terms of content, th1s 
comics-crossover scroller 1s showing 
some of that age m the basiC bUild 
quality of its foregrounds. across 
stages that pan from s1de-on to top
down as the f1xed camera sett es mto 
ts own rules of engagement •or each 
sectiOn But the 1mmense e~ nes that 
often make up ts backdrops and tr:e 
radiance of its colour choiCes can St 

hold the gaze when your eyes shou c 
mstead be focus1ng on the game's 
satisfymg Intermingling of melee and 
gun combat manoeuvres 

it's no m1nor flattery to say that. 
at times, the game IS Treasure-esque 
1n terms of how 1ts f1nest boss clashes 
strike a w1nn1ng m1xture of paniC and 
concentratiOn, via thelf ponderous 
but fund bullet spreads and the crafty 
configurations of thelf sub-cannons. 
And during 1ts drabber stretches, with 

certa1n enemy comb1nauons to 
repeat, 1t can feel like the pug I sm 
'n' projectiles combat of a console 
Baldur's Gate, mm us the RPG 
momentum and 1ntncacy. 

Less generally, an ausp1oous 
opening leads to a lull dunng the 
central set of stages, leaving the f na 
levels to wmd m the slack and prOVIde 
a sequence of hypnotic and 
memorable encounters w1th tne 
game's most aggress1ve anack 
mach1nes And 1t's 1n those m1dd r)g 
m1ddle moments that two thmgs 
become clear - any doldrums are 
best alleviated by feeling both 
squeezed and pleased by having a 
second player join you onscreen, 
and the sizeable grudge to be had 
from the lack of checkpoints forcing 
stages to be restarted entirely upon 
death The Red Star 1s more of a red 
dwarf next to some of the more 
sharp-wilted and unabashed actton 
t: es :ha< have landed on PS2 in 
recent years, but one that's still 
capab e of sh n1ng [6] 

Landing meiH hrts on enemies builds up the 
Protocol bar, a SJl"(ial attack that becomes vital 
when swarmed. Its eHicacy and refill rate can be 
upgraded with credits earned at the end of stages, 
as can weapon strength and gun cooling speed 

heme Park OS IS the flfst and 
last t1tle to be released by EA's 
troubled Japanese studio, but 

those hoping for clues to the 
developer's untapped potential w1ll 
find very little to go by here. Th1s IS an 
almost direct transfer of Bullfrog's 
ong1nal game, 1n whiCh most of the 
care and ngenUity has been spent 
m ensurong a smooth trans1t10n 
between platforms rather than 
rad1ca ly updat ng an ag1ng classiC 
for a new generat1on. 

And that means there's little on 
offer to offend fans of the senes. The 
gemiy reworked Interface IS extremely 
successful, ignonng almost all of the 
OS's buttons and optmg directly for 
stylus tnput. The mouse-to-stylus 
trans•uon proves once again that 
the OS •s the sens1ble port for PC 
classiCS. The dual screens allow the 
game's heavy stats room to breathe, 
and both movement and item 
select1on 1s assured and mtuitive. The 
system only breaks down on the rare 
occasions when the developer has 
caved m to the fam11iar need to make 
more of the OS's novelty features: 
certain options must now be orcled 
rather than prodded to select them 
a change that feels unnecessary and 
slightly annoying. 

The most noticeable new add1tions 
to the game are the cartoon adv1sors 
who can be selected to guide the 

The small screens of the OS can make the level of 
detail feel slightly overwhelming, and the crowd 
mood is often harder to gauge than on the PC 

player through each level. They're a 
neat touch, desp1te a slight lack of 
character, and serve to clanfy some of 
the more daunting elements of the 
orig1nal game. However, like the 
addition of new ndes based on the 
national stereotypes of the various 
worldwide levelloca\lons. they also 
serve to h1ghhght how much of the 
ong1nal game rema1ns unaltered. 

For the most part, the business of 
building your park IS the same as 1t 
ever was, the pastel charm of the 
visuals hiding the fact that a complex, 
and fiercely exactmg busmess s1m 
lurks beneath the candyfloss and 
rollercoasters. As a comment on the 
brutal econom•cs of fun. Theme Park 
has lost none of ts sling th1s IS a 
tasteful translation of an endunng 
classic, but ·t remal'lS too cautiOUS to 
sat1sfy those lookmg for 1nnovat on. [6] 

Cutscenes of the rides 1n motion have gone. but 
in their place is a suite of wifo options. When it 
comes to advisors. those hoping for an animo 
Molyneux to go along with Sim City OS's super· 
deformed Will Wright will remain disappointed 
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TIME EXTEND 
SECONDSIG H 
F0°MAT GC. PC, PS2, XBOX 
PI.J5uSHER CODEMASTERS 
: MLO"ER FREE RADICAL DESIGN 
C:; IC N UK 
;.fLfASE DATE 2004 

Free Radical's underappredated thriller 
gave you a set of psychic toys, but its writers 
were playing mind games of their own 

W arning: if you've never played 
Second Sight before, and 
would like to enjoy it to the 

full one day, don't read on. Plot 
spoilers come with the territory in 
Time Extend, but most videogame 
plots, even the well-crafted and 
interesting ones, are hard to spoil. 
They frame the action, maybe spring 
a surprise halfway through, and 
thereafter accompany it at a 
respectful distance on its way to the 

The clue was in the title all along. 
Second sight is, according to the OED: 
"the supposed ability to perceive 
future or distant events." But it's quite 
the opposite in the case of amnesiac 
parapsychology expert Dr John Vattic, 
who wakes up with what appear to 
be psychic powers- telekinesis, self
healing, mind control, projection- in 
a secret research facility. Not long into 
h1s confused stumble out of his room, 
Vattic perceives information about his 

its story, it would be just another 
dventure, but with it it's that rar 

a game that really isn't over until it 

inevitable furious crescendo of an 
ending. The game has fully revealed 
itself long before that, and spoilers 
are just a kind of coitus interruptus, a 
mild deflation after which it's easy 
enough to get back in the saddle. 

Not so here. Story and gameplay 
are as inseparable as form and 
function in Second Sight, and you 
really can't appreciate the game 
without an appreciation of how it 
ends, or rather concludes: with a 
formidable conceptual twist and in 
one of the most memorable final 
levels in recent years. Without its 
story, it would be just another stealth 
adventure in a sea of clones, but w1th 
it it's that rarest of beasts: a game 
that really isn't over until it's over. In 
fact, it hasn't even begun. 

past in the form of a flashback to six 
months ago and, conveniently enough 
for new players, his training exercises 
for a top-secret military expedition 
into Russia. 

Also on the expedition -to 
investigate the work of would-be 
defector and psychic researcher 
Professor Victor Grienko- was 
Jayne Wilde: psychic, professional 
rival and love interest. She's the 
one who experiences second sight. 
foreseeing Vattic's crucial role 
and predicting events before they 
happen. But Vattic, back in the 
present, seems to be able to take 
a second look at his past. In the 
research facility, he finds records 
suggesting Jayne died on the 
expedition. He flashes back to the 
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SECOND PLAY 
lt's a st 1ment to how st 
games evolve that Second 
Sight feels a little dated to 
play now, less than three 
years after rts release; and 
that rn less than three 
years many of rts better 
mechanrcal elements have 
already come to be taken 
for granted. Its excellent 
system for thirdperson 
gunplay, for one, which 
balances aiming finesse 
with intuit1ve lock-on and 
clipped, preCise use of 
cover, has srnce influenced 
everything from Gears 
Of War to Crackdown 
Sadly, the psychic ab rtres 
never provide the escape 
from restart-nddled 
stealth frustration they 
should -not like its close 
contemporary Chronicles 
Of R1ddicks night visron 
and the bantamwerght 
physrcs are already 
laughable Second Sight 
was a commercial farlure 
for all the rrght reasons -
an unconventional, 
unprediCtable lead 
character and a story that 
can't be summarised on a 
sticker - but there are 
encourag1ng signs that Free 
RadiCal can wrap much of 
what made rt mteresting in 
a more marketable package 
In the forthcommg Haze 

infiltratron of Grienko's Russ1an base, 
but if you succeed in the level, he 
saves her life. When he returns to the 
present she's ahve in a mental 
institution, and after escaping the 
research facility he rescues her 

This pattern repeats several trmes 
in the course of the game -references 
to fellow members of the expedrtron 
squad dymg and the failure of the 
mission, subsequently erased by 
your actions in flashback. Vattk's 
power over time is the most 
compelling mystery in t he game, 
lll()fe so than the entwined twin 
threads of the conspiracy, uncovered 
in parallel m the two timelrnes: 
Grie nko's experiments on psychic 
Ru55.ian children, and the efforts of 
the shadowy American National 
Security Executive to acquire his 
research end destroy the evidence, 

bloodily if need be. lt's solid enough 
X-Files pastiche, a little denvatave 
perhaps, but rn Second Sight it's 
not the tale that matters but the 
superlative telling. 

That doesn't mean script, vorce 
acting, cutscene direction or digatal 
performers from the top drawer. 
These are all pretty functional 
(economical would perhaps be a 
nicer way of putting it): understated 
words balanced by t he cartoonishly 
expressive, stylised characters. Second 
Sight is a game after all, and cinematic 
values take a back seat to telling its 
story 1n a game's way, and paying 
attentron to more fundamental 
aspects of the storyteller's craft, 
ones agnored by the vast majority 
of v1deogames: structure, pacing 
and motavation. 

Thin. bintred, ~ on<e rnonacing and vvtn.ra.,.., 'lftW!tl-day' llattic (abovt) makes for an unusual vi~<>90me 
lead even before ,ou consider the bug·eyed. hollow-dleeieclart style. Pas I Van~<'s full head of hair. practocal 
clolhes and air of idealistic ~ternunalron make him more approachable, 1f not Mcessarily more engaging 

In a fine example of parallel development, S«ond 
S<gllfs psydlic lhundtr was stolen - by a monlh or 
so - by Psi-()ps. a ~nor SM~dbox. but half the 

So the plot's central device and 
game's interactive se lling point are 
one and the same: Vattic's psychic 
powers. The flashback/forward 
structure naturally breaks the story 
into novelistic chapters rather than 
film's three acts- far more suitable 
a game's levels. The well-worn 
of amnesaa and flashback elegantly 
explain away the mixture of 
and stating the obvious that must 
accompany the tutorial stages of 
new game. The story isn't teleg 
in convoluted bursts between 
interactive passages, but developed 
naturally an the course of play, 
through brisk, seconds-long LUI.,L .. ,n .. 
and details scattered around the 
world: images, files on computers, 
notes pinned to boards. lt's told at a 
steady rhythm, every checkpoint 
14!¥@1 inching you forward, drip
feeding you detail; and the ""''"fl~'"' 
saved for the very end. 

And what a payoff. As ... ~,-
confronts the mal nrl~ura\l:~lf..IJII.ql~!!.l•~ 
head of the NSE, 



game's temporal barr1ers start to 
crumble completely. V attiC's 
consciousness -and the player's place 
in the game world- starts to fliCker 
back and forth between the research 
lab from the beginning of the game, 
the mental hospital, the NSE 
headquarters from minutes previously 
and the dungeon-like corridors of the 
'flashback'. Events are witnessed and 

replayed from new perspectives and 
key characters fade out like ghosts. it 
becomes dear that the past isn't the 
past at all, it's the present, and the 
game's frame of reference flips like 
a coin. The amnesiac Vattic's quest 
for truth, where the game began, 
was a precognition, a 'possible future' 
after the Russian expedition failed 
and he was captured. it was the 
manifestation of his final power: 
second sight. 

In a way it's a purely semantic 
change- you're not changing the 
past, but the future; now is then and 
then is now- the storytelling 
equivalent of a conjuror's trick. But 

trick, hand ed with 
such and so perfect for the 
Vldeogarpe form. Once rt s a I 
explam~ you see that the RusSian 
sections have been the true game. r.ot 
JUst interactive backstory, and the US 
ones a mere playable frame for 1t. You 
expected the former to be heading for 
d1saster and the latter for triumph, 
but the reverse is true. 

Their subtle divergence in 
tone is a clue to their true natures. 
In Russia. Vattic is clean-cut and 
optimistiC, a convent1onal game 
hero doing conventional game hero 
things (like sniping soldiers in a 
snowstorm, because what could be 
a more conventional videogame 
fantasy than the James Bond wish
fulfilment of Golden Eye? Surely a 
deliberate quote, considering Free 
Radical's founders were members 
of that Rare team.) In the US, he is 
confused, haggard and angry, and 
the game takes on a dark and 
unsettling mood- as nervy as that 
strange title sequence showing V attic 

it's your job to 
scnpt as possible and 

next predestmed everrt. 
To fatl to rupture the narrative, 
bre.t it Irredeemably, step ollt of. 
and start again. What Second 
does, without really revok1ng 
model, is prov1de a beautifully simple 
contextual reasoning for it. 

Fa lure is, at last, consistent with 
the story- because 1f you fail your 
miss1on in Russia 1n the 'past', the 
whole premise of the game as it 
was at the beginning comes true
something Free Radica l recognises in 
the post-mortem cutscenes that put 
Vattic where he began, in an 
interrogation cell with Hanson. If you 
fail in the US in the 'future', well, 
that's a fair and fitting ending of that 
story. If you succeed in the final level 
and kill Hanson, the whole thing 
never happened. 

For once, here is a game which 
could not possibly have had a sequel, 
even if it had been successful (and it 
wasn't, not by a long chalk). lt is so 
perfectly conceived and self-contained 
that, once finished, it vanishes in a 
puff of logic, to paraphrase Douglas 
Adams. Second Sight is a flawed 
game, but an unrepeatable one 
and in a form obsessed with and 
ruled by repetition, that makes 
it a minor treasure. 

Second Sight was recently joined by Crackdown In 
including that unusual, contradictory but still very 
satisfying item - a lock·on sniper rifle (above) 
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THE MAKING OF ... 
GHOSTBUSTERS 
lt could easily have been a shooter or platformer, so 
how did this movie licence become a business sim? 

FORMA COMMODORE 64 PU9USriER. ACTIVISION DEVELOPER IN-HOUSE ORIG N US RELEA..;,;SE:..:D--AT.:...E _;:19.:...84 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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THANKS TO YOU, 
THE PORTAL TO THE SPIRIT WORLD 
HAS BEEN CLOSED. YOU EARN A $5000 
REWARD FROH THE CITY. ALSO, 
YOU MADE MORE MONEY THAN YOU STARTED 
WITHf SO THE BANK WILL RAISE YOUR 
CRED T LIMIT TO . 

YOUR NEW ACCOUNT HUMBER IS ~~r.¥~~ 
~EA~~ THIS HUMBER DOWH FOR FUTURE 

Ghostbusters remains, along with 
Impossible Mission, responsible for 
some of the most memorable 
sampled speech in early 
videogames. Along with cries of 
"He slimed me, • the game also 
began with a strangely menacing 
voice intoning the title and 
laughing. "The game's title sequence 
with the music, the lyrics, and the 
ball bouncing over them came to 
me all together as a completed 
vision." says Crane. "But while 
programming the main game I 
had no time to implement it. 
Fortunately, the guys in our East 
Coast division thought it was a cool 
idea and made it happen. lt all came 
together at the end of the project -
if it hadn't worked out the whole 
sequence would have been left out 
of the game.• 







An an1mation p1peline, Morpheme consists of a 
lightweight, cross-platform PlayStation 3, Xbox 
360 and PC engine, called Morpheme:runtime, 
which is integrated w1th1n the ma1n game 
engine, and an authoring environment. 
morpheme:connect. This is uses a visually· 
based interface where animation logic and 
blends can be created, edited and tweaked 
using transition graphs and blend trees and 
checked using the 30 previewer. Support is 
included for game pad control, Lua scripting 
and morpheme is compatible with 
NaturaiMotion's more complu procedural 
Euphoria animation technology. 
- .naturalmotion.com 



Arising from the company's expertose in 
rigid-body and ragdoll physics. and 
supporting its Physics and Animation 
products, Havok Behavior consists of 11n 
art-based composition tool for animators 
and a runtime SDK for programmers. lt's 
built on an asset management system that 
encompasses assets such as rigs. skin/mesh 
bindings and animation dops, while the 
creation tool exposes animation dynamics 
such as hierarchical finou state machines 
and blending trees in an intuitiVe manner. 
The SDK integrates with the l~ame 
animation system and also enables you to 
link into the in-game artofidalontelligence 

so events can change the animations 
that are triggered . - .IMovok.com 

One of the products gained when Autodesk bought Alias (indeed it was also one of 
the products gained when Alias originally bought Kaydara), it's taken a while for 
the company to get its head around HumaniK. One reason is unlike products such 
as 3ds Max and Maya. HumaniK is a runtime engine component that developers 
need to integrate within their own game engine. This requires a different sort of 
business model and support than Autodesk has typically offered. But following the 
re<ent EA deal, 11nd previous work with Ubisoft. it seems Autodesk will be looking 
to ramp up interest in this dynamic character animation technology, which as its 
name suggests uses a inverse kinematic approach to creating in-game motion. lt 
also offers a re-targetting option so animation can be applied to skeletons of 

differing size and hierarchies, and enables characters to dynamically adapt to 
their physical in-game environments. - .autoclesk.com 
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I
'm away from Wales and I'm missing 
my sheepies! I'm out in San Francisco 
while writing this, having given a little 

talk at the Game Developers Conference a 
couple of days ago, and yesterday again at 
Google. Google looks like a really fun place 
to work, it's full of people who seem to be 
very happy to be there, and there are little 
electric scooters provided for people to zip 
around the campus on. Plus they have a few 
old arcade cabinets scattered about the place 
(! was able to have a game of Marble Madness 
while waiting to set up the gear for my talk). 
They also have some really good canteens, and 
all the food is free. Talking to some Googleites 
when I was there I got the impression that the 
company want to keep its employees so happy 
that they never want to go home! 

My American presentations were also an 
opportunity to show off my Xbox Live Arcade 

bonus rounds, and while I'm doing that Giles 
is working on all the necessary stuff for us to 
be compliant with Microsoft's specs for Live 
Arcade titles. This is a lot of work on its own 

- for example we are having translations of the 
game's text done into French, Italian, German, 
Spanish, Portuguese and Japanese. It's a bit 
more exacting than it was back in the old jaguar 
days when all we had to support was English 
(well, English of a sort - I remember being 
distinct ly irked when I was told to go through 
all my game text changing the spelling of 'colour' 
to 'color~ Grrr ... ) 

It turns out that Microsoft's definition of 
'alpha' is rather different from ours, too. I pretty 
much assumed it meant 'chuck out a version 
of the game that's pretty much fully working 
but not yet feature complete: so that's what 
we did. Looking at their published definition of 
what alpha is, though, looks a lot to me like a 

I'm going to have a great big fat party th d y that you can 
actually log onto Live Arcade and download the giraffe 

,, 
gan1e Space Giraffe in public for the first time, 
and the reaction to it seemed to be universally 
good, even eliciting a few chuck:Jes from the 
audience at tinles. I'm really happy with the 
response to the demos and with progress in the 
game in general. I'm up to level 64 (out of lOO) 

now. Level 64 is simply insane the first time 
you see it . 

T he Giraffe alpha testers have certainly 
been having fun with the game, and there are 
some decent high-scores appearing on the 
leaderboards; none so illustrious as mine 
though. But then J guess I have a slight 
advantage over the others. 

\Ve're on the home stretch now - I just 
have to finish off those levels and put in the 

finished game - all levels in, all of the 
Achi~-ements in, pretty much all functionality 
in - hey, to me that's pretty much the whole 
game. Since they actually have the right to 
reject a prne at the alpha stage, I can imagine 
that standard appearing pretty daunting to 
some developers since they'd pretty much 
have to write the whole thing and then have 
to run the risk of it being rejected. I'm not at 
all worried about that for Space Giraffe, though, 
since it's plainly evident that it's rather good, 
even if I do ~ay so myself. 

As alpha code goes, Space Giraffe is looking 
solid as a rock; lots of games have been played 
on it and I haven't had a single crash bug report 
at all, it's looking to be stable as a horse's house. 

All it really means for us is that we're likely 
to pass several milestones pretty much 
simultaneously when we do submit alpha -
it'lllikely pass the alpha, code completC~and 
content complete stages all at once. We're 
still aiming to get the game ready for 
submission to Microsoft by the end of March; 
realistically, I suppose that could be pushed 
out to the middle of April but I certainly hope 
it doesn 't end up any later than that. Once it 's 
made it through the approval process I think 
there's about a six-week pipeline to get to the 
actual release date. 

I'm going to have a great big fat party the 
day that you can actually log onto Live Arcade 
and download the giraffe. 

However, there's still a fair bit of hard work 
between now and then, and I'll be straight back 
into it as soon as I return to the UK, bar a 
couple of days to get past the jetlag over the 
intervening weekend. I think in that couple 
of days I shall play some more CrackdoiVn (which 
I got just before I went away and which I am 
thoroughly enjoying) and final ly get a look at 
what all the fuss is about with Motor Storm 
(being as I picked up a PS3 while here in San 
Francisco - it would have been silly not to, 
really, as it 's cheaper here than it is at home 
plus it doesn't have the crippled backward 
compatibility the European models have, so I'll 
be able to play Katamari Damacy on it which was 
the main reason for the dust coming off the PS2 
at my house anyway). There really appears to be 
absolutely no shortage of PS3s out here in the 
US; just about every game shop I've been in had 
them in stock. 

But I think most of all I am looking forward 
to just getting back to Wales, the sheepies, a 
decent cup of tea, curry, the pub and that sweet, 
sweet giraffe. 

J•ff .\finrer is the founder of UK codeshop Llomosoft, ~;·boS<" 
1110$! ~nr project U'OS Xbox J6o's onboard audio visuoliS<"r 



T he world's first videogame, Spacewar!, 

was invented by Steve Russel, who 
headed a team working on a PDP-1 

mainframe at MTT in 1962. When I spoke with 
Russel recently, he told me he no longer played 
games - but not because of his age. He'd always 
preferred writing code. "It'~ the people making 
the games who have the most fun of all,n he said. 

In 1999, only nine per cent of garners were 
so or over. Last year, the Entertainment 
Software Association reported, that percentage 
had jumped to 19 per cent. Statistics are boring, 
and statistics about games - which are 
supposed to be nothing but fun - seem even 
more boring in comparison. But, in the hard
nosed business which underpins our pastime, 
these market figures are crucial. According to 
one survey, a quarter of the UK population will 
be over 6o within the next decade, and game 
developers are starting to take note. 

We have three generations - grandchildren, 
children and me - all playing together. My wife 
plays, my grandchildren play, my children play. 
It's taking my grandson away from his 
PlayStation in his bedroom; now he's comin~ 
into the lounge to play Wii Sports. When we 
have a famil) get together, up comes the screen. 
To hell with watching television!n 

For his age, Bovington is unusually 
technically literate. His company, Lion Systems, 
developed custom computer hardware for banks, 
hospitals, oil rigs and t he military. Twenty years 
ago, when Lion was bought out by Atlantic 
Systems, he went into early retirement. But he 
is reflective of a new, more active older 
generation. He didn't settle down. He's working 
on an astronomy degree, and takes an active 
interest in his ~on Justin Robenson's virtual 
world business, Rh·ers Run Red. He's 70, but 
he looks in his early 6os and according to 

A quarter of the UK population will be over 6o within the next 
decade, and game developers are starting to take note 

"Older players have different life experiences" 
an aging Warren Spector said at the ~lontreal 
International Games Summit, 2005. ".\nd they 
""allt and demand different kinds of content. 
Skateboarding? Not pan of my life, particularly. 
Urban thuggery? Not interested. Extreme 
sports? It's been a while for me: 

One man who agrees b Robert Bovington. 
Bovington, who turned 70 last year, has 
rediscovered gaming. Back in the '8os, he played 
Wizardry with his son on the Apple 1!. But most 
recently, it's been his new Nintendo Wii that 
has changed his life. "The nice thing the Wii's 
done, which is amazing, it's brought family 
groups together. Which has never happened, in 
my experience of computer systems or games. 

:-.:intendo. he'5 ;-ounger still: "There's this lovely 
int..pated fitne--s regime, and it tells you what 
aee you're suppo"ed to be. I'm supposed to be 
52 • ..,ilich i ' ::mu,tic." Bovington's less 
technical friend' don't have their own Wiis, but 
it', not becau.e the) can't use it . They just can't 
get hold of one 

Th~ context of Nintendo's decision to widen 
the appeal of console gaming, stretches far back 
into the company's history. In the '8os and early 

'Qos, Nintendo dominated the massive US 
console market, with the three most popular 
games systems: the Game Boy, the NES and the 
S!\LS. In 1Q88, cautious of the responsibility -
and pott"ntialliability - of such a dominant 
po~ition, ~intendo began a careful and 

comprehensive system of censorship, for the US 
only. "Nintendo is concerned that our products 
do not contain material that society as a whole 
deems unacceptable," the Nintendo AllJerica 
Video Game Content Guidelines stated. Among 
those references or themes banned from liS 
:"in tendo games were: sex, random or 
gratuitous violence (see the SNES release of 
Mortal Kombac), smoking and alcohol, religious 
images (including the notorious removal of an~ 
visible crosses in games) - even political 
statements of any kind. T he result was a 'cutesy 
reputation, that by the mid-'9os seemed to 
appeal more to children than anyone e lse. From 
1994, the US Entertainment Software Ratings 
board stepped in, and Nintcndo relaxed its 
cen,orship, but the 'cute' reputation remained. 

Still, its experience with cuteness and 
accessibility helped in its new drive to appeal 
to a .,.,;der range of garners, culminating most 
recently in the \\-ti and the OS. "I don't like the 
hit and thrust games," Bovington says. "Most of 
it is crash and bang, which I don't really need. 
My grandson is being seduced away from 'men 
at arms' games to play socially, on the Wii ." 

After all, retirees have as much time to kill 
as teenagers, and games give them a new way to 
fill their time. "\\'e used to go swimming; 
BO\-ington says, "but when the weather's bad, 
where are ~-ou? In the house. That's when the 
\\1i comes out.-

In his experience, the crucial physical 
elements of the \\'ii extend their benefiL~ even 
beyond the li~-ing room. "The g.1mes are great, 
but the best thing is it can take you out of it, 
and put you back in to the real environment. It 
introduces kids to sport. My grandchildren are 
asking me: 'When can I go bowling?' That can 
only be a plus. All the criticisms we've had in 
the past will now change." 

Tim Gu~r's boo* about >•irtual • -orlds, S~nd Li1-.s, v.•i/1 be 
published by Hurchinson in ·\pri/. \ 'isir him arrimgu~$1.,.,, 

... 



I
'm all too aware that I've been frightfully 
horrid to the PlayStation 3 in recent 
columns. But following the system's launch 

I've actually started to feel sorry for Sony. 
I've no reason to feel sorry for them, of 

course, because they're a large, multinational 
corporation whose job it is to eat our money. 
Indeed, from this early point of view the PS 3 
seems to have sold reasonably well, even if 
the public relations battle is far from won. 
Nevertheless, I feel it is time for some positivity 
around my parts, and there's nothing quite so 
warming as nostalgia. 

To this end I've been sat here, stroking my 
special beard and mulling over some of my most 
perfect gaming moments. Intriguingly, it struck 
me sideways how few of them were deliberate 
aspects of the prescribed gameplay. By which I 
mean that the things I have most enjoyed about 
many of my favourite games have been the 

(actually, more with Half-Life 2: Episode One) is 
that the gravity gun wasn't explored more fully. 
The physics engine is so brilliant - and has yet 
to be surpassed - that a less-linear, sandbox 
game featuring gravity gun and physics would 
the greatest thing ever. Please do that, Valve. 

Dog's Life (PS2): I consider this an 
overlooked gem. Not because it was a 
particularly good game, but it is the only 
example of so-called 'interactive entertainment' 
wherein you can do a poo, pick it up in your 
mouth, and run around with it before throwing 
it at a passer-by. 

World Games (C64): I never owned a C64, 
being a dyed-in- the-wool Spectrumface until 
the Atari ST came along. Nevertheless, my 
friend Phil had one, and I would go round to 

his house at weekends pwely to play World 
Games. Specifically, I would go round to his 
house to play the cliff diving event in World 

You haven't played the game properly until you've locked David 
Tennant and jean-Luc Pi card in room and forced them to copulate 

things they don't tell you in the instruction 
manual. The happy accidents, the signs of a 
game engine veering off in ways its creators 
could never have anticipated. 

And here - because you're probably aching 
to read them - is they: 

Half-Life 2 (PC): I'm fairly certain I'm not 
alone in this, but I can't believe that Valve ever 
predicted quite how much fun the gravity gun 
would be. I don't know whether the concept was 
there from the start, or whether it was a minor 
element of the weapons arsenal which got 
bumped up at some latter point of development, 
but the fust time I tossed the ball to Dog is up 
there with my first ever Mario spin-jump. 
Indeed, my one disappointment with Half-Life 2 

Games. And not even to play it properly, \\ilich 
would have required me to contort my fingers 
into horrible shapes and learn the controls. I 
just liked making the diver crash head-first into 
the rocks, thus braining him to death and 
scaring away the nearby seagull. Looking back, 
far too much of my youth was spent doing this. 

Crackdown (360): Crackdown is my current 
passion. I kind of get the sense that, perhaps, 
it's not actually a very good gan1e. There's lots 
to admire about it on a technical level, but in 
most respects it's pretty charmless. And yet I've 
spent more time on Crackdown than any other 
game this year. The core experience - running 
around a lovely, GTA -esque city taking out gang 
bosses - is by far the dullest part of the 

experience. Far more interesting is your 
character's superhuman agility, the climbing 
frame that is the city itself, and the ability to 
upgrade your abilities by collecting or~s. 

Now, I'm typically the sort of person who 
avoids collectables in games, and yet I have beet 
ob~essively scouring every last inch of 
Crackdown to hear those elusive, pulsing tOnes. 
I'm currently on over 400 agility orbs, and I'm 
buggered if I know where the rem<rining ones 
are. lf a game can get a collect-o-phobe like me 
collecting then it's doing something right. 

Dead Rising (360): Perhaps the greatest 
recent example of sandbox thinking, I actually 
believe Dead Rising to be a rubbish game shoe
homed into one of the best worlds ever 
conceived.lf not, in fact, the best. I confess 
that I haven't even played through the game 
the whole way, and yet I'm still going back to 
it to run through zombie hordes with 
lawnmowers, put horse masks on undead 
heads and play zombie golf. 

The Sims series (PC): It is impossible to 
pl.ly these game!> "ith• •ut inputting the 
unlimited money cheat andtor wrapping your 
Sirns in a combination of ~kins you've 
downloaded off the internet. You haven't playe< 
thi~ game properly until you've locked David 
Tennant andJean-Luc Picard in an airless room 
forced them to copulate, and then watched ther 
slowly pee themselves to death. 

Premier Manager 97 (PC): Yes, it's an old 
one. No, it's not the far superior Championship 
Manager. But it is the one we used to have 
installed on our office PC at Digitiser. We 
weren't interested in how our team was doing; 
we just liked changing the names of the players 
and laughing during the commentaries as Stin~ 
Penis crossed to Sex Vicar. Until the day we go• 
caught by our features editor, that is. 

Air Biffoco-fountkd Digir~r. Chonntl• 's T•l•t•xt· bosed 
"·idtogamn .stction, and now aritts mainly {or ctle"ision 
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ONLINE OFFLINE 
Choice cuts from 
Edge Online's 
discussion forum 

TopL Cr......down - .-
i~. andout ""'-

Admit it . Who else was a cynic 
about the Halo J/Crackdown 
link up? 1 felt that MS were 
trying to shift a poor game on 
the promise of the Halo 3 beta, 
and why not? 

My thoughts now? T love 
this game. You can do what 
)'OU want, when you want, how 
)'OU want. lf }'OU want to ju~t 
drive around and look at the 
view you can, there are no 
limits from the outset. Tf you 
want to climb all and sundry, 
you can. It really is up to you. 

The superhero style 
leveling-up rewards you unlike 
any GTA game, it gives you the 
tools to climb that bit higher, 
driv~ t hat bit {aster, make a 
few mo re things blow up ..• but 
its not too slow or too faq, 
just really well balanced. 

And the best bit: climbing 
the Agency Tower. The absence 
oft raffle noise, the wind, the 
subtle music, the tense, 
nervous ledge shuffling. A real 
standout g;aming moment. And 
when you fall off it actually 
made me wince on impact. I 
can't remember the last time a 
game did that. 
( 
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As the world of virtual warfare 
has moved ever closer to the real 

thing, one aspect of computer warfaring 
has left me more than a little befuddled. 
I call it the 'spring-heeled assassin' 
phenomenon. This type of soldier can 
jump and shoot untiringly, producing 
games that feel like a Jerry Bruckheimer 
production of Bambi. When games 
such as GoldenEye allowed for u ntiring 
circling of the enemy, I always believed 
that Andy McNab types could actually 
accomplish such a tiring feat. However, 
my tireless investigation of SAS 

the same game' by choosing half a 
dozen examples from the same genre, 
ignoring the racing games, the boxing 
games, the platformers, the tennis, golf 
and party games, and indeed anything 
that doesn't fit his prejudices. I could 
make exactly the same claim of the Wii 
by just picking out all the ' kiddie' games. 
By ignoring the burgeoning HDTV 
market, Nintendo has shown that it is 
clinging to the past: just watch the rush 
to catch up next time around. 

Of cour~e Microsoft isn't perfect, 
and in my opinion the launching of two 

"Sony, through arrogance or naivety, has turned up 
late to the party and tried to copy what it's seen (Xbox 
Uve and motion sensing being the most obvious)" 

technique:. has revealed that jumping 
while shooting is not only overly 
energy-sapping but also completely 
stupid! So I hereby would like to call 
for the end of the 'spring-heeled 
assassin' ... although I'm sure Nike is 
now \o,torking on turning warfaring 
virtualit} into actuality. 
Ben Keegan 

Bruckh~imer does Bambi? Count us in. 

If Alex Westworth (E174) is a 
teacher, I suggest that he grows 

up and ~hows his pupils how to be 
balanced and unbiased when discussing 
a subject. What does he hope to gain by 
calling Microsoft's console a can opener 
or a washing machine? The 360 leaves 
the decision of whether to buy 
additional functions to the user, and in 
its basic form it's a fine high-definition 
gaming machine with online and 
media-hub capabilities. The PS3 forces 
the extras on the buyer. 

Secondly, he tries to demonstrate 
that 'most games that are on the 360 are 

machines (one with an HOD and one 
without) has severely limited the 360's 
future prospects, but as a second foray 
into the cut-throat world of consoles, 
where brand loyalty and childish insult
hurling are the norms, the 360 is an 
excellent buy and is doing pretty well. 
Andrew Howlett 

• 
By the time I reached the end of 
A lex Westworth's letter (E174), 

my jaw was hanging slack. I'm sorry, 
Mr West worth, did someone from 
Microsoft come round to your house 
one cold, dark night and physically 
abuse you? 

I'm not an Xbox 360 fanboy as I 
have also have a Wii and have a PS3 on 
pre-order, but to describe the machine 
as useless and only having one game ... 
Words fail me! 

Gears Of War is nothing like 
Oblivion or Crackdou•n or Fighr Night J 
or Geometry Wars or Cloning Clyde or 
Hexic or PGRJ. Need I go on? 

At least the Xbox 360 had a decent 
number of exclusive releases on its 

Win aDS Lite 
for the best letter 

latmch day instead of games I've 
already played months ago (CODJ, 
Oblivion and fNJ). The simple fact is 
that Sony, through arrogance or naivety, 
has turned up late to the party and triec 
to copy what it's seen (Xbox Live and 
motion sen~ing being the most obvious) 

As for the Xbox 360 being a failure 
in Japan (which it is), this is a peculiarly 
cultural thing and nothing to do with 
games. If it was, the PS3 would fail as 
well, as it has launched with the same 
games the 360 hab had on its roster for 
months (see above). As for the 
assumption that no one over 40 will 
buy a 360 ... well I AM 40 and a lot of 
my friends {online and offline) are in 
the 35-45 age bracket. Y'know, the ones 
who remembe r playing Space Invaders 
when it was new and shiny, the ones 
who've been p laying games longer than 
you've been on this planet! 

Again, your bias and assumptions 
show themselves by dismissing the 
older gamer outright. If you think your 
argument stands up for scrutiny, 
change 360 to PS3 and then read it 
again. On a similar note, why would 
anyone over 40 want to buy a PS3? 
You're just not making sense J'm afraid 
(your point about wireless connectivity 
and HD-DVD is a valid one, however). 

The reason you want to get it off 
your chest in Edge is that standing in 



front of a group of stick- thin, pre
pubescent males and having your 
carefully crafted argument picked apart 
using reason and judgement would, I 
believe, be totally embarrassing. 
Marcus Waldock 

With the Game On exhibition 
at the Science Musewn having 

recently ended, it seems an appropriate 
time to reflect upon t he event. The 
hour and a half allowed inside seemed a 
little short, rspecially given the vast 
array of titles begging to be played, 
whether through a sense of nostalgia or 
discovery. But it's easy to accept that 
the time limit was to restrict hordes of 
people crowding the machines. 

The fact the exhibition took place at 
all is to be applauded. As is frequt'ntly 
decried on the pages of every ~ing 
magazine or website, the common 
misconception of garners is that all ~ 
do is kill and maim vinual people in 
virtual worlds. There may have been a 

Female g.amerc •~ lt-~~ interested in cute, 
pretty chuoct~N - •• ~n in games •uch 
as Vh-a Piibt• - than in decent multiplayer 
and co-op option,., argue!. David Gentry 

display, it felt as if more could have 
been done to reflect the games housed 
in each separate section. 

Game On was much like the 
Hitchhiker's Guide To The Galaxy text 
game it had on display - not a great 
visual spectacle, but highly entertaining 
beneath it all. Then again, as it was only 
a temporary even t, expecting any more 
than this may have been too optimL~tic. 
One can only hope that the event (or 
something similar) is given a permanent 
home somewhere in the UK, in stylish 

"How I wept when Double Agent was released. 
Not only had the split-screen co-op option been left 
off, it had been replaced by 'online only' options" 

'shrine' to the Grand Theft Auto serie~ 
at Game On, but it was good to see a 
wide collection of consoles and games 
that would hopefully convince people 
that there is more to gaming than GTA. 

Yet for all the hope of this event 
bringing gaming to a wider audience, 
the environment in which it was held 
left something to be desired. While 
the Science Musewn itself is a real 
spectacle, Game On felt like the dimly 
lit, noisy arcades of old - albeit lacking 
in cigare tte smoke. An accurate 
atmosphere for the Space Invaders 
machine, but with the next/current 
generation of the PS3 and Wii on 

• \1GS4 in<pired Vassili Chrlstodoulou to call 
for the emancipation of games develo1~rs 

surroundingl>, as collecting games ac~ 

as a good education for new gamer,, or 
those too young to have been there in 
the early days. 
Craig Williams 

That\ it. I've had enou#t. Ye,, 
}t'~. }e~. the new generation of 

con<oles 6 \Cl) ~citing and all that. 
Better t:raphic~. lar ~"r !:;!me<, more 
possibilitie, and probably game< that 
are so in-dt·pth that you have to quit 
your job just to t>xplore the first island. 
But that doesn't help my relationship. 

You should understand I don't have 
the usual problem with my girlfriend. 
No. My girlfriend loves to play games. 

She doesn't choose a game because 
it's cute and girly and has pretty pink 
horses for her to care for. She chooses 
it because of one V('ry important aspect 
- and one I can relate to. She loves 
multiplayer titles, specifically co-op. 

I bought her a 360 last year for her 
birthday. She hardly touched the thing 
as all the games I bought with it offered 
one player only, choosing instead to 

Topic: H.avt• a chat, muck about 
1 been thinking of a game, open 
world, like CTA, with the 
beauty of A/an Wakt'l ]ust 
C"usl'. It would be full of 
sandbo" stuff like playground•, 
roller coa..ters, dirt buggies, 
ski areas, paragliding, scuba 
diving, frisbee, trains, canoes, 
mountain bikes. lt'd be like an 
MMO and have absolutely no 
goals or acheivements or 
levels. 1t would just be a place 
to go and chill out with peep" 
off your friend• lh't. You could 
choo' e who you can chat to 
one~! logged in and just go for a 
walk, o r drive your minibus 
with ten frit'nds up a mountain 
so you can all watch the sunset 
and have a picnic to wind down 
after fonr hours of Gear.,, 

1t would have that tactile 
fed of LittleBigPianet, but the 
true wide open vistas of GTA. 

Ha"-e I just described 
Serond Life? 

The graphics would ha,·e t o 
be bloody amazing to sati•fy 
me, draw di,'tance being of 
great importance. You could 
also carry a boom box around 
that plays streaming music 
from your 360 so you could 
sha~ that with your mates, it 
would ha...., a realistic audibl~ 
range~ you could walk off it 
"'~s ~, Alon or Aerosmith. 

lt ""'uld also be free, and 
on the 36o, your Live 
•ubscription would pay for it 
and the addition of new play 
arca•/.,tuff which would be 
added at the same time as any 
dashboard updates. Think ofit 
as a 360 hub, cbill out zone to 
go to betw~n games and 
socialise without any 
competitive t'lt'ment. 

1 think most seasoned gamer• 
have thought about this at one 
point or another, it's definitly 
"omething to aspire to and an 
idea that would really sit well 
with me. I like the idea of 
driving your friends up a 
mountain, but kno"ing me I'd 
send the bu• off a cliff on 
purpose or something. 
SI 

It's a great idea, the p roblem is 
that every new activity or 
experience within this world 
lends itself to micro
transactions. I can' t s~ the 
inc40nt ive for Microsoft o r 
Son y to give you this for free. 

place it next to the original Xbox as she 
played Halo :z and Splinter Cell: Chaos 
Theory due to their co-op options. 

Being incredibly clever, though, I 
I pre-ordered Doublt' Agent. How 
I cackled in the knowledge that she 
would finally love the 360 as she 
battled through the levels with me. 
How I wept when it was released and 
she looked at me, lttterly disappointed. 
Not only had the splitscreen co-op 
option been left off, it had been 
replaced by 'online only' options. 

r have a horrible feeling this is the 
way videogarnes are heading and I for 
one think it's a huge blow. I've always 
believed multiplaycr to be one of the 
most importan t aspects of gaming, 
from evenings of drunken hilarity with 
my friends through to lunch hours spent 
on GTA killing my work colleagues (at 
least Rockstar seem~ to understand 
what the PSP was designed for). 

Does this mean that in order to play 
any form of multiplayer game with my 
girlfriend (let alone co-op, which 
seems to be added on at the end of 
development, if at all), I'm expected to 
go to another room or house and play 
online? Or do developers think I'd 
prefer to play again~t random spotty 13-
year-olds who spend more time hurling 
abuse from the anonymity of their 
bedrooms? It makes thl' phrase'social 
gaming' into one hl'll of a joke. 

I asstune I'm not the only one 
who finds this idea depressing (at least 
Nintendo seems to have noticed the 
real reason a large number of people 
still play games and seems to be trying 
to take a step in the right direction). 
Developers harp on about bringing 
more people (in particular females) into 
the hobby while con~tantly pushing 
them away with little o r no interest in 
why they didn' t play in the first place. 

There's a slightly happy end to 
this letter. My girlfril'nd went out and 
bought Gears Of War purely for its co
op and is now happily ~itting \vith her 
s ister loving every minute of it, while I 
bitterly write this INter next to a dust 
covered copy of Double Agent. 
Oavid Gentry 

Thi' is a key issue which ra~ly gets 
the development focu• it desene~. 
Hopefully thi.• month's OS Lite will 
increa•e your social g.;tming repertoire . 

) 
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• 
Your Oedipal reading of Metal 
Gear Solid [E173] got me thinking 

about whether anyone makes games for 
adults. As a kid, my passion for games, 
books, plays and films stemmed from 
the same source: they all gave me the 
chance to think like someone else, go 
somewhere incredible, be part of an 
adventure. But although the books I 
read have got smarter as my mind has 
matured, most game designers don't 
cater for the older market in the same 
way. They churn out the same shallow 
escapism for adults as they supply for 
kids, only switch cute monsters for 
corpses. MGS is no exception. 

I'm lO now and while I love gaming 
deeply, almost nothing on the shelves 
stimulates me the way that it used to. I 
don't wan t to have to give up gaming, 
so in my arrogance, here's my radical 
manifesto for aspiring designers: games 
don't need to be built on fun any more. 

Why should they be? The most 
popular contributions to the arts are 
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ToJ:'I<. ·1 11let myth 
lt has been said that no one 
would want to play a Hamlet 
game because you 're destined 
t o die at the end. Apart from 
the fact that there is a Hamlet 
game and people do play it, 
there's something else wrong 
with this way of thinking 
about games. Take Metal Gear 
Solid for example. You spend a 
healthy chunk ofthe game 
activating the final boss. 
Surely on my second 
playthro ugh I would've missed 
that bit out and made the 
ending easier for myself? Of 
course not . I'm not given the 
choice and I don' t care. 

I never care about the 
princess I'm supposed to save. 
All I care about are the tasks 
laid in front of me by the 
designers . 

Thanks for ruining the play 
forme. 

rarely fun; we love them because they 
make us think and make us feel. With 
their in teract ive e lement, games have 
the potential to affect the player in a 
way passive art forms can't even 
attempt, and yet no one even bothers 
to aspire to these heady heights. 

If Spielberg can sustain two hour' 
of repulsive cinematic horror in Saving 
Private Ryan, why can't we see an anti
war game where the player is ca\t as a 
war pho tographer in the Middle East 
selling photographs of corpses to the 
Sunday rags? No, it won't entertain, 
but it will make a massive emotional 
impact to actually feel like you"re part 
of a war zone. 

\\Thy can't we have a survival horror 
game with the originality and intellect 
of The Shining? Real ethical dilemmas 
that go beyond 'Shall ! be a good 
Barbarian warrior or an evil one?' 
Why don't we still have catharsis, 
and unhappy endings that go beyond 
a 'game over' screen? 

AI>C> YOU! rt> TIU.. 

Games don't have to be entertaining 
to be rewarding, but it's so instilled into 
the mindset of players and designers 
alike that it seems unlikely to cpangc. 
I've had it with disposable corridor 
shooters and high-fantasy RPGs. 

How many more adults would play 
Metal Gear Solid if it really was an 
Oedipal tragedy? Isn't it about time 
designers threw off their chains and 
showed us what videogames are rea lly 
capable of? 
Vassili Chris todoulou 

It's serious game' that are leading this 
charge. Fleeing th~ Janjaweed as a nine
year-old in Darfur h Dyins is terrible and 
horrif}ing in a wa} Silent Hill will never be 
able t o match, for all its •opbistication~. 

Send us emai l {edgeCfuturenet.co.uk), 
but be sure to use 'lnbox' as the subject 
line. Or send a letter to this address: 
lnbox. Edge, Future Publishing, 
30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath BAl 2BW 

....,.,. 'TO TRK£ YOUil ~ ... 
...-s I'UIYa'. AI>C> YOUil SPAC.E I1Ail.INU 

AI>C> YOUil ac:D ~ OF IXA'n4 AI>C> SMO'\o'E 

,_'-,."rr-TI"' TIQrl, . 

IT S"niAl6HT !A> YOUil ~ 
WUt' ....,.,. CIIN'T ~ -

ovGl -ntt NOISE. 
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